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The picture was taken with a camera that exposes 

3,000 frames per second. One second of action 

takes more than three minutes to project at normal 

viewing speed. ~~ 

The picture was taken looking into an open hearth 

furnace, and it discloses action that was only vaguely 

perceived before. This enables U. S. Steel scientists 

to develop a better understanding of the kinetics of 

heat transfer and chemical reaction at temperatures 

approaching 3,000° F. 

This is but a small part of the scientific world that 

exists within United States Steel—the leading pro- 

' ' ducer in one of the most interesting businesses in the 
Th IS IS the look world, the steel business. If you want to dig ore out 

of the mountains of Venezuela, investigate the atomic 

wits structure of steel crystals, help rocket designers solve 

of hoi | | ng ste a| new problems with new steels, there might well be a 

place for you at United States Steel. Read our booklet, 

“Paths of Opportunity.”’ Write to United 

States Steel, Personnel Division, Room 

5681, 525 William Penn Place, Pitts- 

burgh 30, Pa. 

UNITED STATES STEEL 
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This Film*‘ Ss i i his Films a Starring Vehicle 
— for Goodyear Engineers and money, as well as quality. They’ve made 

PLIOFILM as much a part of the American 

Nearly aquarter-century ago, Goodyear intro- supermarket ‘Scene as the checkout counter, 

duced to the world of packaging a rubber or junior riding the package cart. 

hydrochloride called PLIoFILM. There you have the story of just one product 
Ever since, year by year—except for the war ~—and the opportunities it offers young engi- 

period—more and more industries have been neers. And the PLIOFILM story has its 
using PLIOFILM, and constantly discovering counterpart in a whole range of Goodyear 
new uses for it. Even during the war, when products—from atomic energy to tires—each 
none was available for commercial packag- offering the widest possible scope for special- 

ing, PLIOFILM safeguarded vital materials ized skills and training. 

like tools, guns and airplane engines. So we need engineers, lots of them—chemical, 
For engineers working at Goodyear, this film mechanical, industrial, electrical. We need 

is a rare and exciting challenge, and they’ve them in Production, in Research, in Devel- 
made the most of it. opment, and in Staff Engineering. We need 

. them to provide technical service on our 
They’ve developed innumerable types and products. rea 
gauges of PLIOFILM to fit all kinds of prod- ” 

ucts. They’ve produced special films for If you’re interested in a job and a lifetime of 

packaging frozen foods, meats, textiles, cof- useful accomplishment, you’ll very likely find 

fee, pharmaceuticals, hardware, and a host both in the Goodyear organization. How 

of other items. They’ve made films that can about letting us hear from you? Write: The 

be handled readily by automatic packaging Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Technical 

machinery—so that now PLIOFILM saves time Personnel, Dept. 806-W, Akron 16, Ohio. 

> A630) Theron GZOODSYEAR Opportunity at uae 
THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 

Plofilm, a rubber hydrochloride —T. M. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 
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Completely new facilities for manufacturing precision | the development and appli- | | BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

instrument bearings increase Fafnir's ability to meet | cation of Fafnir instrument 1| W.KN Chai 

growing demands and more exacting bearings specifica- | bearings call for a knowl | | . K. NEILL, airman 

tions. Latest type equipment, including ultrasonic clean- _|_ edge of the design and op- | G. R. Seni, Faculty Advisor 
ing units and unique testing devices, assure new highs in | eration of widely diversified | | Cuaries C. Watson. 

instrument bearing quality. Fafnir’s precision instrument | types of equipment, ranging | | Chemical Engineer > 

bearing facilities are unequaled in the field today — from automatic pilots, com- | | anemical mngmecnng 

another sound reason why industry looks to Fafnir for}  PUuleTs and guided missile |) Bruce Davinson, 
help with bearing problems. The Fafnir Bearing | instruments, to laboratory | | Civil Engineering 
Gi Niaw Hatin, Gi dcut equipment. Perhaps the || 
ompany, New Britain, Connecticut, | challenging andvaried field | | Jounn C. WEBER, 

| of bearing engineering or || Electrical Engineering 
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| the opportunities you want. | 3 : Rs 
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If you want to draft a more . : 

successful engineering career... . 

MANY DOUGLAS ASSIGNMENTS LET vou 

FOLLOW THROUGH FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY L 
f 
i 

Frequently, it’s important that you have the chance to L 
apply theories you’ve helped to develop. Douglas is anxious that engineers E 

expand their knowledge of a problem in practical ways. This is 
accomplished by keeping your assignments varied. .. by often : 

letting you follow the job through to completion. There are 
many exceptional opportunities to start your career at Douglas. 4 L 

: 

For important career opportunities «ner wit, Tr 
in your field, write: wo ? aR \ : c.C. LaVENE S DOUGAASAN | DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY \ wy an L BOX X-6101 

Ca . SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
i 
p 

FIRST IN AVIATION | 

L 
. 
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JOB FACTS FROM DU PONT oe 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
o ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

YOUR INTERESTS, SPECIAL ABILITIES ARE IMPORTANT 

a | Pp li d T inl 

| _ | Personalized raining 
a 

| b va | ROOMTOGROW "nim £ ! ! ‘itotes fe} | Relates to Polic 
| There’s plenty of room to grow DuPont lS | a i iit 

| at DuPont. One reason is thar ‘emeseatve NSF rgmmotion from Within 
| the very diversity of our products | 
| and processes requires specialists — qnd mining engineering; in | f a e ; 8 9 
! in almost every area of science — qtomic energy, instrumentation, Where “e your interests i What 

| and engineering. Another reason chemistry, physics, mathematics | courses have you | — an are 
is that DuPont continues to ex- d your special abilities? Du Pont tries 

| ; ues and many other fields. | h ith availabl 
| pand in many new directions. I to match these factors With, avallablé 

| F. le. in 1957 sale All this activity points to as | jobs to determine your first job as- 

| OF EROM ple, Ll Ot Sales bright a future today as ever be- | signment within the Company. 
| reached $2 billion. Four new fore in our long history. There’s | . , 
| plants were being built. New re- 1 n> foe . 6 d ; a I Once the assignment is made, the 

| search projects were launched aon fa the gaee Grae uate | Company helps you apply your knowl- 
I new products marketed. > this prelure. If you would like | edge to a problem right away. You 

. HO rE specific information On. ORs learn by doing—in consultation with 
\ In 1957, too, new technical portunities at Du Pont, we invite your supervisor and others working 

po men joined DuPont we chemical, you to sign up for a Du Pont | on various phases of the same project. 

| civil, mechanical, . metallurgical, intenuvew with your placement | Your performance on the job is evalu- 
} electrical, industrial, petroleum director. ated periodically, so you always know 

L J where you stand in the eyes of your 

ee management. 

DU PONT SUMMER JOB Students work side by side with As you might guess, Du Pont’s per- 

practicing engineers and scientists. In sonalized training is closely related 
this way they gain valuable experience to its promotion policy. Almost all 

GIVES YOu A CHANCE to supplement classroom theory. advancement is made from within the 

Last year, 407 students from 113 Company, so if your supervision has 

colleges took advantage of this pro- indicated that you are ready for pro- 
T0 EARN AND LEARN gram. Du Pont pays round-trip trans- | motion, and an opening occurs for 

portation expenses from home or which your training has prepared 
school to place of employment. Stu- you, you are sure to be considered. 

Du Pont offers college juniors and dents are not obligated to continue 

qualified sophomores in technical — with the Company after graduation. Although Dik ont empleys about Pp pany g ( 1 . hier fields th . 1 . . . 90,000 people, management authority 

lelds'the opportunity to earn college For complete details on this pro- is decentralized through many depart- 

expense money this summer while gram, check with your college place- menis into small groups—small enough 
they learn more about the kind of — ment director. . : ; las 

; so that the new man’s capabilities can 
work that will be open to them when . . ; ¢ kKly. T 
they graduate. SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET De "ecosnized quickly. his type of 

The C | 75 plant: d 98 Booklets on jobs at Du Pont are yours organization, plus vie Vompany's e Company has 75 plants an a ‘ : egeatiy te 8 for the asking. ‘Subjects Includes me. **€8dy growth, produces many oppor 
laborat located across 26 stat SDOTAIOEICS ate ae 088 slates: chanical, civil, metallurgical, chemical, tunities for the new man. 
—a spread that often gives the student electrical, instrumentation and indus- ew 
a chance to work in or near his own trial engineers ; atomic energy, technical 

section of the country. Some of these _S#les, business administration, research Dy Pont, over the past 25 years, has 
§ © and development. Name the subject that . 

locations have openings for summer _ interests you in letter to Du Pont, 2494-E Spent $1 on research for every $3 on 
employment in 1958. Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Del. production facilities. 
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WE ARE LOOKING FOR ADAPTABLE, 
RESOURCEFUL INDIVIDUALS —NOT yusT 
FOR HONOR STUDENTS 

SOME NoOBELPRIZE WINNERS MIGAT 

FEEL COMPLETELY UNHAPPY AT AN 
OILWELL! 

GRADUATES IN EEL 
MEE 

wit Good ce 
KNOWLEDGE OF{ PETROLEUM ENGINEERING 
ELECTE Ts GEOPHYSICS cIRICTy Paysics 

YOUNG MEN, SINGLE AND IN 
PERFECT AFALTA. 

SCALUMBERGER OVERSEAS 

BOX 21753- HOUSTON ~ TEXAG.- 
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Harvey Graves (Dartmouth, BA ‘50, MSEE '51) discusses a reactor experiment at the Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation Center, in Waltz Mill, Pa. As manager of the Nuclear Design Section, Mr. Graves works with Dr. Wilfried Bergmann (Vienna, PhD '51), on right, and other young scientists who operate the facility. 

° ° At 30, Harvey Graves directs nuclear design 
° e 

of two major Westinghouse reactors 
After completing the Westinghouse Student Training Progress? Certainly. And if you have ability and Course in 1951, Harvey Graves attended the West- ambition, you'll find Westinghouse offers equal engi- inghouse Advanced Design Course* and was sent by neering opportunities in automation, jet age metals, Westinghouse to the Oak Ridge School of Reactor radar, semiconductors, electronics, large power equip- Technology for one year. Back at Westinghouse again ment, guided missile controls and dozens of other in 1953, Engineer Graves did advanced work on nuclear fascinating fields. reactor development. For more information on professional opportuni- In 1955, he was promoted to supervisory engineer ties at Westinghouse, write to Mr. J. H. Savage, West- on the Belgian reactor project. In 1956, he was again inghouse Electric Corporation, 3 Gateway Center promoted to Manager, Westinghouse Nuclear Design Pittsburgh 30, Pa. Section. Today, Mr. Graves’ 24-man section is develop- e ing and designing the nuclear portion of commercial 
reactors for the Yankee Atomic Electric Company and es 1n ouse the Center d’Etude de l’Energie Nucléaire in Belgium. 
*Fully accredited graduate school FIRST IN ATOMIC POWER 
FEBRUARY, 1958 
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Hanareds do it every day, without ever leaving the This leadership has only been won through the creative 
company. Confined by an unimaginative management, powers and initiative of LINDE engineers and scientists. 

they sink to the level of pencil pushers ... or slip-stick And, these men have received individual recognition 

artists, losing the value of their intensive academic of their achievements. 

training. But the youthful engineer does not have to You can find out more about career opportunities at 

suffer this fate. Selecting the right company ... with LinbE, in research, development, production, sales, and 

thought to its reputation for leadership, initiative, and staff positions, from your Placement Officer. A booklet, 

atmosphere... makes the difference. “Look to LinvE for your future,” is available by address- 

Linde Company is world renowned for its progressive ing Mr. P. I. Emch, Central Recruiting Office, Linde 

development in many fields . . . in atmospheric gases Company, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 

and acetylene, welding and flame processes and equip= 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

ment, synthetic crystals and adsorbents to name a few. 

e UNION 
A LEADER FOR S50 YEARS 

‘The terms “Linde” and “Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of UCC. CARBIDE 
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It takes a lot more than electronic calculators advance planning. Facing new situations daily, 

and push buttons to run a big refinery likeours — they work with many people in the Research 

at Whiting. It takes scientifically trained and Center and in the refinery. As a result, they 

skilled men. Take, for example, Bill Nemec,who gain an ever-widening knowledge of refinery 

shares in the responsibilities of our Refinery —_ operations. 

Economics Division Technical Service group. Sound interesting? Bill Nemec is one of hun- 

A chemical engineer, Bill came to us from dreds of young men with widely varied back- 

the University of Michigan. He and his associ- grounds, talents and responsibilities building 

ates work on problems involving chemical careers at Standard Oil’s progressive Whiting, 

engineering, economics, cost control and sound Indiana, laboratories. 

Standard Oil C —— tandar 1 OMPany  (stanoaro 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 89, Illinois I 
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The question of the starting salary is an important amount over his present salary, and this will not com- 

and yet often misunderstood factor in the selection of pare to the salary of an engineer of similar worth in a 

the engineer’s first job. While most graduating engi- company with a higher salary structure. Therefore he 

neers realize that the starting salary is not of paramount will be fitted into the new company’s salary structure 

importance, they often do underestimate its impact on as if he were a lower quality engineer than he really is. 

their future development. This again puts the engineer in the same position as the 

. 5 ; engineer who starts after graduation at a low starting 
There are two reasons why an engineer’s starting woe . . 

oN : salary. In both cases, the original low starting salary 
salary has an unexpectedly large influence on his pro- . ot : 5 

. ia . has affected the entire professional career of the engi- 
fessional career. First, no employer can determine an ; : . . : 

5 » : neer. His salary and work assignments will be influenced 
engineer’s absolute worth. Second, there is a large ¢ 

. . . for many years to come. 
spread between the various salaries obtained by engi- 

neers of different quality. As a result of these two fac- There is one other consideration that affects the sal- 
tors most companies attempt to make an engineer’s sal- ary of the engineer. Most companies try to adjust sal- 

ary proportional to his contributions. Therefore the aries according to work performance, but this is within 

engineer with a higher starting salary is likely to geta budget that allows only so much money for pay raises 

more responsible job than his lesser paid friend. More during a set period of time. There are also frequently 

responsibility results in the engineer developing his |imits to the maximum raise that an engineer may re- 

professional competence at a faster rate. More com- ceive during any period of time. Therefore if an engi- 
petence means a greater pay raise. And so on. The small peer is in a lower salary bracket to begin with, it be- 

differences in starting salaries at first soon began to comes increasingly difficult for him to overcome this 
snowball and become important over a period of years. handicap. 

In the reverse situation, it is also common practice 

for the employer to evaluate any engineer-applicant by In conclusion, the starting salary of an engineer is 

the amount of his present salary. While it is true that much more important than it would appear at first 

the employer will offer an engineer more than he is glance. The salary indicates to the employer the quality 

presently getting in order to lure him to his own com- of the engineer. It determines work assignments which 

pany, it will not be a great deal more. Therefore, if an influence the engineer’s development. In transferring to 

engineer is working at a low salary, he will not be con- another company it determines his worth to his future 

sidered at his true worth when he tries to change em- employer. Thus starting salary can influence an engi- 

ployers. He will be offered a salary that is the “normal” neer’s career for many years in the future. 

High-speed dust splashes out of shock tube at 4,000 feet per sec- 

ond and strikes against a copper plate at Illinois Institute of 
Technology, Chicago. Experiment simulates conditions that 

may be encountered by guided missiles and space satellites. The 

dust was able to penetrate the copper plate, .008 of an inch thick. 
—Courtesy Armour Research Foundation 
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CAN YOU FIGURE IT OUT? 
A machine can turn out 20 {’A” bulbs and 
15 “B” bulbs per day. But, it takes 0.2 hours ak: . 
to make an “A” and 0.4 hours to make ‘ ae od ’ 
a “B.” The profit on an “A” is $2 and : U | 

CT Meets Ge CULV aC UBC I (att 5 ‘ a Soo a0 
Pitter lan: pant eth tTesige ae ‘ - oe . oe 72: 

N fo ae ~<a 

se ie rs VAN oo eo BR : 

ae Va t _ eS -.  & i aoe 
7 a MW yo * a - 2 

: he : g L f aS D es ) Ey 

iio . Se WSs Sy 
oe » cs Ge: ee ts: / : Pate N a ‘ — aah M(t IN | 

y ans Y Ley, ee 
s ceeeemnnamnan 170M e & See : 

: / AY | 
ie i SSO) Oo i { > ea = 5 , 

—-— ae eG | 

hen | Ah eae g/ 
, a | : es 

oS f ij we gS 
a ag ~ “Ss = Ul : aa 

Us < My 

8 3% Solution at bottom of page 

| _ FIGURING OUT A CAREER? Sherman Francisco tells what it’s s 
like to be . . . and why he likes 

being ... a Computer Systems Selecting a career can be puzzling, too. Here’s how Sherman 
Engineer with IBM. Francisco found the solution to his career problem—at IBM: 

eco c ccc cece cccccccccccccccceeeee Airborne computers present a special challenge to an engineer, 
: #SOLUTION : because systems must be planned and designed with flight in mind. 

{If x and y be the number of bulbs A and B respectively, * Through simulation studies, we test computer systems right in our 
« the profit (P) for a day can be represented by . own labs—simulating both the dynamics of the aircraft and the 
. _ Eee ey : environmental conditions encountered. My biggest thrill? To see 
s (subjperitoithie restric ne Os y=15 . my first simulated bombing mission, achieved after a year and a 

xSew y= . . as 
: and also subject to the restriction that there are only « half of planning and designing! 
* 8 hours in a production day, ie., : i wR 
a 0.2x + 0.4y = 8 orx+ 2y=40 . 33 e + ° _ ° ° There are many excellent opportunities for well-qualified engi- 
. ~ q a 2: . 3 ne H ; neers, physicists and mathematicians in IBM Research, Develop- 

ks fee yas i ment and Manufacturing Engineering. Why not ask your College 
. yA ~ Sug : Placement Director when IBM will next interview on your cam- 
: a ‘ pus? Or, for information about how your degree will fit you for 
: ‘ eg Se 7 ~e Tee. = : an IBM career, 

; Tite : | 
- ce fe a> . Mr. R. A. Whitehorne . . 
eo BM Corp., Dept. 853 
§ Since x = 0 and y = 0, the values of x and y must fall ; ST WRITE TO: U Por 

e on the boundary or within the polygon enclosed by the ¢ ju 590 Madison Avenue 
* lines x = 0, y = 0, x = 20, y = 15 and x + 2y = 40, + New York 22, N.Y 
= as shown. The optimal solution occurs at the corner ¢ iu . 
e« where P = $95. Thus the maximum possible profit is . 
¢ P= $95 at x = 10, y = 15, i.e., when the machine pro- 

§ duces 10 of A and 15 of B each day. é 
° Note; This simple graph aaethiod: is too eciibenscine for more ¢ INTERNATIONAL 
* than 2 variables, Modern computers use numerical techniques * 
$ to handle many more variables — a technique called Linear * IBM BUSINESS MACHINES 
£ Programming. : - CORPORATION 
Perc cece re erecececeseesesevecescece 
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Sev Soi BREAKING BARRIERS in friction research, GM engincer-in-training Donald Hamilton (r.)_ works 

closely with Robert Hellmann, M.E. ’41, and O. K. Kelley (c.). One of the nation’s leading automatic 

transmission authorities, Mr. Kelley holds 24 patents, directed Transmission Development Section of 

GM’s Engineering Staff before his recent promotion to Chief Engineer of GM’s Buick Motor Division. 

B M ecause engineering is a profession al. GM - 
your ACCOMPUS ments are accorded added attention 

You've picked your profession—engineering. advanced degrees. Shown by the fact that so many key men 

You plan to practice with the company of your choice. throughout General Motors are engincers. 

But will th ee fein ¢ ‘ How far can an engineer go in General Motors? There is 
ou 1e CO!) any u join recognize you as a pro- ss . nm 94 : : 

‘ 9 Be yyon ene pe no limit—literally. For example, 14 out of 33 Vice-Presidents 
fessional man? Will it give you professional responsibili- ‘ Ras 

a? We . ‘ . 3 are engineers, 23 of 42 Division General Managers are 
ties? Will you be given challenging assignments ¢ 5 a : 

engineers. These men were 1n your shoes not so many 

If you pick General Motors — and General Motors picks years ago. 

you for one of the many different kinds of engineering work . “ 3 « . 
: OUROF on ee ma y aillerent kine of engmecning Won Today, General Motors is looking for young engineers who 

involved in producing our hundreds of different products— 5 - i 
; F may fill these executive positions in the years to come. If 

we have reason to think you will. . : % i 
you’re the kind of man we're looking for—the kind of man 

For to us, engineering is a profession. who wishes to practice his engineering profession —let us 

: ‘ hear from you. It could be the most important letter of 
Not only at our General Motors Technical Center—but in lif ¥ P 

see : oye our lite, 

every one of our 35 divisions and 126 plants in 71 cities x e e e 

and 19 states—it is recognized as such. GM positions now available in these fields vy sitions va é P PSE Ss 

This professional recognition is shown in minor ways — MECHANICAL ENGINEERING + ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

like putting you on an annual salary, not an hourly rate. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING + METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

And—like giving you vacations with pay. AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING + CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

. . . CERAMIC ENGINEERING + MATHEMATICS + INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 
It is shown in major ways, too. HVSICS aI CHEMISTRY 

It is shown in the fabulous GM Technical Center near 

Detroit, dedicated to the advancement of engineering and G M C 

science, equipped with every conceivable research facility. ENERAL OTORS ORPORATION 

Shown in the encouragement given you in pursuing Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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AUTOS-FIBERGLASS 
by D. L. Fischer ME ’58 

In the long search for the ideal auto body, the field of plastics has yielded 
what seems to be an answer—fiberglass. The Chevrolet Corvette is the 
first American production car to use this new construction with good results. 

FEW years ago an engineer other. These resins are of two if cooked long enough, the resin is 
Ax General Motors said that types—thermo-setting and thermo- removed in a liquid state before it 

the ideal material for auto- plastics. Because thermoplastic res- has reached this stage. However, 
motive body manufacture should ins harden or soften with a varia- its ability to harden is still present. 
be low in cost, strong, shock re- tion in temperature, thermo-setting The pre-polymer, the name 
sistant, light in weight, non-cor- resins are used, Under very high given to the semi-cooked resin, is 
rosive, self damping, and easy to temperature changes these resins used to help produce the shell. 
mold or press. These requirements will retain their shape, and still be Since the pre-polymer will not 
may be fulfilled by plastics. Plas- tough and durable. The most com- harden for 45 to 200 days, a heat 
tics have molding properties which monly used type of thermo-setting generating catalyst is used to speed 
make it possible to produce a car resins is the polyester resin, which —up_ the process. This catalyst is 
with true aerodynamic designs not is low in cost and requires only a generally a peroxide compound 
possible with metals, and_ utilize small amount of equipment. such as methyl ethyl ketone perox- 
weight-saving qualities to construct The polyester resin is a mixture ide. Lupercol DDM is the commer- 
an extremely light-weight shell. of several chemicals. The basic cial name for the peroxide. 

To build a car of plastics re- constituents of this resin are dia- A photo-sensitive catalyst, ben- 
quires only a fundamental under- basic acid, maleic anhydride and _zoin, is being experimented with to 
standing of plastics and a few — glycol. To produce this resin the generate heat by use of an ultra- 
tools. Plastic resins, which are one — compounds are heated in a large violet light to which the catalyst is 
of the main components of the _ kettle that is surrounded by tubes sensitive. However, this catalyst 
body, are basically similar, but containing steam, and as the mix- __ has a tendency to harden from the 
each one possesses certain charac- ture is cooked a chemical change inside out, losing its drying ability 
teristics which make it unlike an- takes place. Because it will harden as_ it approaches the outside. To 

aro a , eegeers ys i c par SE spar™ og ar ae » tes ise a pcs WN nn a Me nal 4 SN a he ne Fad iy ak. z bw = ~=~—. oN er ‘er ae i i ne’ 0 
FB “” g a aN i, my) - = a = wane ys Bs isis d) yi pe 

— EEE 2. 

dl Coen OE er —_— Ee. 

: ee oa 

The 1958 Chevrolet Corvette with its fiber glass body. 
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This wood model is composed of a separate model for each panel. It is constructed in such a manner as to also make 
it suitable for use in making the tools for production. 

alleviate this problem cobalt naph- tanks that have 200 to 250 minute To make the mat, the slivers are 
thanate is added to produce a openings in their bottoms, through placed in definite arrangement, 
chain reaction and_ give equal which the liquid is drawn by a con- sprayed with a weak plastic binder, 

drying. trolled flow of air. and compressed to one-fifth their 
Textiles and mat are the two The molten glass is drawn original size. The weave of the 

forms of glass fiber products that through the openings such that the slivers determines the strength of 
are used with the resin in the con- end strands do not exceed an angle the product. Maximum strength is 
struction of a reinforced plastic of 45°. All the strands are collected achieved by having equal amounts 
automobile body. The manufac- into one fiber by two pulleys of slivers perpendicular to cach 
turing of glass fiber begins when where they are fused and then col- _ other. 
the raw materials, which are lime, lected on a rotating drum. When There are several methods by 
sand, soda ash, and other chemi- the drum is fully wound the fiber which a plastic automobile body 
cals, are placed in a mixing ma- is removed and stored until it is can be constructed. The best and 
chine and melted. Then the result- broken into given lengths for the most expensive procedure is to con- 
ant product is placed in small mat. (Continued on next page) 
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Here the completed fiberglass body moves down the trim assembly line. 
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ae | = Once the mockup is completed 

Be ial bs o there are three methods possible 

bes io oar ae a 4 be? for the construction of the bodies. 

co ok e eee if ra Two methods make use of molds 
Pe oo _ 7 ok. , and the third utilizes the mockup 

be. ow 1) Pe \ as a mold. The number of bodies 

ee eh, | : a ee to be produced is an important 

|: cae <a em factor between the use of Plaster 

: yo ee a of Paris molds or plastic molds. 
ky i> er le i If only one or two bodies are > , r ee only ie or C 

\ 5 q | a, i | | ee a to be produced, the Plaster of Paris 

y 4 1 i] ji a ( mold would be sufficient, but high 

ao : a A . | production is limited because of 

cc J oe Gites ee a oa the brittleness of the plaster. Be- 

: : ay ' i 4) i. 7 : Poh rea Cas : cause they are unbreakable and 

aa). - { - cease tn . & long-lasting, plastic molds are ideal 

A ii ' : | " ¥ 1 “ — | for high production runs. 

F LU } \ . ' eS ; ory . The third method, body con- 

. sate M1 eu Ee) oT | : ' struction over the mockup, has 

" ; ; c cB el ke Ces ~ - definite limitations. Since it is easy 

| 4 im = BAe to damage the plaster, only one 

4 4 re hc We VN body could be produced, and many 

: , ru NS 3 hae extra hours of sanding and finish- 

ae = ‘ ing would be necessary. This extra 
The matched metal die process for plastic parts uses molds made from iron labor is caused by the outer layer 

castings or high carbon, plate :steel: being an unpressured surface due 
to numerous layers of mat and 

struct a scale model. The model ing several layers of plaster over cloth placed over the mockup to 

was first made to one-quarter scale the mockup, shaping the contours build up the shell. 

and then remade to full scale. Then as the plaster is applied. Once the The smoothest surface of the 

the full size model is duplicated by proper_height of plaster is ob- body is the side compressed to the 

a series of female casts from which tained, the final contours are greatest extent. By use of female 

the final body is made. shaped and imperfections removed. molds, as in the first two methods, 

The most popular method is to Then the surface is sprayed with _ it is possible to have the outer sur- 

make a full size model, eliminat- cellulose acetate to give a smoother face of the body pressed against 

ing the scale model, and then pro- surface and to release the plastic the mold, thus giving a smooth fin- 

ceeding as in the first method. — if a plastic female mold or plaster ish. Whenever plastic or plaster 

Using an existing body as a plaster casts are used. molds are used, they are molded 

mockup and making casts from 

this is another method. It is used ‘ _— _ . ; rea. nan ws; 

to reproduce bodies of expensive f 2 a ; ag Pi - 

hand-made cars. q r ‘4 aa j PT - pea 

When designing a body it is | Ps | i ( a 

necessary to house certain com- | “ a. ik im. 

ponents such as the driver, the en- : ; a eel t i. a 3 

gine, chassis and running gear. It iM | . : | i B.| 3 
gin ' , ~~ | eae! or 
is important to have a pre-selected ia PA & aie a _ 

frame, and the designer should ~<a} if oe a | a 
om the tr ay a and wheel | ee me 6 8G se : e io 1 f | 

vase. The body usually is placed Der | f | ro. 2. 0”6ClU™™™S ao ss 

over the frame and mounted by ed i es a a po a 

use of floorboard sections molded So Ps ba —— . » oe i 

to the body. This makes the body 7 . se >. _. Fo fy \ ] , : 

rigid in the center and reduces eo ci a =~ oo ‘ catia — d i y a 

body racking. Ao , os i 7 od | 

If a scale model is eliminated, it a ‘ae ae a “~ 

is necessary to construct a full oe ' q A - wae ae | ie 

scale wooden mockup. This is 22 . x | in | a 

achieved by the use of wooden sta- o y = fe bo a , : 

tions, which are rough approxima- 8 p F eers Mp d : | ‘ 

tions of the final body, placed ; ot a 3 
wherever the body contour a . - ot mit. we : y i : 

changes. Then the stations are cov- Se on A 4 o 

ered with chicken wire and bur- In the pressure bag method of plastic molding a rubber bag provides 50 pounds 

lap. The next step consists of plac- per square inch pressure to hold the dies together. 
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or cast in sections for easier a 2 : _ Pes : 

handling. c— fr : ; 
When the casts or molds are _. Cee 

completed, construction of the ; a | ud i e . 
body may begin. Using plaster Bs ue a ay) Ye a 
casts as an example, they are as- i We A i att ee 
sembled to provide a one piece a a \€ P —~# alee Bless 
shell. This procedure reduces the Dg A cA mm. ae a — 
amount of work and provides Nabe i a es y Bs: 
maximum rigidity for the body. To ~~ N gop A ae ee en Oo ite - . 
start the operation, the inner sur- i’ hy Le lL! aa 7 oo 
faces of the casts are coated with Sa a pitied sfiity. gee 
several layers of wax and polished. <A aa a Sep ef he as ” ee : 

Then the casts are given a smooth —. bo Forme if oo. eed Se | 
; iy ani | le ae aaa coat of a standard resin mix, com- = 7 ee blendtec 4 oe ’ ae 

monly referred to as a hot coat. a Oe ey : seit ai 
After the cast has cured or hard- a> ‘eae : an 

ened, the construction begins with — rf Seg Lae 
layers of glass cloth and mat. The . 1 a \ 
exact number of layers may vary, 
and it is dependent on the amount Bas 
of shrinkage to be tolerated. How- : ( : 
ever, shrinkage may be minimized — 5 Yo | 

by a careful balance of loth and In the vacuum bag method of molding reinforced plastic parts a bag is placed 
mat. Since the cloth will not shrink between the mold and the material lay-up. A vacuum pump then empties the bag. 
as much as the mat, most builders 
recommend four to six layers di- the body has been built up layer — with the body and cut them out 
vided into equal portions with the by layer, it is necessary to let it — after the body is finished. Now the 
mat on the inner and outer sur- cure before removing the casts. To completed body is ready to be 
faces to give a smoother texture. speed up curing, infra-red lamps or mounted. In most cases the body is 

The dry mat is placed over the heating elements placed in the — set over a specially molded floor 
hardened hot coat, and resin is im- casts are used, section and fastened to the section 
pregnated into it. After the mat is Once the curing is completed, with impregnated cloth. Flanges 
saturated with the resin, the air the hardened glass body is re- may be used to help the workmen 
bubbles are forced out by rubbing moved from the casts and all rough line up the individual body pieces, 
the surface with a rubber-faced and unfinished surfaces also are and to provide a place to hold the 
squeegee. Best results are obtained removed, pieces together so that some resin 
by allowing the first layer to dry It is possible to cast the doors and cloth can be applied from the 
before applying the second. After and hood sections separately or — inside to hold them secure. These 

flanges are removed after the body 
is completely assembled. Then the 

+ z body is fitted to the chassis and 
| ay : bolted on the frame. 

Poumon mpitice . ey - — This relatively new material in 
ee — the automotive industry is not only 

It i “aa light, but possesses “tremendous ee : ee pk light t me 
ee. a Cee * strength. It has a tensile strength 

ty ’ ea yA ve — a of 40,000 psi and a compressive 
As eee so hie = strength of 30,000 psi. If a car with 

el NG Br ee J | a fiberglass body strikes a tree 
2 Fo Ws ‘ oe | while traveling 25 miles per hour 

ace f Cd =) % ; he ih a the body will not dent, but be- 
s <3 ar San cause of its brittleness the results 

eal dl ce a nN a Y would be a crack approximately a 
| aime 9 eee: re. ime foot long. 
, ‘a sy CS =“ In the recent General Motors Pa- 

‘ ; { | : — oo rade of Progress the strength of 
e af i ay Mag | fiberglass was further demonstrated 

rs a aay by severely striking a sheet of it 
y ne a Se a = with a hammer with no damage to 

geet! = oe c ' ~s the glass, Lightness and strength 

oy ie ail Sarees | oe > are not the only advantageous 
bei <1 al = i properties of the glass. The glass 

Here the vacuum bag method is applied to the making of the panels 

for the first 300 Corvette bodies. (Continued on page +4) 
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by Robert D. Gumm ME 759 

Who among us has not felt the call of the sea—the smell of salt spray 

and the sound of rigging straining in the wind? But who among us 

has wondered about the mechanics of motion that sends a sail across 

the sea? The author has, and he explains all to us landlubbers. 

ae Se HE aerodynamics of sailing 
bee a [ies been an important science 
Oe to man since about 6,000 

| : a. ee years before Christ. Down through 

- be the ages sailing has risen and fallen 
| sin importance until now its prime 

i = ~SCsénsee is for sport. 
: ee - | oo All pressure intensities caused 

= “by wind increase near the luff (the 
. jes bal forward part of the sail) and falls 

; off rapidly towards the leech (the 
— : aftward part of the sail). 

q oa os The importance of the concen- 
5 i tration of pressure near the luff is 

ee a apparent when considering in de- 
: eee tail the mechanics of the process 

i \ -o ee by which the pressure on a sail 
) i 4. drives a boat to windward (the di- 

a} (oe Ge rection from which the wind 
| ee blows) 

‘ ee : 
i ee — The pressure of the air against a 

oe -— sail at any point has two compo- 
Leia ag - nents; a force acting perpendicu- 

Csr ‘to the surface of the sail, and a 
ce — | small frictional drag parallel to the 

tee) a surface. The frictional drag force 
I ae sat any point, whether it originates 

as — as a positive pressure on the wind- 

a ae ward side or a suction on the lee- 
tae he eee ae : : . 5s 
toa _ ward (away from the direction of 
| ne — the wind) side, is considered to act 

fry \ ‘aueeiettite exactly perpendicular to the sail at 

Ra ct hs ON AF Rs P be oe a that point. 
ES ee ee ee ee ae The resultant discussed above 

ee “Se ~% ry Pt ee eee can be resolved into two forces: 
wee Se oF Somes a pee one perpendicular _and the other 
Sees : = — parallel the axis of the boat. Ob- 
—, [== =< viously, only the second of these 

: pe components has any effect on the 
— ee eee siomecentgtrer ne driving force. 

a Le ee It is evident from the drawing 

For most of us frustrated sailors, a small boat and inland waters offer the only that the curvature of the sail 
chance to try our hand at the tiller. makes the forward component of 
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force, parallel to the boat, very 
small. Practically all of the driving { : 
force must be obtained from the { 
portions in the immediate neigh- . | 
borhood of the luff, where the for- | | 
ward component is relatively | 
large. — 

The remainder of the pressure 
has little direct effect, except to 

assist in the making of leeway 

(drift sideways away from the ‘ 
wind). It is then very desirable 
that the pressures should be in- 
creased as much as possible near 
the luff and decreased near the 
leech, as they are far more useful 
on the luff. 

It must not be misunderstood 
from what has been said that the WIND 
form of the sail shown is a bad DIRECTION 
one, or that it would be improved 

by cutting away a part of the sail . . o, 
near the leech and reducing the Resolution of forces on the main sail. 

distance across the sail. 
The leech of a sail acts to guide 

the air away from the forward part pressure. A little farther back the air when the pressure is below the 
and improves the efficiency of the suction drops off abruptly and the normal atmospheric value. 
surface as a whole, If the rear part pressure rises. Still farther from On the windward side, on the 
of the sail was removed, the pres- the luff, about one-fourth of the other hand, the discontinuity of 

sures of small intensity and of little way across the sail, the. suction flow prevents any direct impact of 
direct use for driving the boat for- comes up to a peak once more the air against the sail or any 
ward would be transferred to while the pressure falls off to a streamline flow along the wind- 

points farther forward on the sail. minimum value at the same point. ward side. The pressure is accord- 

Since it is relative, not absolute, This is accounted for by mast ingly low. 
distance with which we are con- interference. After the air has flowed a few 

cerned, and if the rear half of the The mast, not being streamlined inches beyond the mast it assumes 
sail is ineffective, it may be pre- at all, disturbs the flow of air very again a streamline flow on both 

sumed that the rear half of the new _ badly, There is, therefore, a region sides of the sail. It is after the as- 
form would still be ineffective if of irregular and eddying flow be- sumption of this steady and smooth 
the sail was to be reduced in hind the mast, and this extends flow that the second maximum of 

breadth by cutting away the leech. onto the luff of the sail. It gives a Suction is built up. 
Both the pressure and the suc- high suction on the leeward side, The intermediate minimum is 

tion fluctuate near the luff of the for the air flowing around the accounted for by the direct impact 
mainsail. Immediately behind the mast, and failing to close in after on the leeward side of the sail of 

luff there is a high suction and low _ passing it, creates a region of dead the particles of air which are just 
closing in after having flowed 
around the mast. Those particles 
tend to strike against the sail on 
each side before being straightened 
in their streamlines with a reversal 
of curvature in their paths, The re- 
sult is an increase of pressure and 
a reduction of suction. 

The maximum intensity of suc- 
tion on this side of the sail is more 

than twice the maximum pressure 
on the windward side. Not only is 
the maximum greater than: maxi- 

ee mum pressure, but it is found at a 
WIND more useful point. 

DIRECTICN The pressure falls comparatively 
little towards the leech of the sail, 

Lo but, as has already been shown, 
a the leech is ineffective in produc- 

Effect of flow by jib on the main sail. (Continued on page 70) 
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by Robert W. Wilda ME 757 

Recently a rash of new car ads have begun to deluge the public with a promise 

of revolutionary new riding comfort. Air suspension has entered the auto indus- 

try on a large scale, but has not yet become standard except on the most high- 

priced cars. The author explores the technical problems behind these claims. 

OR the first time in’ many The pressure used in the system switches to correct the height rap- 
Fras a completely new type runs from 260-300 psi at the com- idly when loading or unloading 

of suspension is entering the pressor; 100-150 psi at the air bag. passengers. Other systems use only 

auto industry on a mass scale. It is Before going through the distribu- a slow leveling system, which Ford 
known as “air suspension,” and the tion valves to the air bags, the air uses in conjunction with its rapid 
vehicle actually does ride on air, is filtered and dried to prevent system. 
This is accomplished with a rubber blocking or icing of the valves. The ride of a vehicle using air 
air bag mounted at each wheel in Copper tubing is used for main air suspension is in most cases softer 

the location normally occupied by lines, with nylon used for other air than the ride of a modern spring 
the spring, These bags are sup- connections. equipped vehicle, There may be 

plied with compressed air from an There have been two schools of more lean in sharp concerning, but 

engine driven COMPEESSOU: thought regarding the design of air control is better and the vehicle is 
When a wheel hits a bump or bags. One design uses a rubber steadier, Unlike conventional ss 

other obstacle the air bag com- cylinder supported by a metal “ . hele in earanes a feces 
presses, increasing the pressure in sleeve. At one end of the cylinder ie Sen mg teature Wi . cep 
the bag. This increased pressure is the piston; at the other end is a the’ vehicle fiat, on long’ ungraded 
increases the resistance of the bag mounting plate and air connection. CUEVES: . 
to further compression. Thus the Seals are used at both ends to pre- Air suspension, by virtue of the 
system absorbs shocks and other — vent leakage. The other system compressibility of air, gives a vari- 
road hazards. uses a metal air dome, fitted with able spring rate (pounds required 

An engine-driven compressor is a rubber diaphragm on the bot-  t deflect the spring, or air bag, 
used to furnish the air for all air tom. The piston acts on this One inch). For each inch of com- 
suspension systems. It is mounted diaphragm, and seals are used to Pression the pressure in the bag 
in the front of the engine, and is prevent leakage. The cylinder or increases. This increased pressure 
belt driven from the engine crank- diaphragm is of a rubber covered resists further compression, and 
shaft. The compressor may be a composition, and is flexible and for each additional inch of com- 
one or two cylinder model, de- leak proof. pression a greater resistance is 
pending on the particular system, All air suspension systems use a noted. Thus the greater the deflec- 
and in either case requires about — sensing device and auxiliary air — tion, the greater will be the re- 
two horsepower to operate. The system that keeps the vehicle level _ sistance _to deflection. This desir- 
air goes from the compressor to a regardless of load. Some systems able feature gives a smooth ride 
high pressure storage tank. use two leveling valves in front over light bumps, but stiffens up 

This tank serves as a reservoir and one in the rear, while others when larger bumps are hit. 
for air when the engine is not use one in front and two in the The constant height feature is 
running, and also steadies the flow rear. There seems to be no definite considered by many to be the 
of air when the compressor is op- reason for this difference, since greatest advantage of the air sys- 
erating. Oldsmobile uses a high both arrangements are used by the tem. In night driving it keeps the 
and a low pressure tank; the air ex- same company. When the load in headlight beam on the road, re- 
hausted from the air bags goes to the vehicle is changed, these sens- _ gardless of the vehicle load. It per- 
the low pressure tank and then ing valves adjust the pressure in mits a constant level of visibility 
back to the compressor as needed. __ the air bags to allow the vehicle to _ through the rear view mirror. The 
All other systems use one high come to a pre-determined height. ride is also improved because the 
pressure tank, and exhaust used air Ford uses a special solenoid op- suspension is always at the posi- 
to the atmosphere. erated orifice controlled by door tion for best riding comfort—and 
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The Cadillac Eldorado Seville is one of the few cars with air suspension as a standard feature. 

can make use of its full travel in sorb this torque, so a system In it, the arms are shorter and 
sudden compression and rebound. | known as torque tube drive is serve mainly to position the axle. 

The initial cost of air suspension used. In this system, a solid tube Another pair of arms or other sim- 
runs from $130 to $215. Being new, between transmission and axle ab- ilar arrangement is connected be- 
the system requires more mainte- sorbs the torque (wrap up) due to tween the top of the differential 

nance at present then will future the driving power. To avoid chang- _ housing and the frame. These arms 
systems. This becomes apparent ing from Hotchkiss to torque tube prevent axle wrap up and also help 

when compared to the system it drive (Buick is the only auto using to maintain lateral stability. 

replaces, which requires no main- the torque tube), manufacturers The Ford air-ride system, used 

tenance at all except on occasional have come up with two new rear on Ford, Edsel, Mercury, and Lin- 

grease job. As time goes by, bugs axle mountings. Both of these per- — coln_ cars, uses the trailing arm 
will be eliminated and air suspen- mit the use of present drive lines, type of rear suspension. The stan- 

sion should be as trouble- and and both use either coil or air dard system on these cars, with the 

maintenance-free as the spring sys- suspension. exception of Lincoln, uses the con- 

tem previously used. The first of these is known as ventional coil and leaf arrange- 

As stated earlier, air suspension trailing link or arm suspension. In ment. This makes two different 

is an optional item. Cost considera- it, the axle is mounted at the rear, frames necessary—one for air and 

tions dictate that it be interchange- or trailing, end of a long arm. — one for leaf springs—and does not 

able with the standard suspension This arm is connected to the frame permit interchangeability of sys- 

system. This is best accomplished at a point two or three feet ahead _ tems. The trailing arm system used 

by using coil springs on all four of the axle. The air bag or coil with air is said to give superior 

wheels. In the past, the trend in spring is mounted between the handling and cornering character- 

automotive suspension has been trailing arm and vehicle frame im- istics because of the more stable 

toward coil springs on the front mediately forward of the axle. The rear axle positioning. 

and leaf springs in the rear. The wrap up of the axle when the Ford uses two leveling valves 

rear springs also function to absorb power _is applied is absorbed by — in the front and one in the rear. 

the twisting of the axle caused by the arm. A stabilizer bar is used at Leveling when passengers enter or 

the sudden torque when power is both front and rear to maintain leave the car is nearly instantane- 
applied to the wheels. lateral stability. ous. This system uses the rubber 

This system is known as “Hotch- The four link system is a mod- cylinder type of air bag, with the 

kiss” drive. Coil springs cannot ab- _ ification of the trailing arm system. (Continued on page 25) 
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Chrysler Corporation considers that its torsion-aire suspension system is equal to the air suspension systems 

that other major auto concerns are introducing. 
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by Clarence A. Seaton ME ’58 

The pros and cons of water fluoridation have been heard by all of us 
for several years, but the engineering aspects of the fluoridation prob- 
lem are not so well publicized. Here the author describes the tech- 
nical problems that have to be considered for effective fluoridation. 

HEN fluoridation was first this chemical is not as effective, state. This concentration varies 
\X introduced on a_ large because it is necessary to use what from 0.4 ppm on the west coast to 

scale in 1945, water de- is referred to as a slurry of sodium 1.2 ppm in other regions of the 
partments had very little informa- silicon fluoride, and this requires a United States. The Eastern states, 
tion to help them in their selection constant mixing to assure uniform Middle Atlantic, and North Cen- 
of fluoride compounds or feeder application. tral regions consider 1.0 ppm an 
equipment. However, extensive Hydrofluosilicic acid is a liquid effective minimum for dental-caries 
tests have been conducted and with an unusually high concentra- control. The individual fluorides 
much experimentation in the field tion of fluoride ions. Because of are measured in accordance with 
of water fluoridation has been this high concentration it is a more their chemical state, and upon the 
done. popular chemical. This acid is usu- type of feeder installed in the re- 

There are several types of fluo- ally applied in the concentration in spective water departments, 
rides available for effective water which it is received from the There are several factors to be 
fluoridation, They are available as manufacturer, which varies from considered when selecting a fluo- 
a dry powder or as a solution. The 22 to 30 per cent. It may also be ride. These factors are: chemical 
more common fluorides are, so- pumped directly from the manu- cost, solubility, chemical storage 
dium fluoride, sodium silicon fluo- facturers chemical drum or barrel, space required, feeder space limi- 
ride, hvdrofluosilicic acid, and hy- into the water system. tations, corrosiveness, and_ toxic 
drofluoric acid. Hydrofluoric acid is used only in side effects to handlers. 

Sodium fluoride is available in Madison, Wisconsin, It is a liquid. Sodium silicofluoride is the least 
cither a dry powder or a solution It was selected for this water sys- expensive source of fluoride ion. 
form. As a solution it may be tem because of a lack of space in Sodium fluoride is about two and 
handled in a saturated or under- the unit well stations for storage of one-half times more costly, and 
saturated condition. Sodium fluo- a more bulky chemical. It is a 30% hydrofluosilicic acid is about 
ride has a relatively uniform con- highly corrosive acid, and for this three times as expensive. 
centration over the ranges of tem- reason is not generally recom- A comparison of the three more 
peratures encountered in water mended for use in water systems. widely used fluoride products 
works practice, and therefore can The concentration of fluoride shows that one gallon of hydrofluo- 
be used in its saturated state. When varies considerably from state to silicic acid will fluoridate an X 
using the sodium fluoride powder, 
however, there is a problem of in- TABLE 1.—FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS 
crustation where there is hard wa- — SS Oe 
ter. This problem is overcome or Chemical | NaF! | sasiv | HOSiF «3 HF! 
minimized by the addition of su- | | . ) : : : Chemical content, % 90,95, 98} 98.5 30 | 70 perphosphates with the fluoride. Available fluoride, | 4s | 53 | 23.7 | 66 

Sodium silicon fluoride is a dry See a eas | aoa | aga B51 | 126 ) Pounds/million gal/ppm 19.4 | | 
powder, It has a low solubility. In Coat ean cea verede "3 a8 ter S16 | 2.36 small water systems, however, Annual cost per capita (100 gpd basis), ¢ 85 4.6] its 8.25 

enough water can be added at the begs | iss | is | 100” | 260 
solution pot, or at the euxiliary so- barrels | 375 425 | 420 | 450 
lution tank to place the chemical —— OO - — 
in solution. In larger water systems spodiuin fliioride: ay. yay ao aulcsilicig ald. 
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quantity of water. However 17 _ 

gallons of a saturated solution of i i “ 
sodium fluoride, or 65 gallons of a a \| 

saturated solution of sodium sili- \| 
con fluoride will be required to ; ) || 

fluoridate this same X quantity of a g 
water. | | a & "4 

This inherent advantage in hy- i mee. 
drofluosilicic acid is reflected in / : Es 
the lower cost of solution feeders ya _—_ >? Re. 
and solution tanks. However, the ees | x 
advantage of the acids high solu- eee | ‘ 
bility is lost in larger water depart- a " | 
ment installations because the a a) | 
other two less expensive com- ae | =a] 
pounds are proportioned directly — 6) \ 9 j | | 
with dry feeders. nara 

Hydrofluoric acid requires the . kee : 
least amount of storage space. ae | 
However, because of its extremely 
corrosive nature, and the dangers i | 
involved in handling it, it is not , 
widely recommended, and is used 
in only one water system in the i 
world, Madison, Wisconsin. So- | oA 
dium silicofluoride requires the ; | 
next least amount of storage space. 

Hydrofluosilicic acid requires the . 
most storage space. However, this i ; 
latter acid can be stored in tanks 
placed underground or outside the 
water pumping stations. 

The solution feeder requires the 
least amount of space. Hydrofluo- 
silicic acid requires no make-up 
equipment, but is useable directly < 
from the manufacturers tanks. Be- oe f : oo 
cause of these two factors, many cag Bliotosseourteiy — Omega Machine oo 
communities with small pumping Complete “packaged” unitized loss-in-weight feeder. 

stations use this particular acid. . 

This acid can also be stored in hydrofluoric acid on the liquid sur- teners to reduce the loss of fluo- 

tanks located some distance from face which will eat ceramic crocks rides caused by this precipitation 

the feeder, which is important or glass-lined tanks. However hy- is not ordinarily justified. There is 

when feeder space is limited. drofluosilicic acid is shipped in also very little labor involved in 
Hydrofluoric acid is extremely — rubber-lined tanks from which it — removing residues from solution 

corrosive, and is therefore not rec- can be drawn directly for addition tanks, since sodium fluoride con- 

ommended. The three remaining — to the water supply, so this hydro- tains insoluble material which also 

fluorides differ considerably in fluoric acid formation is thus — must be removed periodically. 
their corrosiveness, but manufac- prevented. Sodium fluoride is very toxic. 
turers treat them all the same. Some fluorides, when added tO The toxicology of fluorides in gen- 
Plastic hoses and rubber-lined — water, cause a precipitation with. era) indicates that they-rank among 
drums for liquid storage are stand- the calcium and magnesium pres- the substances whose ingestion in 

ard equipment. Hydrofluosilicic ent. This is especially true of very ginal amounts can cause death 

acid, if allowed to vaporize, forms hard water. The use of water sof- thin a few hours, However there 

is a wide variation as to what this 

TABLE 2.—ORDER OF DESIRABILITY OF THREE FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS “small amount” is. Actually, imme- 

See eee diate intoxication by the ingestion 

sodium | — Sodium | Hydroftuositie of fluorides is rare. However, con- 
- - Pluoride: _|_Siltenfluoride Aad tinuous breathing of fluoride dusts 

eee . 2.5 1.0 3.0 can cause respiratory irritation. 

Solubility, gallons solution required 70 Ho .0 | i Where there is fluoride dust pres- 
Storage space required 1.5 1.0 : 
Limitations, feeder space 2:0 a | eo ent, respirators are standard 

Corrosiveness 1 : 
Incrustation in feeder. 3.0 | 7 ; re equipment. 
Bulk handling problems 220 2.0 
Hazards to operators | 1.0 | tof Ae (Continued on next page) 
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. ride from the solution tank. This is 
ee accomplished by controlling the 

6 aoe smo rate of lowering of an intake de- 

j . = vice which draws from the surface 
H ae of the liquid in the tank. When the 

8 ; — 4 fluoride solution can flow by 
= ~ L gravity to the point of application 

5 | in the water system, then the sec- 

ie 7 ond and third types of feeders are 
| \ generally adopted. However if the 

A A solution is applied directly against 
i _- oe c ] pressure, then the displacement 

ie ls type pump feeders are used. 
; j | i There are two types of dry feed- 

, i ers, the volumetric and gravimetric. 

| In the volumetric type feeder, 
j / the dry powder is measured by | 

~ / | volume. This is accomplished by 

| a ] means of an adjustable interceptor 
Si & | blade located over .a_ revolving 

of Se ; disk. 

Cy | In the gravimetric type feeder, 
Ws the applied chemical is actually 
SA wk weighed out. This is usually done 

; oe i by utilizing a traveling belt, move- 
" —e—~nrnr ment of which is actuated when 

7 > ee , the feeding mechanism is out of 
ae Ra | step with a balance counterpoise— 

: the counterpoise moving along the 
balance beam at a uniform speed 

{?) for any given feed rate of the 
; equipment. 

i | ; When a dry feeder is used there 
| ee must be an accompanying storage 

| : hopper for the chemical and a so- 
| é ; lution pot for the measured or 

. : weighed chemical to fall into. Here 
Recorder for loss-in-weight volumetric feeder. water is added to place the chemi- 

cal in solution or to form what is 
Fluorides are not the only generally has a capacity of about called a slurry. Then it is conveyed 

chemicals added to a water system. 40 Ibs. of concentrated sodium to the point’ of application, or to 
Water departments have been add- fluoride per day, and will fluori- another auxiliary solution tank 
ing various chemicals in both liq- date water under pressure or suc- from which it may be pumped or 
uid and powder forms for many tion. When inter-wired to the start- ejected. 
years, Therefore, when fluorida- ing switch of a pump-motor, auto- The solution feeders are more 
tion Was introduced, manufacturers matic feed results. flexible, because the rate of feed 
first experimented with introdue- In this second type of liquid can be controlled by changing the 
ing it into water systems utilizing feeder, the level of the solution in adjustment of the feeding device. 
existing feeder machines. Today, the head box is maintained by On the other hand, dry feeders are 
there ‘re'twor types of feeders, liq- means of a float-actuated valve. easily adaptable to both large and 
uid feeders, anch dry feeders, The third type of feeder meas- small water systems. However, the 

There are three types of liquid ures the withdrawal of liquid fluo- selection of the feeder to be used 
feeders, the positive displacement 
diaphragm or plunger pump, an TABLE 3.—FLUORIDE CONCENTRATION IN AIR _ 

adjustable orifice in a constant rr ae 
head box, and a feeder that meas- Unibity pe 
ures withdrawal of liquid from the wer | NEE ty | NaF o) Nasik, | Nasir 
solution tank. = — | ~ — 

The positive displacement. dia- Fhe eae No, ee No No vee 

phragm or phinger pump measures RA RB nag om | ie) oe | ie | 
an equal volume of solution per Cen a ier tie Ce om a | | be 
revolution, This type of pump gen- 30 min after loading. as 0.119 poner ena} one- 

erally has stroke length and stroke I 

frequency adjustments. This feeder gnay Hopuers Se, by pouring direct from bal, container, In other plat cherie! temnafered i 
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in any water system is based upon install dust exhaust or collection . 
a number of factors. ' equipment to minimize the danger Suspensions 

These fxetors ares the xate at of dust inhallation. Table no. 3 on (Continued from page 21) 

which the water is pumped, the page 15 shows the results of some piston being an integral part of the 
number of units required, the con- of these dust exposure studies. lower suspension member. Seals 

struction and location of water After the fluoridation program is are required at cach end of the 

works plants or pumping stations, established in a community, it rubber cylinder. ; 

the quality of personnel available — ™must be constantly checked to in- / General Motors uses the four 

for maintenance and_ operation, sure the safety of the public. In link rear suspension system. The 
the ability to feed fluoride within larger communities this is no prob- actual set-up of the links varies be- 
the accuracy of 5%, and the point lem, for there are many tests con- tween the different divisions, with 

of application in the water system, ducted hourly to determine the Chevrolet, Pontiac, and Cadillac 
whether under gravity, suction, or purity of the water, and the fluori- using a U-shaped bracket between 

pressure. There are also economic dation test is very similar to the the differential and frame instead 

considerations involved in select- chlorine residual test. Smaller com- of the two links used by Oldsmo- 

ing the equipment. munities which employ only a wa- bile. Buick, because of its torque 

| Regardless of the manner in ter superintendent must rely upon tube drive, does not use the four 

which fluorides are used in a wa- a solorimeétnic fest. This test has link arrangement; it does ea 

ter system there are several stand- been PrONeD effective in Wisconsin rear stabilizer bar. ‘The ride char- 
~~ sean uuameae alone aime nee for a range of 1.0 to 1.5 ppm fluo- acteristics of these cars are “pillow 

ard precautions that are used to ride residual. This test requires a soft”, perhaps excessively so. Road 

protect the handlers of fluoride minimum of glassware handling hugging and recovery ability is 
compounds, and solution measurement. superior to present suspension 

To eliminate all hazards there Fluoridation systems have been systems. 
are four basic safeguards that successfully operating for over a All GM cars with the exception 
should be considered at all times. decade, The state of Wisconsin has 0! Oldsmobile use coil springs all 

First, there should be a careful perhaps the most extensive pro- around as standard equipment, 

choice of the particular compound gram. Mr. H. E. Wirth, in his pa- with air optional. This eliminates 

to be used. Larger communities per on the Engineering Aspects of the need for a special chassis for 

have graduate chemists on their — the Wisconsin Fluoridation Pro- air suspension. Oldsmobile, like 
staffs, familiar with laboratory pro- gram, summarizes the program Ford, uses leaf springs as standard 

cedures. The smaller rural com- With six important engineering equipment and requires a special 

munities employ untrained person- — ggnclusions which I should like to chassis for air, . 
nel. This should be a determining quote. They are as follows: GM products, with the exception 

factor when selecting a fluoride in of Chevrolet, use two leveling 

such a case, 1. That establishment and fol- valves in the rear and one in front. 
Second, after the Auoride is de- lowing of an exacting procedural There is no rapid leveling orifice 

cided upon, it should be properly plan is essential in the interest of in this system, and it takes from 

handled at all times, because of its the public's health. two: to: four-minutes for the level: 
toxicity. Third, protective devices 2. That fluoride compounds, 8 to be completed after a load 

should be worn at all times, when though labeled poisonous can be change. Also, all GM products ex- 

in contact with fluorides, or fluori- safely handled, applied and cept tient hve an overnite 
dation equipment. Dust masks and controlled. ite ws contro ° rom uc Os a 

¥ : i : ‘ ’ his cuts out the leveling system 
rubber gloves are standard equip- 3. That sodium fluoride, sodium and allows the air bags to be fully 
ment in plants handling the dry  silicofluoride, hydrofluosilicic acid wnflated > alr bags 4 
chemicals. Complete exterior pro- have successfully been applied to Road dlsarawee is iwereased by 
tection is used when working on public water supplies in controlled about five. inches over “normal 
hydrofluoric acid equipment. Use proportions of 1.0 to 1.5 ppm of hei ht. This feature ig useful in ro- 
of rubber gloves and rubber aprons fluoride ion. in ¢ over very r ough terrain in a 
minimizes contact with other solu- 4, That the first cost of fluorida- gotiating driveways, and a aré 

tions, such as hydrofluosilicic acid, tion is minimal, varying from less changing. The ‘GM wsteni iigé the 

and sodium fluoride solutions. than $500. to a maximum of $3,000, metal air dome and diaphragm 
The fourth safeguard consists of | depending upon community size type of air bag. The dome is built 

dust collecting apparatus. Studies and desire. into the frame, and the piston is 
were made in several communities 5. That the per capita cost of connected directly to the lower 
in Wisconsin of sodium fluoride fluoridation can be as low as 7 — suspension member. 
and sodium fluosilicate installations cents per year using sodium fluo- The future of air suspension will 
to determine the fluoride concen- ride, and probably less when using _be determined by its performance. 
tration in the air. This concentra- sodium silicofluoride. If the public decides it is worth- 
tion was found to be less than 2.5 6. That any community, no mat- while, there is a huge market for 

mg per liter, which is the estab- ter how small, having a public wa- the system. If it is just another 

lished allowable exposure over an ter supply can successfully fluori- gimmick to add cost and no 
8-hour day, five-day week. How- date its water. more, the public will undoubtedly 
ever, the larger water systems still THE END reject it. THE END 
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It remained for Nicholas Lobachevsky to solve a riddle that bothered mathe- 

maticians for the better part of twenty-two centuries.* He was able to construct 

a rational geometry by denying Euclid’s fifth postulate—by maintaining that 

parallels do meet. 

Here at Sylvania Electric we have a noneuclidean geometry of our own, in 

which parallels also meet. It’s a geometry of professional development, though, 
and not just of points, lines, and planes. 

ene 
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THIS: At Sylvania a man advances by one of two parallel paths. 

If his interests and talents lie in the areas of engineering and scientific 
specialization, he advances as a specialist. 

If his forte is in the areas of organization and administration, he advances 
through management. 

These parallel paths mect in a common point: At Sylvania a man knows that 
he is given the fullest opportunity to develop and exercise his talents. He knows 

that a man goes as far and as fast as he is able in the path of his choice. Whether he 
chooses management or specialization, he finds equal rewards and compensation. 

Graduates and men with advanced degrees in science and engineering will discover 

Research, Development, Manufacturing and Marketing careers at Syluania—in 
Specialization or management —in: 

LIGHTING, RADIO, TV, HI-FI, ELECTRONICS, SEMICONDUCTORS, PHOTOGRAPHY, 

COMMUNICATIONS & NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, AIRBORNE DEFENSE, RADAR, ECM, 

MISSILES, COMPUTERS, CHEMICALS, PHOSPHORS, PLASTICS, METALS & WIRE. 

Contact your college placement officer for an interview, or write us and ask for a 
copy of ‘“Today & Tomorrow with Sylvania”. 

*WE MEAN NO DISCREDIT TO BOLYAI 

OR GAUSS. LOBACHEVSKY MUST TAKE yy S \ | VAN IA yy 
CHRONOLOGICAL PRIORITY, HOWEVER. 

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

LIGHTING + TELEVISION-RADIO » ELECTRONICS » PHOTOGRAPHY + ATOMIC ENERGY » CHEMISTRY-METALLURGY 
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Thi d tells wh icall 
—_ welh Like werd. te Lend You a feb oton 
There are a lot of things to consider in ...We think that last factor is mighty 

selecting the organization with which you important. We call it the ‘human touch” ele- 

will stake your future. For example, how is ment and it’s pretty well explained, music- 

the company rated in its field? Is it known aily, in a theme song we had recorded for a 

as a “quality” company? Is it growing? Isit recent national sales conference. The Ray 

aggressive? Is it big enough to offer you the Porter singers do some rather unusual vocal- 

opportunities you want? Is it too big—to izing you'll probably enjoy. Clip the coupon 

the point where, of necessity, it deals with and let us send youa record. It’s good listen- 

numbers instead of individuals? ing with a little food for thought thrown in. 

(Sein 

: Square D Company, Dept. EM 
| 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan 

mail this coupon for your | I’d like a “Human Touch” record and a copy of Square D’s brochure, 
- ” | “fyoUR ENGINEERING CAREER” 
Human Touch” record | I am primarily interested in (Research, Design & Development 

I Engineering ( Manufacturing Engineering [Sales Application and 
_ Field Engineering 
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Henri Poincaré...on disinterested fools 

“But scientists believe that there is a hierarchy of facts, who never thought of the useful, and who were not 

and that we may make a judicious choice among them. guided by their own caprice. 

They are right, for otherwise there would be no science, What these fools did, as Mach has said, was to save their 

and science does exist. One has only to open one’s eyes successors the trouble of thinking. If they had worked 

to see that the triumphs of industry, which have enriched solely with a view to immediate application, they would 

so many practical men, would never have seen the light have left nothing behind them, and in face of a new 

if only these practical men had existed, and if they had requirement, all would have had to be done again.” 

not been preceded by disinterested fools who died poor, ~ Science et méthode, 1912. 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
‘ A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest . 
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The Graduate Study Council offers an Advanced Study Program to enable a! 6 — ke ree ase POR (ne peiecceetsah 8 

qualified individuals to obtain M.S. or Ph.D. degrees. Under this program the (. Je Rae Eee xe Sa ater ee 

participants are employed in their chosen fields of research and development A. (REISS eS? SEOs Cr a ey 
at Lockheed Missile Systems while concurrently pursuing graduate study. GO EY yes a2 OCH ae aS NR SEN Ge 

Eligible students must be U.S. citizens holding M.S. or B.S. degrees A aaa ace a Pe ee ee ered 

in fields of Engineering, Mathematics and Science applicable to missile ee Pees OR gs COREL ies 2" 

systems research and development. Cio SS eta haa ae ee ee 
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| by Ed Allen m’60 
| ser a Mn, 

ORO LOY eh 

MINIATURE RECORDING HEADS : y BERS Sg 

Tiny inch-long recording heads ; é << 
are helping to write experiences in : i aes \ 
the upper air where man _ can’t : Df =e / 
travel. With these small gadgets : ; a —— 7 - 
taking shorthand notes man proba- al Ls 2, alee 
bly will make these journeys—and eS ta 4 y 
maybe soon. . co r gf f j= a . 

The multi-track magnetic record- ae a , ] Pp £4 ae 
ing-reproducing head, whose name —_ ~ ey * EE my a4 
is bigger than itself, is used in mis- a — _, MG ASS S| 
siles to take notes. These notes re- oo all ip ~~ 
veal temperatures, speeds, vibra- i) a - 4 ‘ F y _~ 
tions, Hight and dozens of other it a —/ 
items—up to 20 separate records on be. ae el 3g 
a single one-inch head. These small Pi 5d al Fe.) 
gadgets are also used in supersonic ee [. . — ed i 
planes, at atomic bomb sane sites, oid b — 4 
and in other areas to record data me 8 
where man can't go to make e : hice 
records, | Ahn ss 

The Davies Laboratories Divi- Lo 
sion of Minneapolis-Honeywell \, 
Regulator Company makes these : : 4 1 
special recording and reproducing J 
heads which print electrical im- 
pulses on magnetic tape. Part of the . —Photo courtesy Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp. 
secret in their manufacture is the Miniature recording head. 

ceproaucine alas ou ee INDOOR CLIMATE LAB duplicate and accurately sustain al- 

called Mumetal, and is made by Al- Dial yourself a teacup size hurri- most any global climatic condition. 
legheny Ludlum Steel Corporation. cane or the sultry Sahara’s arid cli- The University of Maryland uses 
Mumetal is a special metal used in mate; it’s all the same to a com- 2 Climate-Lab to test the bite of 
the recording-reproducing _ heads, paratively new testing instrument mites on hamsters. The bite-rate 
and is used especially for shielding _ that assists science in knowing more _‘ creases greatly under certain cli- 
against electromagnetic fields. In about seed germination, insect con- matic conditions. This experiment 

the case of the recording and repro- _ trol, testing telephones or electrical is seeking BOSWEES OL the spread of 
ducing heads this is especially | computers, and hundreds of other disease by insects ui tropical STEAD» 
important. diversified subjects. The answers Food containers are being tested 

The basic design of the recording supplied by this instrument can under all kinds of weather condi- 
device consists of two half sections. help you in your daily life, and also tions for knowledge on food 
These are then lapped individually, aid industry produce better and spoilage. 
assembled in molds and embedded less expensive products in the years Electronic, automotive and aero- 
in a special plastic. All the caution to come. The unique testing instru- nautical equipment is tested for its 
that goes into the making of the — ment is called a Climate-Lab, and workability under severe weather- 
special recording head is necessary is made by the American Instru- ing conditions. 
to insure proper, accurate playback ment Company, Inc., of Silver The Climate-Lab has a 9.6 cubic 
later. Spring, Md. This instrument can foot capacity test chamber which 
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— : : “S Viv AT chanical “arm” designed and built 
i oo NM i by General Electric, to a much 

| i ing, ] Mi te NY] fy) smaller master-slave manipulator 
y ye 78 | ‘14 for making intricate mechanical 

‘ 4 ue Pe " yi si EP adjustments. 

a - Ba ee | ke The O'Man manipulator can 

: ; | Jie , 2 | [oe handle from 500 to 3,000 pounds, 
% ee Yl yy depending on the arm length and 

ae ee position used. This giant manipu- 
: : A a fa lator is suspended from a crane 

F : i. ae : i bridge ibe. ean ee the entire 

/ a ee 4 W “" ing area ° , ne shop. het 

ee ae oe erators of these manipulators 
=i) Se, ee and. four other lectioally con- 

S pe maa ON : trolled wall-mounted manipulators 

j oo. es tie ii are protected by concrete walls 
oo — = eee Wes some seven feet thick and by nine 
i. ae 250 ae windows of lead glass and zinc 

Pa ee to oe ee [ bromide, six feet thick. Each win- 

i a i a ee dow contains 500 gallons of zinc 
bromide to protect operators from 

: = e stray nuclear radiation. 

o ees: fs he Enough controls are located at 
= ; each window to operate any picce 
es : ry Vee | of servicing equipment in the en- 

leks f hd act 1 | tire shop. Radio contact can be 

i ia Gel ne 4 , | ‘ maintained by operators in the con- 
A a | pe fa oo trol galleries with other operating 

2 mG ry y | = sites and with a lead shielded loco- 

7 a Ng a, ae a motive used to haul equipment to 
1a | Lo 4 KZ TY _ be maintained in and out of the 

anes tT i a ; I huge shop. ; ; 

- es oe ES The shop is serviced by a track 
ee | ees ae ms system which enters through large 

eo \V 0 iO : " remote-controlled double doors at 
eS oo ica ee — B I . > - - ; 
ee ° i es ; the west end. Smaller entrances 

Sa, 3 ‘ om s, are provided for personnel who 

C hori oli i “st must enter the “hot” shop. 

: eS On the floor of the shop are two 

* . large capacity turntables for rotat- 
: Wi — ing heavy equipment that must be 

—Photos courtesy General Electric Co. serviced. Rotation of these nuclear 
New G.E. “Hot Lab.” aircraft propulsion equipment com- 

ponents provides easier access by 

is highly insulated. The entire test midity, and up to 160 degrees tool and better view from any of 
chamber is made of Allegheny Lud- Fahrenheit. the nine observation windows. 

lum Steel Corporation’s type 304 Connecting with the main “hot” 
stainless steel. This material—about NEW “HOT” LABORATORY shop are smaller shops for han- 
200-pounds of stainless steel goes dling radioactive equipment, in- 

into each unit—was chosen because Mechanical “hands” that can dis- cluding one area for servicing 
of its non-corrosion properties and assemble an_ aircraft jet engine O™Man and other remote handling 

its ease of maintenance. “bolt by bolt” are part of the re- equipment. 
The Climate-Lab conditions the | ote handling equipment in one of Also connecting with the “hot” 

ait before if enters: the test cham: ‘he world’s largest shops for han- shop by water canal is a water- 

ber. Controls on the testing equip- dling radioactive equipment. The filled storage pool for fuel elements 

ment are accurate within plus or — huge hot shop, 160 feet long, 50 and other radioactive units. The 
minus one per cent relative hu- feet wide and 63 high, 1S part of pool, 120 feet long, 60 across and 

midity, and plus or minus one de- the Atomic Energy Commission's 24 deep, is filled with water that 

gree Fahrenheit in temperature. A test facilities utilized by the Gen- is much purer than ordinary dis- 
Constant control system which re- eral. Electric Company at Idaho tilled water for sale in drug stores. 
cords time, temperature and hu. Falls, Ida. Visual observation of work in the 

midity is included. The Climate- Remote handling tools in the — “hot” shop is difficult because dis- 

Lab can recreate any climatic con- “shop” range from a 100-ton crane tances involved between cbserver 
dition up to 99 per cent relative hu- down through O’Man, a huge me- (Continued on page 32) 
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° * . control requiring no special equip- Research Center, Princeton, N. J. 
Science Highlights ment in it sail Tes, A field in 1953. , , hs 

(Continued from page 31) demonstration of the system was 

and equipment often exceed 50 held recently at the intersection of SANDWICH ROLLING 
fect, Nebraska Highway 2 and U. S, 77 Steel prototypes of the famed 

Six of the viewing windows in south of Lincoln, . ; Dagwood sandwich have been ex- 
the main shop are 18 feet above To highway officials from many perimentally rolled at Homestead 
the shop floor and two are 30 feet States and representatives of the District Works of U. S. Steel Corp. 
above it. One window is located press, radio and_ television, the They are expected to have wide 
in the cell for maintaining the re- novel system was shown detecting significance in the aircraft and mis- 
mote handling equipment, and reacting to the passage of ve- sile fabrication fields. Results of 

Viewing aids used include bin- hicles over a specially equipped the research and development proj- 
oculars, spotting telescopes, mir-  320-foot section of highway to — ect produced the widest thin-gage 
rors and closed. circuit industrial cause these actions: stainless steel sheets in the world. 
television, with preparation being Operation of lights giving right-of- The experiments have achieved a 

made for installation of a television Wee th aa point of merging traffic; break-through in the rolling of 

retwork that includes black and Waring «ver when followed stainless and alloy steel sheets and 
white, color, 3-D stereo vision or Indicating to a driver the presence hold promise of adding a new di- 
any combination of these, with of an obstacle in the highway ahead; mension to future mill-produced 
viewing screens at all operator Simulating the automatic guidance of materials for aircraft and missiles. 

locations. 4 car along its traffic lane. This has been accomplished 
Depth perception depends to a State Engineer, L. N. Ress, told by a “sandwich” rolling process 

great extent on the stereo vision of — the highway officials that the ex- | developed by Howard S. Orr. 
the technician, since size, color and perimental system is “an extremely Through this process, U. S. Steel 
shadows are not always available promising development that may has demonstrated the feasibility of 
as depth perception aids. well mark a turning point in the producing steel sheets up to 90 

To help provide operators with nation-wide campaign to reduce inches wide—nearly twice the 
needed depth perception, the “hot” the heavy toll of accident on our — width of light-gage stainless and 
shop operations unit has set up a highways.” alloy sheets now being made by 
program for selection and develop- It was emphasized that the pres- conventional methods. 
ment of manipulator technicians ent test installation represents “a Translated to terms of aircraft 
with respect to stereo vision. purely experimental step designed material and design, the wide 

The four steps in this program to study and demonstrate the prin- sheets are an avenue toward more 
are: ciples” of electronic vehicle control rapid production and less weight. 

1. Examination of prospective remote and evaluate certain features of the — Where aircraft requirements call 
equipment operators by local present system. It was indicated — for alloy and stainless steel sheet 

5 poten equclidintess wilt loss that a logical next step would — wider than now available, these 
an HO pay Gent stereo vision, be the development of a more ex- material limitations require joining 

3. Dawid” GenTInAHGa BE ENE Fee tensive test facility, such as a of two or more sheets. As more and 
mainder of candidates to determine Complete mile or two of high- more alloy and stainless steel is 
whether they can undergo training — way equipped with a variety of used in aircraft and missiles, wide 
and exercise several hours a day to safety devices and including fully- sheets offer a significant saving in 
improve their stereoscopic vision. aS ‘ 7 : ° : : C 5 

4. Visual training and exercise, includ C(ipped test vehicles. weight, plus design and fabrication 
ine praeeeal, Appleation, a8 One The test installation, in the new simplification. 

the-job training. main intersection of U. S. Route A typical steel Dagwood consists 

Since the average person proba- 77 and Nebraska State Highway 2. of two carbon steel cover plates 
bly has only about 70 per cent on. the outskirts of Lincoln, was de- each one inch thick. Between them 

stereo, and less than one person in signed under the direction of Mr. goes a filling of four stainless steel 
10 has. perfect stereo as well as Ress by L. M. Hancock, of the en- plates each 5/16-inch thick and 

perfect vision, it is necessary to se- gineering staff of the Nebraska treated with a separating com- 
lect those who can be developed Department of Roads. . . pound. The sandwich is held to- 
to 100 per cent sterco with a rea- The system itself, described basi- gether with welded-in side and end 

sonable amount of exercise and cally as a series of electronic ele- bars. Prior to rolling, the sandwich 
training. ments buried in and along the is about three inches thick. 

About six hows of exerdse highway to detect and respond to Heated to high temperature the 

month is necessary to maintain the the passage of vehicles, was devel- sandwich is put through a roll- 
stereo skill acquired in this oped to its present stage by an ing mill at Homestead District 
program. RCA Laboratories research team Works. Reduced each time it passes 

° including L. E. Flory, W. S. Pike, through the massive rolls, the 
ELECTRONIC TRAFFIC CONTROLS and G. W. Gray, under the diree- sandwich becomes progressively 

tion of Dr, Vladimir K. Zworykin, thinner, longer and wider until it 
The Radio Corporation of | Honorary Vice-President of RCA. is a plate approximately 3-inch 

America and the Nebraska De- The system is based on a concept thick, 100 inches wide and 250 
partment of Roads have unveiled demonstrated by Dr. Zworykin and _jnches long. 
an clectronic system for vehicle his group at RCA’s David Sarnoff (Continued on page 40) 
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: a If you are interested in automation... A de 
. . . 2 os! 

Here’s what Air-Tool Engineering at Ingersoll-Rand == 

can mean to you a 

AorOMaTION, today, is the magic word country’s leading manufacturers of air com- Contrifugal Fumes 

that is opening new horizons for cost- pressors, pumps, rock drills, gas and diesel 

saving economy in practically every industry. engines, vacuum equipment. All of these i 
Things that used to be done by hand are now products depend heavily on advanced engi- fl 

being done automatically. Here is a rapidly neering in their design, manufacture and field (A 
growing field which offers fine opportunities application. fi iH 

for you as a mechanically minded engineer. Then there are the advantages of living in si e | 
Many interesting engineering problems Athens, Pa., where Ingersoll-Rand builds auto- | a ne 

arise in the design, development and experi- mation equipment. The picturesque Pennsyl- = ie \\ \ 
mental work on such machinery, and creative vania hills provide many recreational advan- Rock Drills 

engineering is necessary to solve them. Prac- tages that are particularly appealing to the 

tical engineering ability is also needed for outdoor man. 
installation and initial operation of such If you are looking for a leadership career Ty 

equipment. The early studies of customers’ with long-range job security and excellent — - 1 

needs and automation equipment sales are opportunities for advancement, you'll find it | vA fi 
also challenging jobs. at Ingersoll-Rand. i] (eee ORCA ie 

Ingersoll-Rand is a recognized leader in For further details, contact your Place- es 7 Fe SES 

designing and building these labor-saving air ment Office, or write to Ingersoll-Rand, 11 ( Pr Pa 

and electric tools, and is also one of the Broadway, New York 4. 
Steam Condensers 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS NOW AVAILABLE: 
wo a 

e Sales Engineering ¢ Production Engineering ml | 

e Design Engineering e Business Engineering eX YE 
\AAAN sy 

Me o/s < Sry 
Ingersoll-Rand Si at 

8-733 11 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. Diesel & Gas Engines 
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Atys EARS 
SS / ae by Wayne Rogers, me’59 

At the January meeting, the So- titles may indicate, should be in- 

ciety elected the following new _ teresting as well as informative. 
officers for the second semester: Below is indicated the time, 

in Bresidentjolim “hemner place, and titles thru February: 
Secretary-Treasurer—Steve Bomba Time: Wednesdays, 12:00-12.50 
Chief Engineer—Reggie Olson Place: Room 105—ME Building 
Trustee—Al Laun 1-22—“Torque Converter Story”—“Tale 

of Powdered Pig” 

2-12—“The arrel”—“Dra 
ce The January meeting was a joint stacking, and Steimpinie” a 

affair with the SAE. During the 2-19—“Men Who Make  Steel”—“Story 
joint business meeting, the main _ of American Whiskey” = 

SOCIETY NEWS topic of discussion was the forthe 9 2 26— "Challenge the dic lite 
coming St. Pat’s Day. 

BARS Two ASME members, sopho- AIChE 

: more Ed Allen and senior Tony Mr. R. G. Bell of the DuPont Plans for a receiver to track the DiTraponi, were winners in the St. Cannpangndetheandincensdbar st 
American Vanguard satellite when Pat's Day Button contest. Allen die vesulde January meeting of the 

eae geek tae fe dv mt Wis ther of te Ache : ten : iTraponi won third place. on January 15. 
ciety: a, ; akon is operating Joe Chojnacki, ASME Chairman Mx Bell spoke on “Lhe xperi- 
an active transmitter in the Dase- of the St. Pat’s Day events, ex- ences of a Young Engineer in the ment of the Electrical Building plained that registration for the Chemical Industry.” 

Before Christmas the club set up beard length contest had already oO 
a portable, six meter, hi-frequency been made and that registration ASCE 
vans and receiver me the 2] the one ig tice wall he soon. At the regular January meeting 
Memorial Union to send Christmas He urgec the fellows to start on of the Civil Engineering Society, 

messages and greetings from the their beards now. . meeting in room 105 in the Me- 
students, by way of short wave ra- Any ASME member who is in- chanical Engineering building, 
dio, to various parts of the country. terested in selling buttons for St. Asawa: ners = 
During this time they handled 111 Pat’s Day should contact the pee MoMans, TSE Mh he 
pieces of radio traffic, The portable Chairtaan’ of ‘the events, hydraulics leporgatys ae oe 

- . at es cen 2 “The Problems of the Hydraulic 
equipment relayed the voice mes- The main speaker of the eve- Engineer.” 
sages to the transmitter in the EE ning was Mr. J. C. Combi of the . 

Building where it was sorted and duPont Company, He spoke on AIEE-IRE 
sent out to the nets in this vicinity — “Research and Development” and “The Switch Gear” was the topic 
for distribution. showed a movie entitled “Me- talked about by Mr. Bowen from 

The transmission of student mes- chanical Research Laboratory.” Allis Chalmers at the January 
sages from the Union is planned “How to Size up a Company for meeting of the society in the 
to be a regular project for the club | Employment” was the topic of dis- | Union, February 14. 
next semester. cussion of Mr. T. M. Tumer of Plans are going ahead for an 

The Society is open for member- Procter and Gamble at the Febru- electrical display in the lobby of 
ship to anyone, and its officers ex- ary meeting of the Society, Febru- the Mechanical Engineering Build- 

tend an invitation to anyone inter- ary 18. ing during the latter part of 
el to ona a a ee a ASME HIGHLIGHTS February and early March. 

1 regu ar mee ings oO meet its 

members and to find out more The ASME is currently pro- ASME PRIZE PAPERS CONTEST 
about the club’s operations. They viding a free movie program to all This year the American Society 
meet the second Tuesday in each interested students. Most of these of Mechanical Engineers student 
month in room 142 (basement) of films deal with industrial progress section is again sponsoring the 
the EE Building. in the United States. Some, as Prize Papers Contest. This is a 
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speech contest for undergraduate George W. Washa, Professor of WISC COMPUTER 
ASME members who would like to Mechanics at the University, ex- WISG #8 HOW in operation of 
earn money and recognition for plained the “Basic Factors in Con- the University: of ilies cin arn. 
their M.E. 99 reports, or for any crete,” and Prof. Paul G. Fluck, S nolvine o . Say problems 
other technical topics they might also of the University Mechanics nt i would. woacl oy vd he 
wish to present. The University of | Department, spoke about “Aggre- niher wou require months ey 
Wisconsin contest will be held gate and Concrete Tests.” oe means. ss cmoritthe 
some time in March, the exact date Talks and panel discussions _, ed a a | ee aL new 

to be determined by its con- were also given concerning experi- Se ee nenthe dedi on ‘ “O 
venience for contestants and ences with and problems of Ready puter. Recently ° it bo or judges. Mised Gancrate electrical engineering la boratory, 

- : WISC gets its nickname from the 
First prize for the local contest cap letters of its real name—Wis- 

is twenty-five dollars, and a Kent's INSTITUTE ON TIME STUDY consin Integrally Synchronized 
Handbook for mechanical engi- APPRECIATION Computer. “ 

renwal 1 pine Stuy apreiaon bee een comm he WISC 
a trip to Milwaukee for the re- coming more and more necessary “cl a “ = Fe sechrie ] and " . 
gional ASME. conference, where and important in modern industry. Series pram, © ectric hand, or 

he will compete for further prizes. 4 group of conferees met recently oh atest hand” or the “ei: 
The regional winner receives fifty on the University campus to study q foe eeUIS anc’ or Gad giant 
dollars and a chance at the $150 the requirements, the equipment, moron nicknames “ct more ae, 
national award. Last year only one and the application of good prac- rect than the “electric brain” title, 
man entered our local contest, so tices of effective time study. UW engineers say, since the con 
he automatically received the $25 This conference included: “Eval-  Puter works only under the guid- 

and handbook, and several other uation of Worker Performance,” toon - a brabi: aves 

prizes as well. This year is your “How to Take Time Studies on 4 ous: a If. @ some simple 

opportunity—maybe you'll be the Machine Operations,” “Tools of GECISIOUS EOT ASE: ; hi 

only entrant! Work Simplification,” “Using Pre- One ke alled oe om 

The entry must be in the form of determined Times to Set Stand- chil i coos can solve F prob: 

a speech not more than fifteen eras, aiege pa) Eee Jems only under a lot of ba 
minutes long, followed by a five- Practical nme ae Problems: guidance. . : 
minute question period. The na very timely action the Vni- , dudents.. oulde 

ASME wil give you all the help it versity Faculty on January 6 estab nein the electra can in the preparation of your en- lished the new “Course in Applied ie treet 5 department bailt the 

try. For further information con- | Mathematics and Engineering e ate e b Oe blies whith 
tact Ed Allen, Al 5-2631, or see Physics.” It replaces the old site ay th ria ‘a : 

> > « i, : , atin make up the machine. The work 
any of the ASME officers. Course in Applied Mathematics hae been done - the past. six 

and Mechanics” which was some- as meen, cone oye * ‘lees 
what too rigid for today’s needs years Ss part of advance : the 

ENGINEERING INSTITUTES and no longer very popular with oe training, ‘oF ‘the: 

READY MIXED CONCRETE the students. orevente a joint ThE complex machine is made 
Movies, actual laboratory tests program of the College of Tcters up of some 1,500 electronic tubes 

and demonstrations, and lectures and Science and the College of and hundreds of intertwined wires. 
provided the information for a re- Engineering, It will provide basic WISC isa digital computer of 

cent Engineering Institute on training in related areas of applied imesliirn speed. This seats ha 
Ready Mixed Concrete, sponsored mathematics, physics and engineer- machine can, for example, mle y 
by the University Extension Divi- ing science, with emphasis on two 10-digit numbers—say 8,954,- 

sion on January 15, 16, and 17. theoretical aspects in the engineer- ae Ames eer ae 

The Institute included a labora- ing courses. er —— nv orone 
tory demonstration on sieve analy- A number of options are avail- ~ The ‘heart of the machine is the 
sis of aggregate, noting organic able for the engineering science magnetic drum about two feet long 
impurities, moisture, and absorp- courses. There is one in Engineer- and nine inches in diameter which 
tion and a demonstration on con- ing Mechanics, one in Electrical evolves at 60 revolutions per sec- 
crete proportioning, air content, Engineering, and then there is a ong On this drum. sections. can be 
and test specimen preparation. An- more _ theoretical option designed magnetized to store: “orders” and 
other lab test dealt with the effect for students whose main interest numbers, just as they can be stored 
of excess water with a test for ul- is in mathematics and physics. on recording tape. | : 

timate strength, elasticity, and dur- The program will also be offered WISC differs from existing ma- 

ability. on the Milwaukee Campus of the chines in several important  re- 
Mr. E. O. Goeb, Field Engineer, University. spects. One is the use of “integral 

Portland Cement Association, Mil- Additional information can be synchronization.” Without this fea- 
waukee spoke to the group about obtained by consulting Professor ture such a magnetic-drum comput- 
“Air Entraining in Concrete.” Korevaar, 301C North Hall. (Continued on next page) 
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ing machine would use one revolu- mechanical engineering in 1943 and cal chemistry in 1956, He is a mem- 
tion to look up the instructions, earned his doctorate in mechanical ber of Sigma Xi and Phi Lambda 

one to look up the two numbers engineering at Purdue University, Upsilon. 
involved, one to perform the arith- Lafayette, Indiana, in 1948. 

metic called for, and a fourth to Following his graduation from POWER CONFERENCE 
deliver the result. In the WISC the University of Wisconsin, he A progress report on nuclear de- 

these four operations are per- worked for one year as a mechani- velopments in the electric power 
formed simultaneously, increasing cal designer for North American industry will be among featured 
speed of operation. Aviation in Inglewood, California, discussions at the 20th annual 

Another new feature in WISC is and during World War II served American Power Conference to be 
the built-in ability to work with a with the United States Navy as a held at the Hotel Sherman, Chi- 
“floating decimal point.” This lieutenant (jg). cago, on March 26-28. 
means that the machine, though From 1948 to 1953 he was head Executives of a number of elec- 

limited to 10-digit numbers, can of the Engineering Analysis Group tric utility companies, at a forum 
“float” the decimal point over a at Argonne National Laboratory, March 26, will describe the cur- 
range of 150 places during the op- where. he assisted in the develop- rent status of the various nuclear 
eration. Thus it can work more of frient' of 8 nuniber of nuclear reac: reactor projects in which their 
the time at full precision—a feature tors including that for the atomic companies are participating, and 

which has to be “programmed in” submarine Nautilus. discuss plans for future research 
most machines, with resulting loss Ag project engineer for Nuclest and development, according to 
in speed. Bercupaen ‘Car eration of Conference Director R. A. Buden- 

Work on the Wisconsin com- a erica. he worked. on an siti. holzer, professor of mechanical en- 
puter was started in 1951 with neerin > test reactor for the Bel fa gineering at Illinois Institute of 
funds from the Wisconsin Alumni seven ment and. asa cousuléane to _Fechnology. 
Research Foundation (WARF), oe assisted as é bi . esi m The American Power Confer- 
from the UW Engineering Experi- work Ea the chain oesis ence, which is held in Chicago 
ment Station, and from University vo each year, is sponsored by Illinois 
basic research funds. Total cost of Dr. Jens ee member of the Tech in cooperation with 14 other 

the intricate machine is less than American Society of Mechanical colleges and universities and nine 
$100,000, considerably less than the Engineers, Sigma Xi (National Re- technical societies. 
cost of similar digital computing search Society) and the American The nuclear power forum will be 
machines. Nuclear Society. He is also the Gye of 30 sessions scheduled dur- 

Chief purpose of the entire proj- author of a nuclear reactor hand- ing the three-day meeting, which 

ect is to train young engineers in book prepared for the United also will include a technical ses- 
. this highly important and rapidly States Atomic Energy Commission sion on nuclear power generation. 

growing field. WISC also provides 20d has written several articles on The program will include ap- 
a useful addition to the IBM com- heat generation and transfer for proximately 90 papers covering a 
puting equipment now operated on national technical publications. wide variety of aspects in the elec- 
the campus by members of the Nu- ALUMNI HAS PAPER PUBLISHED tric power industry and related ac- 
merical Analysis Laboratory. It ; tivities. They will include ad- 
also helps the University increase | E. M. Magee is the author of dresses at luncheon meetings on 
its service to industry in the state. The Deuterium Isotope Effect on each of the three days and at the 

the Rate of Reaction of Hydrogen All Engineers dinner on March 27, 
ALUMNI PROMOTED and Iodine” published recently in New and exotic propellants, such 

Dr. Wayne H. Jens, formerly the Journal of the American as fluorine, boron compounds, and 
project engineer for Nuclear De- Chemical Society. The paper is hydrazine, economics of fuel trans- 
velopment Corporation of America, based on research conducted at portation, experiences in the op- 

White Plains, New York, has been Humble Oil & Refining Company's eration of the first commercial su- 
named Assistant Technical Direc- Baytown, Texas, refinery where he percritical pressure steam electric 
tor for Atomic Power Develop-  '8 # research chemist. generating station, and high volt- 
ment Associates, Inc. in Detroit. Active in American Chemical So- age transmission will be among 
The appointment was announced  Ciety, Magee is attending the — subjects to be covered, The latter 
today by Walker L. Cisler, Presi- “Christmas Symposium” at Case In- will be discussed by a group of 
dent of APDA-—the nonprofit cor- stitute of Technology in Cleveland, foreign scientists whose countries 

poration concerned with research Ohio, this week. This symposium have had greater experience in this 
and basic design for the Enrico on molecular physics in chemical field than has been the case in 
Fermi Atomic Power Plant now engineering is sponsored by the America. 
under construction near Monroe, ACS Industrial and Engineering In addition, one or more ses- 

Michigan. Dr. Jens will report to Chemistry Division. sions will be devoted to discussions 
Alfred Amorosi, APDA Technical Magee holds the B.S. degree in of the generation, transmission, and 

Director. chemistry from Texas University, utilization of electric energy, use 
A native of Manitowoc, Wiscon- and was a National Science Foun- of pump storage for hydro-electric 

sin, Dr. Jens (36) graduated from dation fellow three years at Uni- stations, steam and gas turbines, 
the University of Wisconsin with versity of Wisconsin where he re- industrial power plants, steam gen- 
a bachelor of science degree in ceived the Ph.D, degree in physi- (Continued on page 62) 
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We want engineers who like to 

We have plenty of it to be done. We have problems to be licked, and questions 

to be answered. 
Want to roll up your sleeves and tackle the fascinating world of petrochemicals? 

Union Carbide makes almost 500 of them—it’s a world leader. 

| Want to grab the atom by the tail and put it to useful work? Union Carbide’s 

been in nuclear energy since the earliest days of the Manhattan Project. It 

operates three AEC plants plus Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and is building 

a private nuclear research center near New York. 

Want to dig in and really get down to the basics? Union Carbide is as basic 

as an industry can get. It’s been called ‘‘chemist to the chemicals industry and 

metallurgist to the metals industry.” 

Representatives of Divisions of Union Carbide Corporation, listed below, 

will be interviewing on many campuses. Check your placement director, or 

write to the Division representative. For general information, write to V. oO. 

Davis, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. 

i SS ea (in a eT Sw ee 

BAKELITE COMPANY Plastics, including SILICONES DIVISION Silicones for elec- GENERAL OFFICES—NEW YORK 

polyethylene, epoxy, fluorothene, vinyl, phenolic, trical insulation, release agents, water repellents, Accounting, Electronic Data Processing, Operations 

and polystyrene. J. C. Older, River Road, Bound etc.; silicone rubber. P. I. Emch, 30 East 42nd Research, Industrial Engineering, Purchasing E. R. 

Brook, N. J. Street, New York 17. N.Y. Brown, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 

ST hl ea Se Ha ae 

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY UNION CARBIDE CHEMICALS COMPANY 

Over 100 ferro-alloys and alloying metals; titanium, Synthetic organic chemicals, resins, and fibers 

calcium carbide, acetylene. C. R. Keeney, 137— from natural gas, petroleum, and coal. W. C. 

47th St., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Heidenreich, 30 East 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. 

fetes VM a =e J ihe eS Soe Ty 7 

HAYNES STELLITE COMPANY Special UNION CARBIDE INTERNATIONAL COM- \ \ ; a 

alloys to resist heat, abrasion, and corrosion; cast PANY Markets Union CARBIDE products and i “ew 

and wrought. L. E. Denny, 725 South Lindsay Street, operates plants overseas. C. C. Scharf, 30 East 42nd 4 ~y { 

Kokomo, Ind. Street, New York 17, N. Y. y eZ, 
LINDE COMPANY Industrial gases, metal- UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY UNION , 

working and treating equipment, synthetic gems, Operates Atomic Energy Commission facilities at CARBIDE CO RY 

molecular sieve adsorbents. P. |. Emch, 30 East Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Paducah, Ky. W. V. Hamilton, 

42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. P. 0. Box “P”, Oak Ridge, Tenn. oS ‘S 

Bus) Se Sad _ ee eS 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY Indus- VISKING COMPANY Apioneer in packaging 

trial carbon and graphite products, PRESTONE —producer of synthetic food casings and poly- 

anti-freeze, Eveready flashlights and batteries. ethylene film. Dr. A. L. Strand, 6733 West 65th 

S. W. Orne, P. 0. Box 6087, Cleveland, Ohio. Street, Chicago, III. 
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STUDY CENTER. New York’s Coliseum Tower houses one of Winston-Salem, N. C. Product design principles are one of the many three special study centers set aside for W.E.’s Graduate Engi- technical subjects our engineers cover in Introduction to Western necring ‘Training Program. Other centers are in Chicago and Electric Engineering, the first phase of the program. 
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hel d t West Klectri 
Right now, Western Electric engineers are back “on campus” ae 
in a unique new Graduate Engineering Training Program. P yg) Ye p y 
They're attending courses at special study centers established Sa ik | 
by the company in Chicago, New York and Winston-Salem, “od : ‘ 
N. C. It’s a rare chance to study advanced engineering and get CE to D/ . & 
full pay at the same time. 4 \ <a a a 

« > + Cs a x jg a ”" si These “students” are guided by a teaching staff of top West- D 4 we “ee Ys a 
ern Electric engineers, outside experts and professors from o. me 7 * ay : See h 
leading universities. They're learning the latest technical devel- o/ e Soe eed . ‘: C ~ i. — cg ee F a a opments ... boning up on everything from manufacturing proc- /<~o y 5 by ey ‘ae 
esses to computer applications. E 24 , li a 

When the program reaches its peak, some 2,000 to 3,000 West- z i cs 
ern Electric engineers will attend each year... studying in an Knowledge bornsin:the dassroom often sparky onthe: 
atmosphere as close to a university graduate school as is prac- job ideas. These engineers are working on transistor 
tical for industry. manufacturing problems. 

This engineering “university” was born because of the ever- 
increasing complexity of Western Electric’s job as the manu- 
facturing and supply unit of 7 aut ietco! Se OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

. 4. engineers are right in the middle of exciting fields like 
microwave radio relay, electronic switching and automation. ENGINEERING GRADUATES 
Graduate engineering training is designed to spur their devel- (Supervisory and administrative 
opment and advancement throughout their entire careers. opportunities exist in each field) 

How Graduate Engineering Training would work for you : . . 
Analysis for manufacturing operations: 

The program gets under way after approximately six months on-the-job Machine and tool requirements—M.E., E.E.; 
experience. First off: Space requirements—M.E., LE.; Test facility 

1. A nine-week Introduction to Western Electric Engineering helps you requirements—E.E.; Personnel requirements— 
learn about your W.E. engineering field, sharpens your skills in getting LE.; Electric power, light and heat require- 
ideas across. Technical subjects include communications systems, prod- ments—E.E.; Raw material requirements— 
uct design principles, military electronic systems. Chem. E., Met. E., Phy. Se.; Procedures and 

2. Another nine-week program, General Development, starts after your procasses—M.E LE., Time and motion 
first year with us, helps broaden and strengthen your engineering back- studies LE., Investigation of manufacturing 
ground. Besides technical subjects like engineering statistics, measure- difficulties—M.E.; Quality control—M.E., E.E. 
ments and instrumentation, and electronics, you receive grounding in Planning telephone central offices: { 
human relations and the socio-economic importance of engineering. Equi . ; EE Po 4 

3. To meet continuing needs for formalized technical training, Advanced ie renin Osi RE, aie Eee, ae 
Development offers four-week courses tailored to the individual needs cable requirements— Tis 
of the engineers selected to attend. These courses are designed to help Development and design: 
develop creative engineering abilities. Computer applications, switching Ne aehines ard Is—M.E., E.E.; Material 
theory, feedback control systems, and semi-conductor devices and cir- New machines and it00 S— MB EBs; Materia 
cuits are sample topics covered in this phase. handling methods—M.E., L E. New equip- 

ment and processes—M.E., E.E.; Repair shop 

Besides taking part in the Graduate Engineering Training Pro- mete gesting foailiies EE el 
gram, engineers are eligible for our Tuition Refund Plan for ing methods—E.E.; Job evaluation studies— Ms : hi mn . LE.; Wage incentive studies—I.E.; Production 
after hours study at nearby colleges. control studies—I.E.; Improved chemical proc- 

In short, there’s a unique opportunity at Western Electric to esses—Chem. E., Met. E., Phy. Se.; New appli- 
develop a professional career ... and work in the exciting world gahon for metals and ars Chem: E., 0 E., 

«Ee ° ay. Se.; Raw material test procedures—Chem. 
of communications. E., Met. E., Phy. Sc.; Service to military on 

electronic devices—E.E. 
; la a 

Vase tH ae gale 
For further information write: Engineering 
Personnel, Room 1030, 195 Broadway, 
New York 7, N. Y. 

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

© Western Electric has major manufacturing plants at Chicago and Decatur, IlI.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, 
Pa.; Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. Distri- 
bution Centers in 32 cities. Installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York, N.Y. Also Teletype Corp., Chicago 14, Ill. 
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. . . ee ee ized microphone which can serve 

Science Highlights a =. in many cases as a direct replace- 

(Continued from page 32) Yr ment for the carbon microphone 

In the rolling process each layer ete with no transmitter changes. 

of the sandwich undergoes the eX - Co 7 FIGHTER TEST BOOM 

same amount of reduction in thick- ay 8 . 

ness. Rolled to a total reduction of Caeus “ORG sees. That’s not a new kind of weather 

90%, the 5/16-inch thick stainless ge : . ‘ y a vane protruding from the nose of 

steel plates are reduced to a nomi- = ® Pe) i. Lockheed’s missil e-like F-104A 

nal thickness of .033 of an inch ——— he = (left)—it's a precision-instrumented 

each, After cooling, the edges of ee i ne —_— ‘boom used in flight testing the 

the huge plate are trimmed and the 4 i ~ . ultrasonic Starfighter. W ith a 

thin-gage sheets are lifted from — x Cae swarm of technicians giving it a 

atop each other. “ og Pr An Rc) s pre-flight check from stem to stern, 

The sandwich technique has Ms Pha es wen oft ott. this specially equipped F-104A_ is 

solved some vexing problems that being mission-readied at Lock- 

have prohibited rolling of wide al- heed’s jet center in Palmdale, 

loy and stainless steel sheets. For Calif. Approximately six feet long, 

one thing, thin-gage sheets rolled engineers, Leo Rosenman and Har- the od ocak neat ea ok 

singly become cool quickly and re- old A. Johnson. nose ce te ope 8) ae & 

quire tremendous mill power to “In making acoustic measure- ina ely mans = a ‘D od ca 

— reduction as the cooling ments, particularly on close talking = asonte pitch ond yaw 

goes on. a Me aii ohn saeeanatite an a 

° The sandwich technique offers eal sty evieiteng Oe aaeual a angles. Note the large pylon a 

many immediate advantages that ‘ = agai : tanks suspended from beneath 
? : 8 z as closely as possible,” the engi- sach wing. Both the single-seat 

have encouraged further experi- gers explained. Response curves ie ee oth the wes ea 

ments 10 refine the method. Be- on the Shure “Transistorized Ran- _— : ang a wo . Fe the 
cause of its initial thickness, the ger 5051” were plotted using the in quantity ‘pro uction for the 

sandwich tends to retain sufficient artificial head covered with skin- U. S. Air Force. 

heat for the entire rolling opera- like plastic. AUTOMATIC MISSILE-FIRING BASE 

tion. In rolling, the sandwich has Overcrowding of radio frequency “This goes one step beyond push- 
the working characteristics of the — jands has created a need for in- Suitie HS, eae foe a the Tips 

carbon steel cover | plates rather éréased intelligibility and ¢eli- Defoe Unit 7. a oven ned 

than the tough stainless or alloy ability. Because of this, magnetic, efe ¢ rons im a a 

steels inside. This minimizes the microphones are being used today opus : t notion : s 5 

need for excessive rolling mill in place of the familiar carbon i me ie a Hem iven 

power requirements. Existing fa- microphone in many critical in- Re wes W Re AP 8 . 

cilities at Homestead District gtallations, Rosenman and Johnson by De, Ener We Engstrom, Senior 
Works are used to experimentally said. a a ° Executive Vice President, en 

produce the light-gage “difficult to “The lower sensitivity of the Corporation of America, of the 

roll” alloy and stainless steel sheets. A “ant done y : Talos Defense Unit, the first com- 
Lag tee 2 : ; *- magnetic cartridges compared to letely automatic system for firing 
The sandwich rolling project is the carbon cartridges has been Pp 4 y oi , é reulee ee dei tae 

one of several research efforts un- overcome by the introduction of vets Oh ne vn leeteonia com 

der way at U. S. Steel to develop the transistor, which has permitted ee ‘a ; te Sich can go into ac- 
metals suitable for missiles and the design of amplifiers small ie Be at da neccaee o fo ae 

supersonic aircraft. enough to be contained in the mi- ing signals from senate ‘outposts— 

MICROPHONE TESTED WITH srophone poe. the engineers was built by RCA on the proving 

ARTIFICIAL HEAD reported, “This brought about the ground here and turned over to 

“Oscar,” a life-size artificial head, development of the 505T transistor- the Defense Department on that 

is used to test a rugged new tran- date. 

sistorized microphone developed “A decade ago,” Dr. Engstrom 

for mobile radio transmitters by : said in a brief speech preceding 

Shure Brothers, Inc., of Evanston, : the presentation, “Tt won have 

Hl. seemed like a figment of science 

The magnetic microphone has a ' (fs ’ r/ ® fiction to speak of a base that could 

tiny transistorized amplifier built Lae a fire a missile and guide it to its 

right in the microphone housing. ae - wt target without the help of a human 

The use of the artificial head was We oh 2 hand, But here it is, before you, 

described at a meeting of the In- hi . today.” 

stitute of Radio Engineers at the i a The Talos Defense Unit (TDU) 

Statler Hotel in Washington, D. C. eo hlUmUlU ai is composed of three structures— 

The paper, “Transistorized Micro- ae kw dS f Z one a long, low concrete and steel 

phones for Vehicular Communica- : - i 1; fy building (316 x 80 feet horizon- 

tions,” was presented by two Shure ee ee } (Continued on page 42) 
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Tear out this page for YOUR STEEL NOTEBOOK... 
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Steel nest that hatched a smoother transmission 
YouRE looking at a ring The manufacturer turned to WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 

gear “nesting” three small- TimkenCompanymetallurgists STEEL OR JOB OPPORTUNITIES? 
er gears. It’s part of one of the —acknowledged expertsinfine For information about fine 
smoothest shifting transmis- alloy steels. They showed how _ steel, send for “The Story 
sions ever put inacar.Butitwas to save the cost of boring out of Timken Alloy Steel Qual- 
almost too expensive to build. each gear—by starting with — ity”. And for help in plan- 

Getting this extra smoothness Timken® seamless steel tubing. 1Ng your future, write for 
called for squeezing more gears _— The hole’s already there. And Better-ness and Your Career 
7 A Or : at the Timken Company”’. 
into the same size transmission the Timken steel has all Just dropa 
case. Nesting was necessary to the toughness a transmission (a+ to nS E> 
save space. And the big ring needs. It’s another example TimkenRoll- | 
gear had to beextratough. The of how Timken Company — er Bearing / oe 
problem was to make it eco- metallurgists solve tough steel Company, be ee 
nomically. problems. Canton 6, O. — 

O Fine 
Alloy 

TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. H 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING d 
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. * ° sion, long-range, high-power in- RCA performed the bulk of its 
Science Highlights crearaannctibnt Gader” which has laboratory and production work at 

(Continued. from. page 40) been tested by the U. S. Bureau of — the Missile and Surface Radar 

tally, 30 feet tall) containing the Standards and found to be the plant of its Defense Electronic 

control center, and the other two most accurate radar in existence. Products unit at Moorestown, N. J., 

circular magazines with the launch- Second, as the missile approaches and the Talos Unit itself was as- 

ers, resembling anti-aircraft guns, the target, a secret “homing” de- sembled at White Sands, 

in the center and numerous cells vice senses its presence and “locks 
on the perimeter to house the mis- on” to the target to close in for the FREE BOOKLET 
siles themselves. All three are built kill. “Grit Collecting and Grit Wash- 

to withstand the pressures of the During all of this action, the ing Equipment,” Book 2571, is the 
missile take-off and near misses military personnel at the TDU latest publication presently being 
from enemy bombs, and all are air- merely observe and monitor the distributed by Link-Belt Company. 

filtered for protection of the equip- performance of the equipment. This 28-page book is profusely il- 

ment and personnel. However, several modes of opera- lustrated, tab indexed, and three- 
In general terms—and within the tion that are less automatic and hole punched for permanent re- 

bounds of military security—this is | employ some human operators are tention in the Link-Belt Sanitary 
what the TDU is designed to do: possible. Both the equipment and Engineering Binder. 

Suppose a fleet of enemy bomb- the operators are maintained in a Book 2571 contains design data 
ers, or perhaps a single missile, is constant state of readiness by use on seven types of grit collectors, 
detected by one of the numerous of automatic practicing devices and two grit washers, and the Tritor 
warning systems spanning the — system-checkout equipment. These screen, which is a combination grit 
North American continent. A signal employ tape, bearing data on a collector and mechanical screen 
is sent to the TDU, where it is re- simulated engagement, which is manufactured by Link-Belt Com- 

ceived by a series of data-handling _ played through the system. pany. Essential equipment is 
and computing machines. These One of the numerous advantages shown for numerous applications. 
decode the information and ana- of the “Talos” unit is the fact it | Detail drawings and specifications 
lyze the number of attackers, their can fire single missiles or numer- are included to assist the engineer 
location, course and speed of ous missiles simultaneously at a in the preparation of his drawings 
approach. number of different targets and can _and specifications. The designs in- 

Next a scheduling and program- continue to fire over an extended clude velocity controlled chambers 
ming computer sets the logical period of time. Also, it can carry for shallow or deep chambers, 
points of interception. Then _ it either a high-explosive or nuclear chambers with dewatering and 
starts the machinery to load the warhead. washing screws or inclined plane 
missiles onto the launchers and fire The “Talos” missile is about 20 dewatering troughs. 
them at the proper time and in the feet long, 30 inches in diameter Link-Belt Company has been 
proper direction. and weighs 3,000 pounds, It is ac- manufacturing grit collection 

In this stage—still without the  celerated by a large solid fuel equipment, along with a complete 
lifting of a human hand—the blast- booster rocket some 10 feet long, line of water and sewage treat- 
proof concrete-and-steel cell doors which is jettisoned when the mis- ment systems, for over 25 years. 
swing open to release the missiles sile reaches cruising speed. At this Book 2571 illustrates the various 
the computer has selected. The time the main ramjet engine, using types of rugged Link-Belt equip- 

cells have reinforced concrete walls kerosene as fuel, ignites and pro- ment that separate grit and similar 
two feet thick and are so con- vides thrust to keep the missile at detritus from sewage with little or 
structed that, should one of the constant speed throughout its no maintenance. 
missiles go off by mistake, the blast flight. The engine develops 40,000 For your copy of Book 2571, 
would go upward through the roof horsepower. write to the Link-Belt Company, 
rather than horizontally to deto- Completion of the land-based Dept. PR, Prudential Plaza, Chi- 
nate the other missiles. unit now enables the Army to use cago 1, Illinois, or the nearest Link- 

As a cell is opened, one of the the same weapon produced for the _ Belt District Sales Office. 
launchers circles to face it and Navy, an important factor from an 
sends a small cart down a railed economy standpoint. NEW FEATURES FOR HEAVY-CON- 
bridge to the door. Swiftly the mis- RCA began work on the design STRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
sile is loaded on the cart and rolled and construction of the land-based The heavy-construction equip- 
onto the launcher. Then the unit immediately after it was ment industry is relying on new 

launcher swings to the desired po- awarded the prime contract by — design to keep afloat in a tide of 
sition of fire. After an automatic the Navy in January, 1955. For rising labor costs, narrowing profit 
check-out—and at the proper time— economy reasons, it constructed margins and sharpening competi- 
the projectile is fired. All of this is only a portion of a tactical system tion, reports Product Engineer- 
done automatically. at White Sands, containing only ing, McGraw-Hill publication. In- 

There are two stages of flight af- those items necessary to check creased wages and equipment costs 
ter the initial upward thrust. First over-all system performance and are cited by a sizeable segment of 
the missile follows a guidance  test-fire the missiles. However, the the 350 major equipment-builders 
beam to the vicinity of the target. complete Talos Defense Unit is de- questioned by the magazine as the 
This is a version of RCA’s preci- signed and ready for production. (Continued on page 70) 
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In the hand lay process of making plastic body panels the molds are made of fitted hardwood. The inside mold surface 
receives three gel coats of polyester resin as part of a sandwich construction. 

° 
ys eT rv Fiberglass 

he a : i a (Continued from page 17) 
ye : rie f “ a 5 
1 Nee a 4 =~ 4 wa ie also acts as an insulator to dampen 
ot. 7; \ + . . : 

17 a ‘ C34 A a & " ie road and engine noises. It will not 
a . bs ay i ‘. £ Va bead gi ; | 6 oo rot nor rust and when painted will 
a ail eo 4g : : at : 

A L wh “ Cy a ce give a finish that will not fade, 
a = > Adds - N | ei . peel, or require waxing. 

a PL “i 7 : ae Repairing auto bodies with fiber- 
oo Se oe ah. )6 (oe ; ee glass is not limited to glass bodies 

- \ nn —— Fa ty a ~~ ii alone, but it can be satisfactorily 

N . \ : PN an y 49 ° used on metal bodies. Chevrolet 

if \ aw. fe engineers have developed a kit that 
\38 “ ro ' A od y requires only a few tools, and is 
gn Py “om es / easy to use. The repairing begins 

» — aa “& i ; ~~ og? 3 by cleaning the area to be worked 

~ ‘a i.  @ _. > 7 with a hydrocarbon solvent like 
oi cS SS Se eee a / . . 
_ | + wo ws ' benzene and sanding approxi- 

ie ——~ & oe 1 = fe : mately 6 inches beyond the portion 
mee gt ee ae | y yy Pp " 
Pega Soe 7 ? — 2 to be patched. Then the surface is 

es — ae 5 ‘ (i ee . I . g 

Ses a oe ¥ a dented so the glass buildup will 
ee ee ON ¢ f \ os I 

38 < ‘4 Fe. : match the contour of the body. Af- 
ll a A Oh / UE OLED y 

tet oe ae : | eee ter a fine coat of resin is placed on 
ot AN : ae l a 

i We ees N Al the metal it is covered by a resin 
At the completing of the vacuum bag process, the resin is baked for 24 hours saturated glass patch, 

and the mold separated. (Continued on page 46) 
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Map of Mars by Richard A. Proctor drawn in 1867. Follow- \ 
ing the usage generally adopted for the features of the 
moon, Proctor named the features after astronomers, 
especial astronomers who had observed Mars. From the 
book, “The Exploration of Mars" by Willy Ley and Werner 
Von Braun. (Viking Press) 

you should explore 
age 

the opportunities at 

: If you have a pioneering instinct... and you 

would like to join a talented team of i 
scientists who are blazing new trails through 
outer space in the fields of missile, rocket and 
advanced aircraft equipment... here is your 

i? ‘ passport. You will be joining a dynamic 

engineering organization which has recorded | 
° uninterrupted growth for over 38 years, and is 

FOR DETAILS now far in excess of its wartime employment peak. : 
‘on these engineering positions in the fields of design, test, liaison, i 
NTA) Turan Lk LLL AT RRR SLCC ACORN Ol SZ 

Engineering Personnel Coordinator at 

HAMILTON STANDARD .« DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 100 BRADLEY FIELD RD., WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN. 
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t eee for production and finishing opera- 

eS tions, engineers are overcoming 
2. . x 

Po eg ec these disadvantages and there is an 

_—— me j increasing demand for the new ma- 

.. i terial. Plastic bodies have been 

ts ee ‘ proving themselves to the public 
——— ry. , 
a La ad as demonstrated by Chevrolet's 

_—" Ss os ik Corvettes, Kaiser-Darrins when 

eg Ge  . \ “e Se they were produced, and numer- 

ag I ey a ~~ ous experimental and “futuristic” 
. rs eon vo o fe ‘Pp 

8 — —— vars deve > manufac- pin 7 : | 7 cars developed by the manufac 

i a y . weg turers and auto enthusiasts. Sev- 
he we ee Ss : é 3 =f... 
<i. me y oo eral new model trucks have fiber- 
a es, Be ee ee ee si ie 

Be . ea — da cma glass panels. Rear semi-elliptical 

— el . sa. i springs in cars and trucks may pos- 

. = Si ». ea al sibly be replaced with one-piece 

_—- «(Cf a OP = fiberglass springs. 

‘ e ine 157) a : Fiberglass has not only aroused 
a. | bos Oe Id F 2 P 

— <a r be Vis , intense interest in the auto indus- 
. ee pee - _ 7 oa : , 

os oo a 2 oe : try, but it is also being used for 

ap oe a ee a numerous marine, industrial, and 

ae 2 a —rr—~— y household applications. A large 

: OE eee a... Ct shipbuilding concern is using it for 

This is a typical rough casting used for the matched metal die process. panels on walls because of its 

The casting is cored to allow the passage of steam. economy and high quality appear- 

ance. Many industrial firms use the 

Fiberglass sandpaper. The dies are fitted to plastic for materials handling and 

a the presses by steel plates attached storage, and it is also used for 
(Continued from page 44) to the plastic. Although the plastic house awnings, Plastics are becom- 

This process is repeated for every dies don’t last as long as the steel ing more popular each year and 

laver, and the bubbles and ones, they are ideal for short pro- may well become the ideal mate- 

wrinkles are removed each time. duction runs and make frequent rial for automotive body manufac- 

Once the layer build-up is com- changes possible on low production ture. Fiberglass has opened a new 

pleted, a cover patch is placed models. field in safety, economy, and 

over the surface to keep moisture Although much time is required durability. THE END 

out. After the curing is completed, ' . 7 cs . 

taking only a few minutes, the sur- \ ' : i : , \ ; 1 J 

face is ready to be worked and | oo ‘ ay | \ — y 

sanded like metal. This kit, like A us p “ae le “ \ Re oy i 7 

numerous others on the market to- 1d Sg ae Ee ST | ] | 

dav, is an inexpensive and practi- i 7 BM 2” a 
< : 0 ani RSETOEY wc aamam — 

cal way for amateurs as well as an a mms epee, ES ar neil | 

professional body men to repair 7% . ff oa ne Ley || tl _ 
their cars. 4 We h ve pe le | 

Recently the Chrysler Corpora- a a . : - vu 
: 4 he : . i. if AY 4 

tion developed some plastic dies ie 2 \ wv ce | : ee 

that would withstand over 30,000 ik i“ / | g 
psi in stamping out stcel parts. Al- | . i os Cae al : 

though the plastic dies are not used 4 | : ot) ee a) | | a 

for long production runs, their pri- 4 x i res ) 7 | 
mary advantage is the speed with ‘ oe a ] ‘ J a es 

which they can be produced. Plas- 3 H <a i . 7: 4 

tic dies can be made in three or ‘a 4 ee a PNR L. 
P i ee . ox fe ke ay 
four wecks as compared to three i : . _  ~_ bo ue : 

. . . ‘4 NG Pak. eS aa D a P| 
to eight months for conventional Py . pe _ 

stecl dies, and if they would be : el = oe 4 y 7 ta 
/ ee ee oo ‘ ee re ee aif 4 : 

used on a large scale there would NY a! x Gee i ae 
4 en Noe ae be od ae | mi , 

be a 70% saving in cost. ee ee . | 4 eet Ce i : 
. none crn ee AG . co Bice i 

Plastic dies are produced by wae ail i. oe i a ae i 

placing the liquid plastic in a mold eh is | ‘ F ‘le ee oe - 4 _ 
and baking in an oven. After the 9 4 a3 ee Pe a4 . 

gt . - ne 7 ; A a 
die is taken from the oven, the - ay ee bs i 2 ie 

plaster case IS removed, and the Here the pressure bag process is used in the construction of a fiberglass boat hull. 
die is finished and polished with The pressure bag is attached to the male die. 
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LL ae  —_— Man of distinction? Of course you 

| “ Rees : ‘ plan to be one. Who doesn’t? But not 
a(S Sorin A KF like this slightly ludicrous gentleman 
sesame se oe wai 
ees “| her \o) at the left who exhibits some of the : 

_ be 7 % popular advertising concepts of distinction. 
nee a ~~ mo *\ eZ . . . . . 

i . ES \ y AX \ True distinction is based on achievement 

Way Zi —and there is plenty of opportunity for that 
BN \\~SZA \\\\\ ‘ g ‘ 

yr | A\ \\ at Wisconsin Electric Power Company. 
7) fl JAG: \ 

SSG 4 AY \ 
ys Z IN \ tj | AN \ “ ZA AAX 

Opportunities for achievement and success are to studies. You may help our industrial and commer- 

be found in abundance at Wisconsin Power Com- cial customers solve their power problems. As you 

pany by young engineers of skill, vision and initia- grow in stature, you may design electric systems, 

tive. Problems are here for you to solve — rewards supervise operations. It is quite possible you may 

are here for you to earn. Opportunities for personal take part in the development of the exciting new 

growth and advancement are unlimited. techniques of producing electric power from the 

A wide variety of interesting work is available. atom: 
For example, you may take part in designing and Whatever your work may be when you begin 

building power plants, substations, electric and gas your career here, you may be sure that it will be 

transmission and distribution lines. You may help worthy of achievement and will contribute toward 

solve chemical engineering problems, create rate your becoming — some day —a real “man of dis- 

schedules, work on special engineering and economic tinction.” 

We invite you to begin your career 

. Ae here ...and grow with us! 

f ee ; x The area we serve extends from the Wisconsin state 

j : > line on the south into upper Michigan on the north. 

Pi , le It is blessed with a wide diversification of economic 
ie —s activity — including large industrial centers as well as 
fe 4 : i the business and manufacturing activities of many 
2 A ar small communities with their surrounding farm areas. 

Gee : 7 Demands for our services are so great that we are 
eee 7 now in the midst of a 10 year expansion program which 

“ee ed anticipates the practical doubling of our business with- 

er in that period. We invite you to GROW WITH US! 

ea ae , See our representative when he visits your campus 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN APPLETON, WISCONSIN RACINE, WISCONSIN 
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| IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 

ad * 

: : Ud oe NA 

: : ———~ _ 

7 a c. : x 

. ja — 

<a - 

ff oo (. 5 

Weapons Systems Responsibility 

The Jet Propulsion Labora- In the development of guided missile One outstanding product of this type of 

Delelonmenncenterirenes systems, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory systems responsibility is the “Corporal,” 

north of Pasadena in the maintains a complete and broad respon- a highly accurate surface-to-surface ballis- 

foothills of the San Gabriel sibility. From the earliest conception to tic missile. This weapon, developed by JPL, 
mountains. Covering an 80 ; ; ; i i 

s production engineering—from research and now in production elsewhere, can be acre area and employing . . : . . 
2000 people, it is close to and development in electronics, guidance, found ‘‘on active service’’ wherever needed 

attractive residential areas. aerodynamics, structures and propulsion, in the American defense pattern. 

The Laboratory is staffed by through field testing problems and actual A prime attraction for scientists and 
the California Institute of troop use, full technical responsibility rests engineers at JPL is the exceptional oppor- 

Technology and develops its with JPL engineers and scientists. tunity provided for original research many projects in basic re- . * 3 : ae 
search under contract with The Laboratory is not only responsible for afforded by close integration with vital and 

the U.S. Government, the missile system itself, including guid- forward-looking programs. The Laboratory 
Opportunities open to quali- ance, propulsion and airframe, but for all now has important positions open for 

fied engineers of U.S. citizen ground handling equipment necessary to qualified applicants for such interesting 
ship. Inquiries now invited. insure acomplete tactical weapons system. and challenging activities. 

ee 

me SYSTEMS ANALYSIS * INERTIAL GUIDANCE * COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
e108 OPPORTUNITIES * INSTRUMENTATION * TELEMETERING * FLUID MECHANICS 

IN THESE FIELDS NOW . HEAT TRANSFER » AERODYNAMICS + APPLIED PHYSICS » PROPELLANTS 

y MATERIALS RESEARCH 

° ———eeeeeeeeeeesSgXwrerereoeorororr———— aan 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 

A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

PASADENA © CALIFORNIA 
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makes big things happen 

| | | in paints and 
| G] ; ‘ : 

rT industrial finishes 
——y : R oa 

&& AIT © oS EQ || AN 
Ma RS Q Zn a AKG Sy ae 
ll SST Sen) pee aot NL || oe INES [ } A | 

ee | | | i uy Oo Me 2 
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AUPE SEN IRA 
You’re living in a world of color. Man takes a brush, dips it into paint, 

Sin cloaks the drab with new cheerfulness, converts the dreary into com- 

et bhg pelling beauty. But paint means so much more than mere color. 

VU In addition to soft, pastel hues, home owners in Miami want a house Pp. 
paint that stands up to constant salt air breezes, the blazing rays of a 

Ny tropic sun, intermittent heavy rainfall. Building superintendents in Gary 
An a want a surface coating unaffected by chemically active industrial gases 

frre 1h Aas and fumes, extremes in humidity, frequent changes in wind direction. 
aAsTY TO * (4) Fishing fleet operators around Puget Sound want an exterior boat finish 
‘ TET GA that resists biting winds, blizzards and protracted cold. The production 
@ | WIEN SS engineer in a large Atlanta cannery wants a food container coating 

| ) UL aL) impervious to chemical reaction, yet taste-free. Yes, there’s more— 

ve \ ey it ao Sf <A much more—to paint than mere color. 

hae} ol Oo | The search for new and even better paints and industrial finishes is 
i= iw er FA - sfx carried on every day at Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. Each day 
CS be NA, hth brings new challenges to its laboratories . . . challenges quickly trans- 

SA Lj — } al) lated into improved products. 
7 % | y mu Seeking a career that requires creative thinking, utilizes all your skills 
RA (! [ty W and talents, offers the chance to learn the latest techniques? Then look 
ae Ty as into your career possibilities with Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. 

& a) BEA r | Contact your Placement Officer now or write to the Manager of College 

aval “1 a= ak? (5 Relations, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, One Gateway Center, 

V — Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania. 

Bp SYMBOL OF SERVICE FOR SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS 

/ PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
ANNIVERSARY G 

1883-1958 
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Wi in Society of 

Professional Engi 

W TVA vee vk oO ——===_—s cannot_be solved by spur-of-the- 
lated developments have ENGINEERS’ CREED . moment solutions. 

provided fresh evidence for mit 2 projessional engineer, I dedicate Based on close observation of 
those who contend that there is a to the advancement and betterment of _ the engineering profession’s growth 
severe shortage of engineering and human welfare. and intimate experience in profes- 
scientific personnel and, at the | PLEDGE sional engineering activities, NSPE 
same time, for those who maintain To give the utmost of performance, believes that the following factors 
that there is not a shortage. This in) nortietpate tn mone, bet honest ener are sound observations for future 
contradictory situation has existed oe of and Ne “Vishes sandutde of guidance: 
since 1949 when one of the largest professional conduct. To place service 1. Special action to increase to- 

enncering graduating classes in fale pro te ham ad tending of days supply of engineers nt 
history led to predictions of an Gna” the public welfare above all other considered necessary or desirable 
oversupply—followed a year later considerations. In humility and with since engineering enrollments are 
by the Korean War, the increase in aie” Divine Guidance, I make this at an all-time high and are con- 

defense spending and the subse- tinuing to increase. 

quent high demand for: engineer- . : 2. An artificial stimulation to 
ing and scientific personnel. their work in January. In the further increase enrollments i 

Since then, many leaders in pub- face of this “on-again off-again” ure! er ma vill enn” ries mene 
lic life and industry have expressed situation, the engineering and gmeenng anh: nT os y handicap 
a fear that the output of trained scientific professions and the gen- Institutions oo devote ae hon 
engineering talent has been lack- eral public are understandably attention to the capable students. 
ing in numbers to the extent that — confused and uncertain. 3. Assumption that Russia 
the nation’s security is in jeopardy, The validity of each point of launched the earth satellite before 
and have called for various forms view regarding the supply of en- _ the United States solely because it 
of “crash” programs to produce — gineers depends on interpretation had trained more scientific person- 
more engineers. Others have con- and analysis of data which has Nel in recent years than this coun- 

tended during this period that the been published in great detail and "Y, We believe is not valid and 
“shortage” was synthetic, or highly variety. Despite this wealth of in- could lead to unwise and damag- 
exaggerated. formation, however, both points of | 18 decisions. We believe it would 

Recently, defense budget cuts view probably can be defended if be more logical to assume that the 
caused the layoff of a number of the definitions of two terms—“engi- controlling factors were priorities 
aircraft employees, including some _neer” and “shortage”—are made by _8signed_to money and_ emphasis 
1,000 engineers. This resulted in the respective groups. rather than a shortage of technical 
extensive publicity to the effect The National Society of Profes- Personnel in the United States. 
that the “shortage” was over and sional Engineers has observed and 4. Emphasis now more than 
that more engineers would be “laid studied the various statements, re- ever should be placed on quality 
off’ as further cuts were made ports and analyses during this pe- rather than quantity. Potential en- 
in defense spending. Now, the riod. We recognize an obligation gineers should be better grounded 
launching of the Russian earth to the nation’s economy, the en- in fundamentals when they enter 
satellite has resulted in even more gineering profession and to the the engineering educational pro- 
extensive statements and publicity young people who may be consid- gram and should be better in- 
that the United States is trailing ering the choice of an engineering formed as to the qualifications es- 
Russia in scientific achievement career, to lend assistance in the sential for an individual to become 
because we have not produced clarification of these conflicting a successful engineer. 
enough engineers and_ scientists viewpoints, and to the extent pos- 5. In view of the present limita- 
compared to the USSR. New de- _ sible to assist in the selection of tions of facilities and faculties, the 
mands are being voiced for “crash” the best alternatives in the future. substantially increased enrollments 
programs to train larger numbers It is most imporant that the na- in our engineering institutions are 
of engineers and_ scientists. Some tion not rush into hastily impro- causing serious difficulties at the 
leading members of Congress have vised actions having to do with the present time. Any program which 
stated that they will move for ex- education of engineers which will substantially add to the pres- 
tensive Federal scholarship pro- would only aggravate a compli- ent number of students must in- 
grams when the legislators resume cated and _ difficult condition that (Continued on page 52) 
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Meet the President 

ALTER E. HESTEKIN, ————————————————————————— 
WV President of the Northwest 

| Chapter, was born at Eau guaran nee mre ccc, ie 

1924. He graduated from Eau [7 9g es ee 
Claire High School and entered . ee 

a sD — i cet ~~ — =... Le aaa, Claire. World War II arose and — , iy Sie Co oe eo 
Mr. Hestekin left the College to CS a os oe oe spend three years in the Navy, a | — ll le  . 4 
portion of which time was spent at a sail a: —_ 2 
the University of Wisconsin. He po 74 - _ ee 
received his B.S. degree in Me- : oe ee 
chanical Engineering from Wis- ho 2 — oe eS 
consin in 1947. He is a member of i 2 ——_ Coe pa 
Tau Beta Pi and Pi Tau Sigma, a 3 ] ; . re 
honorary engineering fraternities. o- is _ _ 

Upon graduation he joined Hov- a OP oT : 
land Sheet Metal, Inc., mechanical a ow ene a a : 
contractors of Eau Claire, Wiscon- tame ees oe ae 
sin. Since 1952, he has been an ee a [ - 
officer of the corporation and is ss = cage 
currently serving as Treasurer. " . ye | _ 

Mr. Hestekin is registered as a “il - _ a Ri ae 7 
professional engineer in both Wis- oe ee a 
consin and Minnesota. Since join- a ea 
ing the Northwest Chapter of : “a a ‘ 
W.S.P.E., he has served as its As- oe - 
sistant Secretary-Treasurer, Secre- — ee . 
tary, Vice President, and now ls 

President. 
aa ; He is also a member of the Eau 7 ee oo FG, Claire Board of Heating Examin- | er CC Sree ers and Appeals, the Chippewa , oe ou fe ne 

Valley Sheet Metal Contractors’ CF Pee 
Association, and the Masonic Cc pe eee 
Ladee. : fo '> ao On January 3, 1948, he was mar- .  f. Sy 
ried to Beverly Rekstad of Eau) 2 oe a 
Claire. They are the parents of fo _— % ie 
three children, Kjellrun 9, Susan 7, ee 8 - . 
and Chris 4. Mr. Hestekin enjoys ee /f , 
fishing, camping, boating, and curl- walte®: Be Hastekiis 
ing. He is also an active Scout 
Leader, having been an Eagle 
Scout as a youth. —SEEEeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeSSSSSSanBBBaB]aBE_E—R_E 
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W.S.P.E cation Committee of Southwest situation had proven somewhat 
owen ese Chapter, Paul Fluck, Chairman, more difficult of administration 

(Continued from page 50) will also announce during Engi- than the customary property tax 
clude means to resolve these limit- neers’ Week the prize winners in assessments matter. Their basic 

ing factors. the essay contest which is spon- rule in his dept, he emphasized, 
6. It should be emphasized that sored statewide by the W.S.P.E. was “Be fair to everyone”. Inas- 

projects such as the earth satellite, Subject of the essays, submitted by much as the Board of Review for 

guided missiles, etc., depend on high school students throughout city tax assessments meets in July 

highly advanced — technology —a the state, is “The Future In Engi- each year here, Kumferman con- 

mere inerease in numbers of those neering For Me.” cluded saying that the best time to 

with first degrees will not provide make requests for adjustments was 

the type of highly advanced tech- NORTH WEST CHAPTER prior to that time, and he also 

nical knowledge which is neces- January 2, 1958 Meeting mentioned that a rate of 114% 

sary. It should also be noted that Engineers Hear Assessor straight-line depreciation on homes 

any program based on present George Kumferman, Eau Claire’s was considered satisfactory for the 

needs will not succeed in solving City Tax Assessor, spoke to the first 20 years, the depreciation 

today’s technological problems. A Northwest Chapter Wisconsin So- scaling down thereafter to a maxi- 

program starting today will not ciety of Professional Engineers mum total of 60% depreciation 

produce a single highly qualified Thursday evening in Eau Claire while a property in normal circum- 

engineer or scientist for at least Hotel’s Holiday Room. His subject stances remained useful and/or 

six years. was “The Tax Assessor’s Problems” habitable. 
7. Experience has shown that which he developed along the lines A question-and-discussion period 

we have wasted engineering talent — of valuations for real estate, and followed, with much interest in 
by using it at a level below that the personal property tax factors. evidence, not only by local people 

which it is capable of performing. Property taxes, he said, made up but also by engineers from Rice 

Improved utilization of engineer- approximately 48% of the taxes col- Lake, River Falls, and other cities. 

ing talent can do more for an im- — Jected last year in Wisconsin. The — City Director of Public Works 
mediate need than any other single state tax commission, he added, Neal W. Bartholomew introduced 

program. has jurisdiction over all tax asses-  Kumferman and led the discussion 
sors in the state. period with the speaker answering 

SOUTHWEST CHAPTER He described the reproduction — questions. 
The Southwest Chapter met at cost method of figuring assess- Chapter President Walter E. 

the Cuba Club on Monday, Janu- ments on homes and other struc- Hesttekin presided, and in the 
ary 27, 1958. At this meeting cer- tures in Eau Claire, and voiced an _ business session which followed an- 
tificates of registration were pre- opinion that 90% of the homes fall nounced that a state essay contest 
sented to newly registered engi- into the classifications recognized had been launched to encourage 
neers by Dean Kurt Wendt. as classes 4 & 5 & 6, with class 9th to 12th grade school students 

An Aerial Tour of Wisconsin 5 being considered an “average — in taking up the profession of En- 
was then given to members of the home”. He also outlined the chang- gineering for careers, the subject 
chapter by Mr. Carl E, Guell, Edu- ing costs variations in assessments for the essays being, “The Future 
cation Consultant, State Aeronau- by appraisal as compared with the in Engineering For Me”. He ap- 
tics Commission. The tour was by so-called “windshield assessments” pointed the following committee of 
means of slide projection taken at — which some out-of-state assessors judges to review entries from this 
heights of 600 feet to 8,000 feet have been accused of making when area of west central Wisconsin: 

and was most colorful. Mr. Guell merely driving past the premises — Chairman Dale E. Gordon, with 
is an air force reserve pilot and his in some instances! L. G. Arnold, Geo. Becker, W. W. 
photographic record and com- The “uniformity rule” when mak- — Wilson, Ray Gavic, O. A. Ayres, 
mentary made this one of the out- ing assessments, allowing for de- Robert Lundgren, Geo. W. Young, 

standing mectings of the year. preciation and changes to proper- -H. J. Fischer, G. N. Leser, and 
The Engineers’ Week Commit- ties, he mentioned, are principles E. W. Deterling. 

tee of Southwest Chapter has made — which held important in order to The contest concludes during 
final plans for Engineers’ Week — avert undue complaints from tax- the traditional “Engineers Weck” 
which is February 16-22. Under payers. In Eau Claire, it was said, observed annually as the week in 
the leadership of Clarence G. Ex- homes were assessed on the 65% of | which Washington's Birthday oc- 
trom a well rounded plan of activ- total value principle, and the as- curs. Chairman of “Engineers 
ities has been planned for the — sessments are made between Janu- Week” for the Chapter this year 
week, ary and May anually, the approxi- is Dale E. Gordon, of Wis. State 

The Engineers’ Week dinner — mate total in values last year be- | Highway Commission. Hestekin 
will be held in the Great Hall of — ing 74 million dollars worth of stated that arrangements are being 
the Memorial Union, February 18, real estate. Some 1400 tax assess- made to obtain state organization 
1958. Leading senior engineers of | ments were made for personal officials from Madison to partici- 
the University and from Platteville property tax purposes, he con- pate in the banquet meeting dur- 
will be guests of the chapter. tinued, admitting that because few ing “Engineers Week” to present 

Several radio and television pro- people seemed to know very much _ certificate awards to three Engi- 
grams will be presented. The Edu- about personal property taxes, the (Continued on page 60) 
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How RCA bri icher, wi O rings a ricner, ider range 

weommeee® Before high fidelity, the that you can enjoy music almost as 
a sound of recorded music — though you were there. 

ie was limited—much as And now, Stereophonic Sound! A WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER? 
Ve piano music would be if mew and dramatic dimension in re- RCA offers careers in research 

| you could hear only the corded music is also yours to enjoy development, design, and man- 
/ bios m notes played on the center on RCA high fidelity instruments. ufacturing for engineers with 

f of the keyboard. No  Stereophonic units can be added to Bachelor or advanced degrees 
rich bass notes, no keen, most “Victrola”® Hi-Fi systems any in E.E., M.E. or Physics. For 
vibrant highs. time you choose. full information, write to: Mr. 

RCA achievements in the science of In this, as in almost every area of Robert Fiakliseh; Manager, 
sound and acoustics changed all that. _ electronic progress in home entertain- Corporation OP Aiecine. 
Today, with RCA Victor records and ment, defense and industry, the leader- Camden 2, N. J , 
high fidelity “‘Victrolas,” the full range ship of RCA serves you. RCA means , . 
of sound is reproduced so faithfully electronics at its best! 

@) RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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| Er a 
Sandia Corporation is a:laboratory — 2 oo . g | 

D : - vee oe a - 

which was established in 1949 to ee ee —s af 
design atomic and nuclear weapons. : F * ao. e ae 8 

It now has over 7,000 people, of oe see - i 

whom 2,000 are professional staff, _ oa ge é —— aun 

at its $60,000,000 laboratory in” ; eae ok ar age ee | 

frend} e Mexico, and its = ee i ee 

| expanding branch laboratory in _  . oo : 

Eo - you are a graduating engmeer | @EG=—™ OsOs lt Ca 
fo oe BEC 8 Brn eee Ne A : 

op a anical, electrical, electronic, ee sick 
FN oe a — 

bE industrial or gue ity conto), ot eae) )=h—(C(CiCiCir r/hté<“<i‘i‘i;iéié;s;é<‘(<C;©Z Hr rr 

| you are graduating in mathematics Jy i llr 

| many fields. We do research, desten 
eo aad “aevelopmnels (Cane PG CRADOATI ye 
jo.» and. developmen ee 6 | 6h BON GRADUATING | oe 4 
| standards sagingering, manufecturs 7 
| ingrelations engineering andquality ENGINEERS = = | conttol engineetIbgr "estes Rene © | 

; Our modern, well-equipped labora- * ee CI INTISTS 

I tories, model shops, and offices com- : / 

bine with liberal benefits—including eS e 
1 se cag Se eee I RIT OPS i ores terete reams tina amarrenmadaes 

our graduate’ educationa | ai Cee Dag cgee 
‘. ete eas SS rrrrr~st—“‘“‘OS—“‘“‘<“i‘i<‘<i‘<‘<‘<‘<‘<i‘<i‘<‘i‘<‘<i‘<‘i‘i‘<a‘i‘i‘SéaSCSS So 

| gram, life insurance, sickness = = = ee 
eth Souk gu Ges MIR ear ame ol ee 

benefits, retire nent Dien ae a rrrr—“_™OCOCCtisCs=Ci‘éCR’COié“(C(;YRCOCOCtiéC ‘CR. 
joy ous vac ations andholidays-tomake © 0 - 

|< ‘place to work. ee ee ee 

Src A appease creel emcee 
7 Ol is. ) with its exceptionai cil: ate ee Sch oie oe ce a ee 

ye a | ‘ ee — 
be ee and cosmopolitan blend=« f BRON, — oer. crenata ee 

COE? ARUN eens a a a ee ee | nen eee ee 

cc fad modern Cultures, DEOMGEN eT eg 
| °"Slaxed, informal €nvironment for = i si is 
See AEE stan ing. The aa Pe ad a rsC—“—i~isss—~Ss—S—rsi—Ssa 

"= pleasant living. The location of owe 
. branch laboratory at Livermo 6 ge ee gee 4 

a eee 1S ga GE es ge es a ey a alee ale as o Ve ui 

| offers the advantages of suburban ul Picadas yo. aes 5. Se SO Se eS RR EN ie ee ee re: 
~ living plus all the attractions 0 ies ee OC ue” { 

>. San.Fran sco Bay area... eee of : if oe 
fe ca  aer as  e as fag 

fee gee OR er eee, watinn ons Be 
ee ee Sadie as EN aa if : ra. : 

nemesis AY P 7 
Pee Wo) ky and the cities in which itis 75” Uae d Bites 2 

Fee URC ate Sear ce NG SRE Re er: vag pono Lee 
ae, loeated. Write for your copy to Stalk 9) ae oe 7 cae ‘ 

Er cement eae beens nr all iS cay t bs ie 

Bok ic meen gc d CASTERS AD Po : 

GR owes A ‘ : > hy =— Ps ta 3 

Dee ha is wes ig care cain 

a A fate) ~1=1e | --y 48 ON 
fe Pn fh ek 4 ae a» 
a Oe mlea Ow aes f Py aa re ee P 

ie ee ee Oe he . 

a eS 1) Fo ee et ig ee ee 2 ae es 

ee iy Sie te A oe. : Ed aE Raph oo ee We RM pk rma 
8 oe os Vee oe see fe - fg _ cae ee ; 

a Ws eon ea A whe Fae 

wake arcane ee 
This photograph depicts the view from 10,800 feet above sea level at the crest of the Sandia Mountains, 

looking westward across the Rio Grande Valley and the northern limits of the city of Albuquerque. 
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Engineering leadership—a bench mark at Alcoa 

In exciting new architectural developments . . . in the automotive in- coupon—for your copy of A Career For You With Alcoa. Or 
dustry’s drive for the all-aluminum engine . . . in super conductors to contact your campus placement director. 
meet the nation’s insatiable power demands, you'll find Aluminum 
Company of America in the forefront of technological advances. Sey, Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value 
Alcoa produces and sells nearly one-half of the nation’s aluminum : . 
... conducts about three-quarters of all basic research on aluminum : Y aucon Gi) 
applications . . . maintains the world’s largest and most completely LL hs “ALCOA THEATRE” 
equipped light metals research center at New Kensington, Pennsyl- A Xonar? oy) Exciting Adventure, Alternate Monday Evenings. 
vania. ‘cer re Ui USERS ERNE Re ENaUE EERE 

To maintain this type of leadership, we need outstanding men, . 

men with top backgrounds in both academics and extra-curricular Please send a copy of A Career For You With Alcoa. 
activities. Men who are trained in the nation’s top schools . . . who 

understand and glory in the challenge of engineering... who know Aluminum Company of America 

serves virtually every area of our indus, commercial and day.to, 25 Aleca Building eo] serves ally every area industrial, commercial and day-to- Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania | Vereen 
day lives. Yet its uses have only just begun to be exploited. Your [ Z i 
challenge as an engineer lies in finding new applications, in bringing en + ae 
aluminum to its full potential as a servant of mankind. STREET ADDRESS ee Wags A ateve: » epecial terete areies ance ji ee , Whatever your specialty metallurgical, mechanical, electrical, CITY AND STATE. gett oe 
industrial, or any other type cf engineering—whatever your interest ao) 
—engineering, production, research, development or sales—there’s COLLEGE —————DEGREE______ | ait i 
a clear-cut future for you at Alcoa. Write us today—just fill out the DATE OF GRADUATION Libel A 
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\ Sf aR) 
oD . OF YESTERYEAR 

é 
it OS ee (2) 

[Fay ” ; es by Dick Soref 

April 1912 that is enchanting in its pictur- the satisfaction that comes to the 

HE dase of Too bas wet a esqueness. No matter from what Hill student or to any of as deni- 

seule © . . C angle viewed, our campus is nat- zens on the north half of the cam- 
precedent in the adoption of ily beautiful GS fro BART ou OE & GLAS 
the St. Patrick’s theme fol- urally beautiful... 0 . pus Mm plZins, alien Bias eae 

f : A To every one is Picnic Point room window at its alluring tran- 
lowed by many of the engineering isible. E d he Aoiic i allowed ility. Perhaps the best view of schools throughout the country,— visible. Even the Agric is allowe quility. Perhaps » bes , 

a precedent full of possibilities for Se PA AEE LLG OIL CSS 
future development. Though we Bap aa RPC i 
have always taken pride in our ay ®) cert v : 
spirit of sticking together, we have : Sy Cal 
never before had a day which was . FI ‘ 
peculiarly our own. We have taken ‘| 
major parts in all-university  fes- i J, 
tivals; we have held our own in yw LZ 
inter-college competitions; but we Be Sa e 
have never had a celebration Peak SE Swe a & 
which was distinctively ours, to ‘Gy CG <= SS . a ae 5 
shape as we might choose. SeeGQe : &X a a er 7 

In the other engineering colleges ae d | 
which have adopted St. Patrick as ieee , Che 
their patron saint, the celebration mr ro rr Pl a) 
has grown in popularity and in sig- we ow - [a ae 2%, . as ) rae as Pie 
nificance each year. It has brought re deters fed ag 
the engineers of the student body, ee 1 
the faculty and the alumni in | ° aL ai PTE a 1 
closer touch and sympathy with | ru : Overland Limited | : 
one another. This year has_pro- | LPT 1 
vided the opening for us here at an ee 
Wisconsin. It has given us some Ge Sy QO VIA THE « ™ Oe i) puree rs, " AN 
little idea of what the day may be Pa Go) SN | GOBER EY (ORS. 
brought to mean, “St. Patrick was Beata Ed CH ICAG O, NF ji @) ARTE 
an Engineer” is being sung BT AC ea ON U P. A | “ia \ a 
throughout the University. Next aS N ION ACI aie AAA ¢ ) 7} a Vee g y Pay y b, x A eo Se he 

year when the 17th of March oy Pi Wi DA Vie 
comes round, we will have another g : ESTERN i if | . | vy 

chance. Why not try to make it a i N Vv | ve 
still more notable Engineers’ cele- 5 oO » f Ke 
bration? Expand it beyond the Bch JEAVING CHICAG QP : a 
parade and the minstrels to a day aN DAILY 4 a“ 
when every engineer cooperates Zon PL fs ] 
with every other engineer in show- 14 UGH Sos ier ‘ 7?) y q 
ing the whole University that he is ass » Se Fi rE fo. 
glad and proud to be an engineer. 9 DINING CARS os = Western ( CR 

QF EA ORG : a 

Canes 18 (panto IS SOS a ee 
The campus of the University of MWiSsAncetes : _ PRINCIPAL EASTERN AGENCIES: 

Wisconsin, ranking first in beauty (, , 8 NewYork: Boston: ___—_ Chica: os 
of all college campuses of the West & Re COI” seprnuey oS Ronsr 90 rK Le 
and middle West, presents a view a EL RIOONE a 
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the peninsula is obtained from the pg 
top of the toboggan-slide where 
one sees it from the greatest ele- 

vation on the campus. The land- ae f 
scape is thus made to include not f 5 ak 
only the Orchard and University 5 . ol 

drive but also the northern shore- ? 7) 
line of the lake, a small bit of , — 
which helps define the slender oN a 

neck of land terminated by Picnic > : 
Point. if u : 

An aid to the general charm of ‘ My 
the campus is the location of the ; . 
buildings. Two avenues of stately we bs 
structures flank the broad expanse : Se 

of green ascending the hill to Main Sa pid 

Hall. When one considers that the meer , oo 
engineering building is located just oS = : — 
half way up the incline on the ODS ba "sea ad 
north side, engineers of all classes a at ™ cian 
may congratulate themselves. For The author at work. 
who has not stood in its sunny 
portals and watched the inter- 
class-hour procession that for fif- The Wisconsin Bngincer, xvi 
teen minutes enlivens the north 
walk as it does nowhere else 
around the “U.” All go by, from 

the chemist leaving his dusty re- BILE 
treats in the old Chem Engineer- AU | OMO d 
ing building to the blazee co-ed 
who flits and sometimes slips mer- — Ed — 
rily by from an hour’s session with een : " is, ee hy, 
some antiquary on the Hill from Aa : a. 

| whom she has absorbed, seemed to ee eC. a | iy 
absorb, Greek or Romance lan- ——— Oeste 0) iy 
guage. The engineer may view a a EN ba . 
them all, and he generally does. Be ce eee Neate alas ae is LP ia 
Sheltered, as has been stated, by ei es i : erry oy 
the southern exposure, few  stu- er ro : c nae" 
dents in this particular college fail Pi cds 7 eT \S se oes CS 
to avail themselves of the recrea- TOR? Jains Fd 7. a a 
tion and nicotian relaxation af- ~ im j egies. 
forded around the engineering : PA ae hg exitxance, Sena pSaweeomene 

Och 2 Are You Interested? For some time an explanation * 
has been sought of the fact that Sa aere we, 
the waves of wireless telegraphy ‘ p2vSSSS ECE 
overcome the curvature of the 
earth so that it is possible to send THE AUTOMOBILE REVIEW 

messages to stations which lie con- is the best practical Journal in America on automobile manufactur- 
siderably off a tangent plane ing and operating. It is full of instructive articles which give just 

through the initial station. It has the information you want to know, written by workers and think~ 

pee suggested thar, the MOVES ers. No industry today offers such opportunities as the automobile 

might possibly be reflected from field. Why not send fora free sample copy and learn something 
the upper layers of the air which about it? The subscription price is but $1.00 a year. 
are ionized by the ultra violet rays 
of the sun, However, since it is THE AUTOMOBILE REVIEW, 
possible to send signals over 5 
preater distances at ‘ight than in Baltimore Building, 21 Quincy St., 
the daytime it does not appear _ CHICAGO. 
that an explanation is to be sought a 
in this direction . . . i i Please ‘weention, the Wisconsin Engineer when you write, 

(Continued on next page) 
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es 2 7 ? Me =: = te January 1914 

/ 7 ———" Pre! ee | At the first meeting of the Stu- 
= 5 eam wa csahel e . i ee dent Conference last fall a resolu- 

“<<? aay  . a. —_ 2 tion was passed requiring all 

: : aco i 7 : Freshmen to wear a green button 
ero) ee ~~ ae A coche and prohibiting them from enter- 

ae eae a. ol ing a saloon. Much opposition has 
_.. thee = ——s aso oe | a po : been brought against the enforce- 

S Ee Ee | re 4 a a | e ment of this ruling. The chief 
a ae fe ae — cause for opposition seems to be 

| a ‘a aie eo Se E | aie that the freshmen dislike to be 
ee ou 2) ka yee pe ae i, labeled. The Wisconsin Engineer 
ie Cae a. i? - i ri Mm eae Tt. considers the button to be a good 

ee :¥ Es rat | j eT amy thing. We believe it convenient 
ee Bi a ae ie 4 hen Pet and fitting that we have a means 

| —A_—— E ee ot pa of recognizing members of this 
od a | pee a —. —— Boge class during the period when they 
or Fh: 5 Me a — are not required to _ wear their 

oe . Se i Ses mS a nN : a green caps. The idea of a class but- 
Ee th aa ton is a good one. We wouldn’t 

= eo a. — == 3° } ¢ mind wearing a little button indi- 
i oo a’ a a4 By cating our class, or better yet we 
ce te peg . advocate a button for all engineers, 

pape i, iiss ea # ae Not a big badge, but a neat mod- 

The “old” physics lab. See any difference? est button that could be worn in 
the lapel and which could be kept 

a = standard for years. The opposition 
Ne yea against the button will be strenu- 

ANY Wi WZ Le a ! ot for a short time only, but we 
ass ie 6a rt hope that the Conference will see 
5% 7a GE ie o al \ fi that their mulling either are lived 
megs. SS eA vn { Ve N up to or repealed. : Yu; ’ AS A a fale | 

we iN SS “ \ ar Ae March 1915 
ene eciues nae /Aemes re Nd ae 1 ff It is a melancholy fact that the 
eee We ee ee WS | on y United States stands at the very 

: Ban? yA. Cee QD . (Me bottom of the list of so-called civil- 
Saree, \raae ’ We ss SF ae me. ized countries in the number of 
e axe } } oe aN A Pies ae Nobel Prize recipients, And to add 

mevene \W \e poacs Sy Cag Ba me V i a 5 to our shame we are told that the 

Be df ¥, es gr. a: i, a \ 3 ’ oo ego who have received 
RE 20 8. CoS IN im \ i 5} the Nobel Prize are not even na- 
Bry ‘| RP aes. Wa pe wy bi 5 tives of this country. Dr. Carrel is 

Pie [bi pe er AN ' eRe ey Jf a f a native of France and Professor 
. a Rea “Cee. AY See, igs Ee eae Michelson came to this country 

ao ane a0 a Wy ea abs ie tee ie a from Germany. As engineers we 
eee & pe AAR SHE x SESS ROR must plead guilty to the charge of 
ay a) DIDECT: GUBDENT:: Mee propagating the pernicious doc- 
aE ¢ ra \e a en Scala Cae ero Rea nes trine which aay and ane rae 
a gw | 3 AND A J. yu = ment of all values by the dollar. 
a, ‘ 3a ‘diaecien Bi 4) PATUS Ne pusiness mn — eee 
oR oo OE ek oo _ ag “What will it bring?”, “What is it 

\ “>, ) - Se ~~" Be Dai LIGHT & POWER: oe good for?” more often than the en- 
: oO . oe’ OR Oe oro gineer. For an engineer to urge 

ee nae Piet re é that something has a value in it- 
Sey a = 1 self and is good for nothing but 

FO T WAYKE ana ° itself would be rank heresy. It is 
3 : Qe CO PPORATION a extremely difficult for most of us to 

‘ i DAT N . srasp the conception that great 
( d it) WAYNE IND. » ae Feld of jeaniler oa, such as- 

Bi ses sre sr Tanager SEA ca 2 ~ ae: tronmy, have a value in them- 

ee gee fe =o as = oan selves. Truth and wisdom, like 
4 Pees. ieee ene e eh music, are superior to use; they are 

| sea lomo ; ‘ an end in themselves. 
oe : Sse: THE END 
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\ = oo pei 

| Ke Ce aa LG Ss ay 

Pump-turbine design is now the work... Water conditioning chemical, service, and % re ae 
hydraulics, the field... of John Jandovitz, equipment specialist in Houston is new “g i Do, 
BSME graduate of College of City of New assignment of Arthur Brunn, BS Chem. E., ee fmm, 
York, '52. University of Tennessee, 56. rs Lg > 

Field sales engineering of America's 
widest range of industrial products is choice 
of Roy Goodwill, BSME, Michigan State 
College, '54, 

select wide choice of ue? 
e . oe < 

careers at Allis-Chalmers Ie? Les 

g Starting up a cement plant in Mexico 
after coordinating all work on it is latest 

CS : job of John Gibson, BS Met. E., University 
. of California, '54. 

ftHERE'S variety at Allis-Chalmers. Whether \ = 

you're thinking in terms of types of industries, i Nucleonies is chosen field of R. A. Hart- 
kinds of equipment, types of jobs, or fields of work, f field, BME, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 

he diversificati f Allis-Chal ‘a Wy 53. Currently he is working on design and 
the diversi callon: 0 as-Chalmers provides un- development of new nuclear power plant. 
surpassed variety. For example: 

Types of jobs Industries Equipment Fields 

Research Agriculture Tractors Metallurgy 
Design Cement Kilns Process Engineering 
Manufacturing Chemical Screens Mechanical Design 
Application Construction Earth Movers High Voltage Phenomenon 
Sales Electric Power Transformers Stress Analysis 

Mining Crushers Nucleonics 
Nuclear Power Reactors Electronics 
Paper Control Hydraulics 

Petroleum Pumps Acoustics 
Motors Thermodynamics 
Steam Turbines 

An outstanding training program, started in 1904, is available for those with sufficient background. 
is designed to help you find the activity within Learn more about Allis-Chalmers and its train- 
these groupings for which you are best suited. Up ing program. Ask the A-C district office manager in 

to two years of theoretical and practical training your area or write Allis-Chalmers, Graduate Train- 

are offered. Direct employment at Allis-Chalmers ing Section, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 
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your urge to know more... 

s an aa 
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2 _ ee i " 

; eo , a a -— | e 
yi) re? (Sas. se 8 6=— tt ; 4 ‘CA! 

ee FN ee | cs a 
2 of re | ->4 2 meee ie 4 

[Cr : Dp a a. & Sl 
ye _ o is rr _ i q  ~- 

— »- | Pe of | Stick-force reversal, a problem of reverse elevator response occurring 
wae | os ; : 5 oe . : 

I : ; at sonic speeds, was solved by this sensitive AiResearch air data system 

incorporating transducer, computer and actuator. Engineers taking part 

in its development included mathematicians and specialists in analog 

computation, preliminary design, fractional hp motors and gears. 

Your formula for advancement in genic and nuclear systems; pneu- engineering activities to aid you in 
present day technological industry is matic valves; controls and air _ selecting your field of interest. With 

growth in knowledge and ability. motors; system electronics; com- company financial assistance you can 

Applying this principle at Garrett, puters and flight instruments; gas continue your education at neighbor- 

engineers are achieving outstanding _ turbine engines and turbine motors; __ing universities. 
reputations for excellence in the prime engine development and Typical project work is done in 

following aircraft, missile and indus- _ industrial turbochargers. small groups where opportunities 
trial fields: air conditioning and Upon employment, you may for learning, added responsibility 
pressurization; heat transfer; cryo- choose either a direct assignment or and advancement are enhanced. To 

enter a9 month orientation program — receive full information write to 

which permits you to survey Garrett Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES * AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX * AIRSUPPLY 
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL * REX ¢ AERO ENGINEERING © AIR CRUISERS * AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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ASME NATIONAL I ime 3 offor' OVEN ad- Campus News TIONAL MEETINGS time and effort to covering ad 
The heaviest schedule of na- vances in each field than is possible 

(Continued from page 36) tional meetings and conferences in at ‘general’ meetings where each of 
; . its history was anounced today by the 23 Professional Divisions of the 

erators, and heating and air- - Pa oy Socistypresent’ programs: ducing 
ate 2 The American Society of Mechani- society present programs during a 

conditioning. cal Engineers. The Society will period of four or five days.” 

The colleges and universities co-sponsor or co-sponsor twenty-four Typical of the trend toward spe- 

operating in the conference are Il- major events at locations through- cialized meetings are four new con- 

linois, lowa, Iowa State, Michigan, out the country during 1958 deal- ieenors to be sponsored), by units 

Michigan State, Northwestern, Pur- ng with dozens of technical sub- ° the Society CURIE, 196 ee 
en . r . in jects. All ASME meetings are open ing one in Pittsburgh, April 14-15, 

due, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Texas > . e ee 

A. & Sil. Maw York, Galifomin I to interested persons, whether under the newly formed Mainte- 

te a : Av OPK, oa a orm mn members of the Society or not. nance and Plant Engineering group 

SEIETEC of Technology, Georgia In- In addition to its own meetings, | of ASME. Other conferences that 
stitute of Fechnology, and Massa- ASME will take part in the 1958 will be held for the first time this 

chusetts Institute of Technology. Nuclear Congress to be coordi- year are Production Engineering, 

The cooperating societies are nated by Engineers Joint Council Worcester, Mass., April 10, Mate- 

American Institute of Chemical in Chicago, March 16-22, and in tials ees Pele Ohio} 
Engincers, American Institute of the Third U. S. Congress of Theo- June vee on rocess’ sn ustries, 

My cs +e . : retical and Applied Mechanics Buffalo, New York, Sept. 15-17. 
Electrical Engineers, American In- . ? an aa 

. eo, . June 11-14, at Providence, Rhode Beginning March 17, the Society 
stitute of Mining, Metallurgical a A = : 

1 Petrol Ensineers. Ameri Island. will join the American Rocket So- 

ang Ss Scie of Ca f - mere The announcement noted a trend ciety in a four-day ASME-ARS 
can SOC ty oF MT on aad toward increased emphasis on con- Joint Aviation Conference to be 

American: Society ol Heating anc ferences dealing with a particular held in Dallas, Texas. During Sep- 
Air Conditioning Engineers, Ameri- field of engineering “as a result of tember the International Confer- 

Cant Society of Mechanical Engi- the increased complexity of sub- ence on Air Pollution, second event 
neers, National Association of ject matter in virtually all fields of of its kind, will be held in New 

Power Enginecrs, Western Society engineering.” York under sponsorship of the 

of Engineers, and Engineers’ So- “This increase”, it was said, “has ASME Air Pollution Controls 
ciety of Milwaukee. made it desirable to devote more Committee. THE END 

as 8286, iy —- / 
4 \. | . eee , rie 
2 - | -, | ee . 

By knowing about some of the projects underway at the Qe | «| | iy gio ee, | 

Babcock & Wilcox Company, an engineer may see his |= % CS | S| = ny ok . 

personal avenues of growth and advancement. For today = i ‘ani li | | 

B&W stands poised at a new era of expansion and sh » 1. |] sk cme HI ky 

development. 4 7 L ae aL a 

Here’s an indication of what’s going on at B&W, with 78 . ~~ , y oe 
the consequent opportunities that are opening up for | So) ap 

engineers. The Boiler Division is building the world’s |) | | Pe. ‘ } i} 
1 . Pare ) ._2.t °@#§3SC« i. ue 
argest steam generator. The Tubular Products Division | 4) 7 7 - ty i 
recently introduced extruded seamless titanium tubing, 9) 4 | | Why 1 

one result of its metallurgical research. The Refractories | gt @ oe oo. 

Division developed the first refractory concrete that will =~ — 7 a 
withstand temperatures up to 3200 F. The AtomicEnergy | _ — a 
Division is under contract by the AEC to design and "= — ais = lopn acai 
build the propulsion unit of the world’s first nuclear- Ba@W. engineers: discuss:developments 

prop in the Universal Pressure Boiler. 
powered cargo vessel. 

These are but a few of the projects — not in the plan- Ask your placement officer for a copy of “Opportunities 
ning stage, but in the actual design and manufacturing with Babcock & Wilcox” when you arrange your inter- 

phases — upon which B&W engineers are now engaged. view with B&W representatives on your campus. Or 
The continuing, integrated growth of the company offers write, The Babcock & Wilcox Company, Student Train- 
engineers an assured future of leadership. ing Department, 161 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 
How is the company doing right now? Let’s look at one 
line from the Annual Stockholders’ Report. pgp encanta S : 

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME BAB COC. iC i faa 
(Statistics Section) i. eRe 

(in thousands of dollars) & WILCOX p Xe 

1954 1955 1956—UNFILLED ORDERS ees Lo 
i . 

$129,464 $213,456 $427,288 (backlog) N-220' Cel 
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| oe Bs F a | 

-<-are your plans. . ) | 

yee OQ ae l o s ?-. . -_ as your planning? may 
| 4 by ee Lo | Fecha oth | | a E - aocnimeen : i 

| __ Blatt That why you're mario ww Eagle , | 
Le TURQUOISE—the pencil the professionals = CF r 
Le prefer. Look what it gives you: Uniform grading = : 
i ee : 
| __ (IY scientific formulas guarantee exactly the * 
a 5. lClhlLChUcrri te — rss i lc f 

| __ blackness you want—from every pencil, every - 
~ fime!l). A strong non-crumbling needle point | 
»-.- - that stays sharp for line after long line of — = ; 

. unchanging width. Inimitable smoothness— i 
LS thanks to Eagle's exclusive ‘Electronic’ graphite. { ee 

po TURQUOISE makes your plans look sharp— , { . 
. = £ 

and you, too! , L Te 

be WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE Turquoise wood 7 fo - 
: pencil and Cleantex Eraser, naming this magazine , fF Lo 

| —or buy any of these drawing instruments from 7 od fo 
: i oF - ~~ your favorite dealer. Se a {8 

| eos 
: —_< £Stae EAGLE “CHEM *SEALED’ TURQUOISE DRaWNnG A 

@ TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: With 100% ©”Blectronie’ graph ite. 17 grades, 6B thro gh OH. | 
—  rrr—~—~—“ sC—CsisCsisrséséiéCéSS 4 

—— a 4 | ra | oo ra. | 

| —— ed | z | <= ae 
: —7i i i eae pS rm! 

- Ce ee 
| __ @ TURQUOISE CLEANTEX ERASER: © TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS: Fit any standard hol Ider. Grades 5B through 9H. | 
| 5 Super-soft, non-abrasive rubber. oe | 

i cance SS Cia elo ae ey nn le | : ™ eet 

L @ TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any grade of Turquoise lead—so fismly thet lead cannot be pressed back. 

| a [_ 8 
[ee oo i ee ee L : ene wm PENCILS 

® met nee ei aa LS. L Tr DT IC) he, LEADS AND 
C oe - _— 7 Btpens | 
Hee are the largest-sellin g in the United States! 77@ | 
— EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY + NEW YORK + LONDON © TORONTO. .«- MEXICO + SYDNEY. + BOGOTA 
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WwW S P.E ciety of Professional Engineers has " Ou rojec s -3.F.E. 
stated. | y g ) 

(Continued fram. page. 60) Dr. Clark A. Dunn, vice presi- B $ 0 t Th B t 2:30 P.M. Public Meeting. Sponsored by Mil- ap x (ARRUA! AE Ba acmEeaee ’ waukee Chapter, WSPE, at which Certifi- dent in charge of educational mat- | ring U e es eales of Registration as Professional Enqinees ters for the 43,000-member So- | e and ay Enginser-in-Training will be awardec ; j oe Dcaae 
by a member of the Engineering Division of ciety, and director of the Engineer- | In An Engineer the Wisconsin Registration Board of Archi- ing Experimental Station at Okla- | 
tects and) Professional Engincers, homa State University, said the Ad- | 

a State Y sa > Ad- 3:15 P.M Adjournment . pres _ i ° : 0 ay . an , soci ministration plan “will complicate | At Vought, the engineer doesn’t often 3 i unual Business Meeting : Milwamkeo <Chapter= Baer Room and aggravate an already serious | !orget past assignments, Like all big 
KE. C. Koerper, President, Presiding situation in the colleges.” | events, they leave vivid memories. 

| a 
LADIES’ PROGRAM Dr. Dunn emphasized that “tui- | And it’s no wonder. 
nents Home. tion does not cover the cost of col- | For here the engineer contributes tc 

Jaxvany 16, 17, 18, 1958 legiate education,” and the differ- : ~makj _ 1 : r history-making projects — among 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1958 vate: anal Pe oeeist up from pri- | them the record-breaking Crusader 

TS P. 08 FOE FRE Une vate or public assistance. ee, Takin! Sen bane ronal tan Sa Una eh eet an doew | fighters the Regulus II missile, chosen 
8:30) P.M. “The Happy ‘Time? with Charles call ea een Tae J vumioata | io arm our newest nuclear subs; and 

Korvin. Fred Miller ‘Theater... . $2.70 4 is SI i smal’ ae a “i the new fast-developing 1,500-plus- 
11:10 P.M. Bus leaves ‘Theater for Schroeder schools, it does not provide any aic mph fighter, details of which are still 

Hotel for the colleges to meet the added lassified 
: ‘ : c ‘ 11:30 P.M. After Theater Get-together— Kast costs which will result from the | — 

Rdom 40,000 students attending under | Th i s ents ¢ > e Vought engineer watches such Hosts: Milwaukee Chapter i i : | CE EE eS Federal scholarships at the height | weapons take shape. He supervises 
RIDAY . the rain” he sai | cectes : socom Fri s ane 17, ae sors of the program,” he said. critical tests, and he introduces the 

2:00 P.M.~ Lanchcon—Empire 2. : & | 
(Prizes, HON) ee Dr. Dunn pointed out that “stud- | weapons to the men with whom they 

After the junelus you sell have a choice ies of the Society over a long pe- will serve 
of spending che afternoon at: . foave * (a) Bridge riod have also indicated that the | . . o. (1) A: SORBED: i {ihe new War Memo emphasis in science and engineer- Engineers with many specialties share al Center and: othe Layton . : | ‘ School of Art for a fascinating demon- ing should be on quality rather | these experiences. Today, for exam- stration of an industrial design crea- : aii jneert snroll- | is d i iim, “The Inaee Busene Whee eg than quantity. Engineering enroll | ple, Vought is at work on important 

“product opinion pancl” for the design ments are at an all-time high and | projects involving: 
6:00 P.M. Reception 5th Floor Foyer- Dutch are continuing to increase. The | lectronics desi 1 manufact Trea : ope electronics design and manufacture 
7:00 a “ educational institutions are already | . . 3 an 7200 BAL Annual Banquet Crystal Ball Room handicapped severely in giving | inertial navigation 

For members and. ladies— Informal adequate attention to capable stu- | investigation of advanced propulsion 
9:00 P.M. to Midnight-Daneing to the Music dents. A new influx of additional | methods of Steve Swedish and His Orchestra i i : | snr ents will stra > fac | ' enrollme nits ill strain the faculty Mach 5 configurations 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1958 and facilities of the institutions | 
12 EM Luneheon- Crystal Ball Room beyond the breaking point unless | Vought’s excellent R&D facilities $2.75 - . * . °. Fai ‘inenibers and thales ioe ane assistance is pro- | help the engineer through unexplored 

vided. The colleges are now in a eas. And by t ing up with er 1958 CONVENTION PROGRAM serious  piget 8 ‘th word w | _ y eamunes Up Wit gi COMMITTEE serious plight with — regar © | specialists against mutual challenges, 
Karl O. Werwath, State Progam Commit. Faculty salaries and are ee | the Vought engineer learns new fields tee Chairman, General Chairma ac sta i stry a thers : Ft ee Ce ee ee en faculty staff to industry and others | while advancing in his own. A. L. Genisot, State President through substantially higher salary kkk 
Man Bate, Chairman, Reservations offers.” 
Mrs. Wm. J. Cherones, Luncheon “ id f Would you like to know what men Mis. Harry Gute, ‘Telephone Dr. 1 said that some fea- . we . Mis. J. Randall Meyer, Hostess Dunn : at on | with your training are doing at Mrs. George. Sievers, Bridge. Party tures of the Administration plan | Voush ii f ‘Thomas. J. Hisuins,” Education Committec are sound and should be sup- | ought... what you can expect of a C.J. Nelson, Opening Luncheon : ° woe : Vought career? C. M. Perlman, Publications ported, such as the provision of ad- . 
Rehr W. Linn, Theater Party and Recep ditonal graduate fellowships, in- | For full information, see our repre- 
IL. CG. ‘Trester, Closing Luncheon cluding some supporting funds for | sentative during his next campus visit Robert W. Smeaton, Publicity, Local he waduate <chools He alse | , John Morris, Asst. Reservations the | ee he si 86 HOO! Ss. S "he | * * * 

, praised the plans increase in the | : : . 
IKE’S SCHOLARSHIP PLAN HIT appropriations for the National | Or write directly to: 

‘a . SEE Soe a re ee a PC I I 
President Eisenhower's proposal Science Foundation. | C. A. Besio 

for 10,000 undergraduate scholar- Dr. Dunn explained that those | i A ‘ r rg) ) _ vu aU | Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 
ships annually for the next four pressing for Federal aid in the en- | Dept. CM-5 
vears will create additional bur- gineering and scientific educational | 

dens for colleges already struggling field should remember that tech- | 
financially, and will place the nological developments such as the | } é I i : ‘ as | | enanegy —— ———. 
wrong emphasis on the engineer- earth satellite and guided missiles “OUGHT AIRCRAFT 
ing-scientific manpower problem, a depend on highly-advanced tech- £ : I ry > i ) | 
spokesman for the National So- (Continued on page 66) i 
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“Advise and assist on structural problems. lus fin, Ed figured, they might get flutter data before 
Do what you can to keep the program moving...” the tunnel test. 
With this outline of his liaison duties, Stress Analyst That changed Ed’s state of liaison. All Vought 
Ed Clay accompanied Vought’s Regulus II missile to was suddenly at his service. Shopmen reworked the 

its desert test site. sled to mount the fin. Instrumentation technicians 

On the desert, Ed found a dearth of structural fitted the fin with gages and transducers. Vought’s top 
problems. Regulus II reliability gave the flight test flutter men double-checked, raised their eyebrows, 
program tremendous momentum. In quick succession then endorsed the whole thing. 
the missile notched 10 flights. When time came for a At the track, moments before the rockets exploded, 

critical high-speed test, the program was three Ed had a twinge of doubt. His sled was a mon- 
months ahead of schedule! ster, indeed. Air loads would be terrific... 

Then, the very fact that things had moved so Then the sled shot off on the first of two success- 
fast threatened to rob the program of the time it ful trips that revealed all the data required. 
had gained. 

As Vought had planned, a wind tunnel flutter test sos . .. 
had to precede the upcoming high-speed flight. At Chance Noaght, there’s liaison cieetaliee well as 

But Vought’s prearranged date at a government —_—_pointe against ‘mutual problems. It builds channels 
tunnel was over a month away. The facility was instead of walls between diverse technical areas. 

i i , z Iv’ th. ason why t gineers are choosing 

er ee Tap pGuitesl devaryoe VOuREE 5 Vought — to keep abteoit y all “elds while advancing 

Then Ed revealed the scope of his liaison. It had muons 
ranged to the rocket test track at nearby Edwards Air 
Force Base. There, with the help of a cooperative 
track project engineer, Ed had spotted a rusting CHANCE, 

rocket sled, left behind from a radome test. Now, if OUGHT AIRCRAFT 

the sled could be rigged to carry that spare Regu- ENCORLORATED » DALLA Be TEXAS 
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W.S.P.E fly the Commission plane on his Eau Claire Lodge F & AM No. 112 . . : : 4 spe (Continued Hein ae 64) assignments out of Madison. of which he was a past master, 
° General Information. The state He is survived by his wife Roy 

nology, and that a mere increase career srevice has been well estab- D., two sons, Charles H. of Mexico in numbers of those with first de- lished in Wisconsin since 1905. En- City, Mexico and Sidney D. of 
grees will not provide the type of — gineers are assigned to engineering Milwaukee, one brother, Charles 
highly-advanced technical knowl- work. Professional standards are N., and one sister Mrs. A. A. edge which is necessary. high. Most positions involve ex- Chamberlain both of Huron and “The emphasis of a Federal pro- perience that meets the require- four grandchildren. ry r collegiate educati if ents for recoistrat ere is gram for ee ae amen, fan regiseation. ae is W. F. BAUMGARTNER 
one is enacted,” he said, “should be or e travel i e| ne) ays , corifined fo sraduat k and ve " Me trave es Con except William F. Baumgartner, 69, of confined to graduate work and as- in » Aeronautics Commission * 4 SRTTAGE 48 2 colleges j mn a , fi oa sal : ok 909 Fifth Avenue, died Monday sistance to the colleges in meetin position. Starting salaries ar - . : . ges ir "8  -posifions starting ‘salaries are pe night at the Sacred Heart hospital the crushing burdens of increasing tween five and six thousand. Merit after @ briel allies 3 a a SS. undergraduate enrollments. raises and promotion within the < 

service provide good salary ad- b Mtoe ey ed 
NEW ENGINEERING OPPORTUNI- vancement. Fringe benefits include yet . Baway TIES IN STATE SERVICE : ? ee: mission for 42 years, and was ap- sick leave, vacation, group life in- . ah A ee 
Building Plan Approval. The I uran eti nt and Social Se pointed district engineer of the é roval. »In- surance, retirement an ial Se- a : lustrial C an “pp ill ag int it Bure of P connél commission office here in 1935. He dustrial Commission will appo curity . . . Bureau ‘ers : 

two x t i lane fo Capitol M sdison, , retired December 31, 1954. Wo engineers to revie ans for ra , Ma A rn : : ary subli . ‘Idi - d pla p or oF I Surviving are his wife, Lillie, ublic buildings and places om- aye ue yment, TI & ; Le i orem OwiTiARics two sons, William S. of San Fran- oyment. They check conformance ‘ : a “building cod ic LORE " cisco and Thomas of Eau Claire, uildir ode requirements. ne Cote  Tequirements, MR. SIDNEY P. HALL and one grandson. consult with and advise architects . my THE END and engineers on structural design, Sidney P. Hall, 70, of 2215 Ru- MEMBERSHIP KEPORY 
materials, mechanical equipment dolph Road, a resident here for the . . 
and electrical installation require- Past 45 years died at Luther hos- Teche ee os eeilatsss = RSF ments. Training may be inmechan- _ Pital following a heart attack at his Dues exempt vice 8 
ical, structural, civil or electrical home. . Affliates 0.6.0.0 cece eee U8 
engineering. The positions are in Mr. Hall, a civil engineer, was ; 1324 
Madison. graduated from the University of torres ned —R. Lindenaur, EIT, SW; Wisconsin in 1910. Vincent E. Myers, OS; Transferred Snecificati iti . . . to Colorado, K. R. Wright, SW... 3 ee Writing, me Bur- He was a member of the Na- Change (of Classification FIT "to PE ea rchases > Capita begs 3 : T. J. McCabe, Milw. ............ Il hi uredases in the Capital tional Association of Professional activ! to Retired’. J.” Archambault, Vv reg onginee > ‘ . . HW 65's ge Sida sis Wks Haven sree wi gle an engineer to write Engineers and the Wisconsin Asso- a aaintil specifications for purchasing engi- ciation of Professional Engineers New Members vovvvcccccesre 4 3 : nae : : Affiliates .....0000000LIIITD og ‘desing ¢& ' Se ering Spepmnent Dakin con He was a former employe of the Total Member: 201 
i, 7 ay items, hardware, etc. He State Highway Commission, had Dues Exempt ..-.s.sseeceeeseeee 8 S. ave ars = ari- * tires Ka cele se eels S958% ASO SHORE oO louC. Nave wo ye Ans of expert served on the DeMolay advisory Afiite “ee a8 See eahas . : zoek ence I) purchasing, or in work board, He was a member of the 1328 with specifications. Civil, mechan- 
ical or structural background would APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERS AND AFFILIATE MEMBERS be desirable. ss = 

Interstate Highwa System De- Name and Position Address Reg. No. Sponsor : a enway oy: a | SREP | BP OOROr sign. Civil engineers are being ap- inted in Milwaukee : ay MILWAUKEE, ae . 6s 28 pointed in Milwaukee, Waukesha Edwin Oscar Martinson 1701 W. Wisconsin Ave. E-4498 | H.C. Koerper and Eau Claire for design and con. Resqateh and Development Milwauhen Wis. 
str a of expressways turnpikes — Witiam Paul Chapman B816 N, 40th St B-6475 | J. R. Meyer and interstate bridges. The High- Director of Research ilwaukee 16, Wis. Ce alate ; ridges. The High qatemiar oF hesearc! 
way Commission starts graduates ~~, A a S graduates FOX RIVER VALLEY a in a rotation training program with Herbert Edward Kese 1008, w. Spring St. E-6270 R. W. Stieg lh : ‘ivil Enginee ppleton, Wis. fast promotion to the IL and III Immel Construction Co. 
levels and competitive promotion Chas. Harland Bennett 201 Cedar St. BT-1377 | 'T. J. Driscoll vel res bilities Sales Enginee Green Bay, Wis. to top level responsibilities. F. Hurlbut Company Feeney OS 

Airport Consultation < esign. WISCONSIN VALLEY ga hiro C sultat on and Design Alan Raymond Engler 1631 Chestnut St. -5632 | C. Cajanus The Aeronautics Commission will City Engineer Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. : ae ; Wisconsin Rapids appoint a civil engineer to be ne : a SOUTHWEST 
trained as an Airport Development Thomas Martin Germanson 1706 Niemann Pl. ET-1648 | H. H. Buer 
Engincer. He will survey proposed (vigenginger Madivon: Wis: 
airport sites, evaluate survey data, WESTERN 
prepare findings of necessity and Dale Robert Clausing 2709 David Place ET-1506 | R. C. Bradford : : ~ : Industrial Engineer La Crosse, Wis. Inspect airport construction. This The Trane Co. 
man should have or be willing to Total—Members 4 a. Gai, ye Affiliates 3 secure a pilot's license so he can . _ 
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“Th ll 29 \ aE t  MdaG E e  AP 
eya agree... é LIVE RUNG [lieben le Balle oP Ae om | 

A, CSE y.' | 
PI PR esl omen Soa it q a é ‘i t 

“Since the day we decided to get married, I’ve been pei rir i Send eet 4 x 
| doing a lot of thinking about our future. It’s time I ia ff rh i oe IP | y : i et 
| made a choice on a career. I've talked to the Dean of __ * Re teats bagel aed u (het oa ‘ i 
| Engineering, most of my professors, and to some of the ~ ~"f- +2 Op a we Se , u yy e< } & 

fellows who have graduated, and you know, they all . | | i Gia @ The ; ar | , 

said the same thing. OT a % Ay 4 ea 4 
“They all agree that the aircraft and missile industry | Pe ' @ Gi ‘ hos ate. * 

holds the best opportunities and the brightest future for . Mlle Ta \ ee i } | 
an engineer these days. What they said makes sense, 4 j i We i iy my OF 4 qr ‘ 

too, because developments in this field today really give - p~ -¥ Sig Ae fu ei iy bh AL | Pog oe 
a fellow an opportunity to make important contribu-j., ad FR egy f fs a ee x! 

tions on vital projects. ‘ See 6 4] \. i oe ge? | 
“Not only that, but the aircraft industry is noted for Hh Boe ae ry D i oe ‘ io 

its good salaries. Generous benefits, too. And advance- OO Gahieae om, ‘ ) LP ss, theless an 
; cpeocattan Tecra aera 4 ‘ ne { 

ment in both salary and position is limited only by WOW aon on f WG . P. oo 
far I want to go.” enero aes a od j 4 ae it 

ih opportunities, high salaries, company-paid ~\ eT } vc . 

_ benefits unheard of until a few years ago — these yo ey + Ate 
are only a few of the reasons why so many young engi- 7 tay Sa tiga, we | 
neers with a keen eye to the future are choosing the tiaé = ae f ce 
aircraft industry. ‘i & 4 ee Sf a ed a ¢ 

It is only natural that many engineering graduates \ fy LE a an & 4 
should consider joining Northrop Aircraft, Inc., be- a ai i @ a Ke. Ak 

cause the company shares its many successes with every. A) apt «, Fe . f q Oe 
member of its engineering and scientific team. Ad- e “J Lge f ¥ 5 4 ‘A ae 

vanced projects at Northrop are now in production, and < i Aime S Me... ; Li” x x / ; 

active top-priority projects mean rapid advancement Se ey /% ¥{ Bie fe 6 y 
and success for the individual engineer. a Boa / qo . & Lo A P 

Such projects include the famous Snark SM-62, an oe i a a eo uo : 
world’s first intercontinental guided missile, now being |: 4 foe aif cat” a! i 
activated in the first United States Air Force missile J? >". iu b ae | A {tir 
squadron; the USAF.'T-38 supersonic twin-jet ad- x a \ : “ a p * s ee 
vanced trainer; and other important missile and iy \ Se 1 a ae 

manned aircraft weapon systems and components. { | Wii “oe Mog ; 
Engineers in more than thirty categories contribute \ i des, ie ia c ot rte itil 

to Northrop’s success in an ideal environment with the i ue ae He a rn be : 
latest tools of science, in its new Engineering Science #9, ff,  - ie PA ee, ‘, 

Center. Here you will work with leading scientists and a wa j -. A “? * 7 yt? wait 

engineers who respect, acknowledge, and reward your é “ioe ee > EL oh gs PP abn 

individual ideas and abilities. Ve OS Nae ” . 
Why not write us now . . . regardless of your class at : ee = a y > Ny 

college. Ask us how you might best gain a career with ~ vs : Se itm | Se 
Northrop. Write to Manager of Engineering Industrial ty~*" ws: . ‘ yp s ere ing 
Relations, Northrop Division, Northrop Aircraft, Inc, 4 JN Pia PS 5g ” Sie — 
1033 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. 4 Ty iM ” = ~ Ce “ 

wera 4 ee ld LEE gpl Nea a 96 ais 1 Me: 
= « the, Pa me hoes’ ail 

GP} Vein ated 

NORTHROP ee 
A Division of Northrop Aircraft, Inc. ee 

BUILDERS OF THE FIRST INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE 
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SNEED’S REVIEW 
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et A Pe, 2) pr A Pp =n a Pach i 2D 
A A EY) 4 ie CLS a4 =|] Z Xs 

UL L \ 
= epee Met = EEE PL lf = ete/2 T= LL 

SS yy {| “RAC PRA MP, [EE mae AAFP AW UB Jeslecl =I A= 2 
al = | by Don Tacke che’58 

7 
O 61% of the adults in America had ~~ made in this field, to “Wake Up 

not read any book except the — and Read!” 
Bible the previous year. Another 
survey showed that’ half the na- HIGHER MANAGEMENT CONTROL 

, tion’s adults live within a mile of By een nt "ys30 

ae ae. a public library but only one fifth aa fee 

of them go inside. Reading has in- This book presents a tested 
creased in recent years as meas- method of assembling and inter- 

HE National Book Commit- Wed in newspaper, magazine and relating significant facts and fig- 

"Tee is sponsoring National Li- — jook sales and in the use of pub- ures that will most quickly and 

brary Week March 16-22, Jie libraries, but the increase has clearly show the progress of affairs 

1958. This is an enormous program not been as great as it has been in in a company. It brings together 
to make people word-conscious many other uses of leisure time. financial, sales and operational 
and reading-conscious for at least Certainly the people of the thinking and shows how to select 

one week of the year. Follow- United States have plenty of time the key figures from the informa- 

ing is a short explanation of this for reading. We have cut the sixty- tion available on business, opera- 

program, hour week to forty hours. We have __ tions, profit and loss and financial 

invented electrical appliances that —_ activities, and then interlock them 
THE AIMS OF NATIONAL LIBRARY replace a great deal of manual la- in a convenient control structure as 

WEEK bor. We have lengthened the life 2 basis for top-level decisions. The 
By Marchette Chute span, The opportunity exists, and book will be, of special interest to 

The United States could not ex- the leisure, but the American presidents of small and medium- 

ist without the written word. Take people have not yet learned what sized businesses, controllers, indus- 

it away and the country could not — can be done with it. trial engineers, works managers 
operate. Very little work could be It is to help them learn that Na- and sales managers. 
carried on or knowledge transmit- tional Library Week has come into SCIENTIFIC USES OF EARTH 
ted, and the civilization we know being. Its purpose is to encourage SATELLITES 
would grind to a halt. the people of the United States to , 

Nor can the United States exist do more reading, and its theme for Edited by James A. Van Allen 
without readers. Ours is a govern- the first year is “Wake Up and Leading scientists, technicians, 

ment of the many, not the few, and Read!” We cannot afford a country —_ and military experts in the field of 
it is based on trust in its citizens. of lazy minds and the boredom high altitude research discuss the 
It trusts them to have formed the that comes from knowing little and ways in which man-made satellites 
habit of finding out, and that caring less. We cannot afford a na- can contribute to our knowledge of 
means the habit of reading. We live tion of non-readers, ; the universe. Among the problems 
in a complicated and difficult time, This is the goal of Library Week. treated are the optical and visual 
when we must be well informed Its success will lie in the hands of : 5 ae 
oe . ands . tracking of a satellite, satellite in- if we are to survive, and as a — the men and women who want to in : . 
democratic nation we depend on awaken their fellow citizens to the strumentation, meteorological 
knowledge as we never have delight, the value and the magnifi- MICASUreMents: from the vehicle, 

before. cent opportunities of the habit of 2d the possibilities of observing 
Yet, as a nation, we have not reading, and who will encourage cosmic rays, auroral radiation, the 

formed the habit of reading, A them, in the first concerted na- earth’s magnetic field, the iono- 
Gallup poll of 1955 showed that tional effort that has ever been sphere, and meteorites. 
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This could be the most valuable reading you’ve ever done! 

JUST PUBLISHED—YOURS FREE! An interest- Application and Sales Program — advantages to you in 

ing, comprehensive, 16-page brochure that will answer world-wide field engineering activities; rewarding 
your questions about how to use your training and opportunities in electronic sales. 

talents to your best advantage in the job you select. . Lye 

The story is too big, too diverse and too detailed to tell AND — important facts you want to know about indi- 

here—that’s why we ask you to let us send it to you. vidualized training, your advancement opportunities, 
. . : chances for advanced study; company policies and bene- 

Get this preview of a whole range of exceptionally fits; plant locations; living and recreational prospects. 
promising futures for the price of a postage stamp. 

Find out how a fast-growing company encourages For Your FREE Copy—Mail This Coupon! 

engineers and scientists to develop their potentialities | 

to the fullest. | RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY ! 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS HELPFUL BOOK: | WILLIAM J. HOWELLS JR., COLLEGE RELATIONS DEPT. | 

. ' it otto’ | WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS I 
Raytheon’s Record — review of pace-setting activities In ! ¥ 6 oe =; 1 

: : : Pease send me, without cost or obligation, Your Life and 
electronics that widen horizons for you. 1 Your Future at Raytheon. I 

Research Program—suggestions for your future in either | I 

“pure” or applied research. : IE a ct : 

Development and Design Program — prospects for you in I 1 

the practical application of research to the manufac- 1 Aid @$S nn 

ture of new electronic products and components. lew I 
: City_______ Zone___ State _________ 

Manufacturing Techniques Program —latest production I I 

processes outlined for you who are inclined toward I Name of College or University. ' 

supervision and management positions. bee eo eel
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7) Imported CASTELL Science Highlights Sailing 

(Continued from page 42) (Continued from page 19) 

"BLACK GOLD” main reasons for contractors to de- ing driving force. On the leeward 
mand equipment with greater side, on the other hand, the suc- 

ry) ® capacity. tion on the sail is localized where 
oe 73, TO One company spokesman put it it will exert the maximum of power 

this way: “Our users need more _ in pulling the boat ahead. 
horsepower, more capacity, more ; The jib has a relatively high per- 

adds skill to your hand ruggedness to endure around-the- formance as compared to the main- 

Pr) clock operations, to produce more __ sail. This is due partly to its high 
ae Horizontal opportunities are yardage at lower cost and to beat aspect ratio, or ratio of height to 
Be plentiful for graduate engineers the profit squeeze. Earth-moving breadth, and partly to the fact that 

ae om shou vartle bid prices have remained fairly there is no mast interference. Con- 
“ high ea you grow in | constant while labor, operating sidering the two sails, jib (a tri- 
a 5 years? , and equipment costs have jumped angular sail set forward of the ' 
My | sharply.” mast) and mainsail (the large fore 
vy joa alt depend. on [=] | A shortage of experienced ma- and aft sail set aft of the mast), | 
M4 = work and such profes- chinery operators has forced de- contributing separately to the driv- 
bef] sional habits as the use = sign to figure out easier-to-operate ing force, the jib furnishes Wve 

ee ae Ei | methods; controls that last longer than twice as much force in pro- by 7 ck gol an st . ” 4 its are: g a5 » 7 graphite — the best na- despite rough treatment; and trans- portion to its area than does the 
ia tural graphite _ testing 4 missions, largely hydraulic, that — ™ainsail. . 

cay Out at tarhe a 27 RI will not only make shifting simpler The jib prevents the loss of effi- pure carbon — makes ann a maiment] hananea 7 
Pl Castell the world’s CU) but protect equipment from dam- ciency by the mainsail because it 
Edm finest drawing pencil. It u age resulting from mishandling. Prevents the breaking down of the 

fy «(will add skill to your ww ape soe . flow. It acts as a guide vane to co . = g 
hand ‘as.it:does' to. sea- Of additional significance to fu- bring the air onto the mainsail at g soned bes the world G ture design in the construction- g Se den angle as the air which over. Color-graded for santnmaann dad aeever te 7 a angle, as the a 
instant Aaeauticalion in Ss Tita Ferloval ronal baling promran has just flowed off from the jib is most of the scienti- aera a= a aveling at a smaller angle to the 
fically-accurate degrees, a which between now and 1975 will —_ ea ull. than iP the free 8B to 10H. ic) require $7.3 billion worth of ma- space above . i 

If you prefer a shiner ti “Fe 9 eS 
Holder, try LocktTiTE eee Production pute me ot ° . The jib also guides the flow of 
Tel-A-Grade 9800 Ae ete PAP eCLee’ UO ancrease 1) air onto the base of the sail where which shows your de- = | 45 per cent during the first three there is more area of working gree in a flash — plus | Re} | years of the program. The industry ices oa 8 
imported. © lack gold N) could meet the program’s needs suniace. a CasTELL 9030 Lead. [7[y : es prog ath The twist of the mainsail is Shop in your college | PAR with existing equipment, but such brauslt abaur by the erexcite on 
store and insist on FANG a prolonged project enables equip- eit PY WS PIssure. | CASTELL across the ey ater: 1 their cus . the windward side and the suction board. ; ment makers and their customers om the leeward side: 

\" | to apply new design approaches nr jn] BE, Loaner 3 \ that would be prohibitive. during Twist of a mainsail is harmful in 
| | sho tt ou s ah . pire "8 the fact that the flow tends to miss 

== SHOR TEE PEOICEES: : the sail. That is, the air doesn’t 
I Industry leaders are advancing strike the sail in a perpendicular 

= along six separate design fronts: vane, instead it tends to flow over 
7 SE SS t un prowing rubber tres and ex- the sail. This flowing over does not 

3 NY 4 panding their use, improving met- produce a driving force. Therefore, 
RE ==_ als, searching for more efficient steps should be taken to reduce 

INS 7 S& seq | lubricants, upgrading the horse- — twist, 

|| epi SS Gb | | power of power plants while Te- Since the usefulness of the jib in 
IS | ee yf rr ducing their size and weight, sim- helping out the mainsail is a func- 
IP Al r t AA | plifying work for the machine Op- tion of the amount of twist in the 

| erator and making servicing easier. ynainsail, some attention should be 
A . But most of all, the heavy-con- paid to the factors causing that 

struction equipment manufacturer twist. 
Z wants versatility, the magazine The weight of the boom and of oe . . & ent Lee Ere found out. In demand is the trac- the sail itself tend to reduce the 

ras tor that can be a dozer, a prime twist, while the aerodynamic forces Pp y; 
| mover, a crane, a backhoe, a front- tend to increase it. The amount of 

S | end loader and a shovel. Also in twist of a given sail on a given 
eS | demand is the mobile crane that boat will increase with increasing 

2 | can be a shovel, a crane, a mate- — wind speed. Therefore, the impor- 
A.W. FABER-CASTELL | rials-handling unit, a piledriver tance of the jib is greatest in heavy 
PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3,N. J. | and a_ hoe. THE END winds, THE END 
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It was considered a bold stroke, in Nathaniel Jenkins’ day, to fix one’s 
mark or name to the product of his invention. In 1864, product quality 
control was largely a matter of good intent and determination on the 
part of the maker. Nathaniel Jenkins had that determination and, as evi- 
Coe Row lag NCR DESO BET eR aeRO MAC agn ol etm eh. 
Over the years, many new and different types of valves have joined the 
Jenkins Valve family. And because the rigid, quality specifications set 
by the founder have never been compromised, the Jenkins Diamond 
LseCoo reba ae MeL Ob meee bt OTM ETUC 
Indeed, to buyers and specifiers of valves everywhere, this mark has 
become a trusted symbol of efficient, economical valve performance. 
Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, New York 17. 
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b , \ (\ by Tony DiTrapani 
ci 

AY 
Qa! hey 

Then there was the fellow who 
sy had the hobby of collecting stones 

W and keeping them in his bathroom. 
S/ f= >> He had rocks in his head. 

fa < to y~ BZ eee 

7 ae . 
S3 any Heard an engineer relating his 

f Ne, by ET cr adventures in the Korean war: 
é SS D “Ammunition, food, and whiskey 

} cS had run out,” he said, “and we 
<= A ‘J cD were all parched with thirst.” 

\ “But wasn’t there any water?” 

\ L “Sure, but this was no time to be 
— ‘ I$ TraQ Ss, thinking of cleanliness.” 

/* hi oe Te 
= oS Seeg> SS ‘ 
= on age, CTF Prof: I will not begin today’s 

LT lecture until the room settles down. 
Voice from rear: Go home and 

C. E., Class of ’55. And you? sleep it off, 

ee & 

| o> A diner in a restaurant rushed 
C7 P Ba over to the manager. 

< ic “I’ve been robbed,” he screamed. (YS J lBxs . 
Ley A >A <3 “Somebody's stolen my topcoat.” 

WV ): “What kind of a topcoat did you 

Spo Y have?” asked the manager. 
er ? “It was a brown coat with rag- i es “QG0e* , 

NN «ase (43) or — Cd lan sleeves,” replied the man. 

‘Gf © \ Wt “Hmmm,” pondered the man- 
-®& ) RS, yp SSF ager, “Come to think of it, I saw a 

= ¢ SS D . man walking out of here wearing 
— {—-SN 1@ . eH that very coat.” 

Seca s- “Quick, quick!” shouted the cus- 
= ° Sen tomer. “What did the guy look 

ae like?” 
I just bought a new textbook and was hurrying to get to class “Terrible,” he sighed, “the sleeves 

before the next edition came out. were too short for him. 
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. Bust Creme 

2 : Dishes and vases you bust can 
& « be repaired quickly and_ easily 

. simply by smearing on a _ little 
= Me. BUST CREME. oe 

yo ZR Mommy, can I go out and 

Ags » play? . 
Q. Fou 7h What, with those holes in your 

. Es ay pockets?” 
94 o en with the kids across the 

72. EZ street. e+: 
Sr : (),) I was wandering through Madi- 

Ge a son the other day, wasn’t doin’ 
\ J ee anything, just sort of wandering 

2 we Mo around, when I comes upon. this 
5 b o0_;eanaus guy sprinkling purple dust around 

-~ a5 oe mrt e ees his front yard So I says to him, I 
vue says, “Hey, what are you doin’ that 

for?” And he says to me, he says, 
“It keeps the elephants off my 

Wine, women, and song are getting me down—I’m gonna hafta grass.” So I says, “Shape up, there, 

quit that darn singin’... man, there haven’t been elephants 
in Madison for thousands of years.” 

| And he says, “Well, confidentially, 
| Question: Why didn’t the little “Do you mean to tell me,” said its a good thing. This stuff isn’t 

bee buy his gasoline at the the judge, “that you murdered your any good anyway.” 

TEXACO station? own dear grandmother for a paltry And I met another one of these 
Answer: He was an ESSO bee. three dollars?” balmy guys just last week, riding 

“Well, judge, you know how it a bus. He was tearing up little 
oo 8 is. Three bucks here, three bucks pieces of paper and throwing them 

there—it adds up.” out the window as we rode along. 
The lion was stalking through Naturally I'm wondering what it’s 

the jungle looking for trouble. He aoe all about, so I ask him, and he 
grabbed a passing tiger and asked, says, “Why, it keeps the elephants 
“Who is king of the jungle?” “Doc, you've got to help me. away.” I'm pretty T.O.d by this 

“You are, O mighty lion,” an- Last night I drank two quarts of time, so I says “But there AREN’T 
swered the tiger. stolen gold paint.” any elephants around here!” This 

The lion then grabbed a bear “Good Heavens! How do you was his big moment, see, so he 
and roared, “Who is boss of the feel now?” turns to me and kinda smiles and 
jungle?” “Guilty.” says, “Effective, isn’t it?” 

“You are, O mighty lion,” an- 
swered the bear. 

Next the lion met an elephant 
and asked, “Who is boss of the wi OFZ. 
jungle?” 4 

The elephant grabbed him with = ——s 
his trunk, whirled him around and @ @ 
threw him up against a tree, leav- F 
ing him bleeding and broken. = ca = 

The lion got up feebly and said, wow 
“Just because you don’t know the 
answer is no reason for you to get __ feta 
so rough.” E 

a ms 6 

Then there were the two red 
corpuscles who loved in vein. KS RC \ ‘2 

eee 7b; 

“Let's organize a fraternity.” 
“Why?” 
“T’ve just discovered a new grip.” Do you ever have that snowed feeling? 
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: 
A thousand miles up the Amazon 

CONTROLS MUST FUNCTION... WITHOUT PAMPERING! 

A thousand miles up the Amazon puts you about 200 miles south of 
the Equator—and.a whale of a long way from service, as we know it. Monaus Refinery 

But, nevertheless, there stands the Manaus Refinaria del Companhia COMPANHIA de PETROLEO da AMAZONIA 

de Petroleo da Amazonia, complete with the most modern refining Designed by 
equipment. SOUTHWESTERN ENGINEERING COMPANY 

. . . . Los Angeles, California 
Here, every bic of equipment must stand on its own merit... there inaugurated Seniemiber¢) 1986 

is no time for pampering. Sources of supply and repair are too far 
away to help much. Fluid Catalytic Cracking Uni? 

. . . Designed by 
So, when they hacked this refinery out of the jungle, they chose Fisher UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
control valves and liquid level controls. Des Plaines, Illinois 

a recent report, Arturo Amorim, Vice President and Director In Cent report, 0 my Vice Eres irector of CONTROL VALVES—LIQUID LEVEL CONTROLS 
Operations, states, “... All are delivering excellent performance”! Supplied by 

Which again proves that you can’t beat more than three quarters of a FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY 

century of Fisher engineering know-how for day-after-day depend- Marshalltown, lowa / Woodstock, Ontario 

ability. 
=. on” 

Is 
3} FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY 
& Marshalltown, lowa/ Woodstock, Ontario FISHER: 

pres (hae See area eee - \ 

SINCE 1880 

WORLD LEADER IN RESEARCH FOR BETTER PRESSURE AND LIQUID LEVEL CONTROLS 
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Ce So You Think 
i 

You're SMART’! ou re : 

by Sneedly bs’61 

mum amount of time that the speed. When they meet at the cen- 
salesman can wait for the A Train ter, how far has each walked? 
is 8 minutes. For the B Train he oe ¥ 

ie Walt @ may nuM Op 2 minutes. Circles are stacked so as to fit in 
ssuming that the salesman arrives a triangle of 8” base 1 10" 

at the subway platform in an en- tade as 5 pase ane 
tirely random manner, he will take ALLEGE ts: SHOWN: 

the A Train four times more often. 
This means that he will visit city 

SURE means of identifying A four times more frequently than 

A Engineers this time of year city B. 
is the beard he fluourishes— “ee 

green, red, orange, or the mundane The accompanying dia gram 

| brown or black. If you see a man shows how one would divide the 

| with a beard, you can bet that he’s land to satisfy the conditions of the 

| an Engineer because very few hill will. 
students can grow beards, A lot of 
them try, only to discover after 
several weeks that nothing has ap- 
peared and they have been shaving 
since sixth grade for no good rea- Each circle is inscribed in the 

son. Poor devils! The best they can triangle and resting on the circle 

do is gape in admiration as a below. ; 

Schweppesman-like Engineer swag- There are an infinite number of 

gers past. circles involved. 

ewe a. What is the sum of the cir- 

cumferences of all the circles? 

The problem of the equilateral Now for this month’s problems. b. What would be the total sur- 

triangles and matches can be easily Don’t forget the $10.00 cash prize face if the figure represents 

solved by forming a triangle in a that awaits the writer of the cor- spheres in a cone? 

horizontal plane and placing a rect solutions. The earliest post- c. What fraction of the triangle’s 
match at each of the three vertices mark decides the winner, so don’t area is covered by these 
and forming a pyramid, Result: put it off! Send your solution to: Giecles? ° 

four equilateral triangles, count SNEEDLY aa ° 

‘em. c/o The Wasconsin Engineer Bill and David start towards 

see a eee Bldg, each other from opposite ends of 

The line BC in the circle prob- Madison; Wasconsin, a 40 mile road at the same time. 

lem comes out to 4 inches. eae Bill travels at 3 miles per hour, and 

8 ke Here’s the first one: David at 5 miles per hour. At the 

There are four flies on the four same moment, a bee starts with 

The salesman’s home is between _ corners of a square. Each one faces _ Bill and flies at 20 miles per hour, 

the two cities so that Train A ar- _ the fly next to him, in a clockwise flying back and forth between the 

rives at 9:00, while Train B, going direction. Each starts walking at a two boys during their journey. 

in the other direction, pulls into certain instant, always walking di- What is the total distance the bee 

the station at 9:02. The next A rectly toward the fly he was orig- has flown when the two boys 

Train comes at 9:10. The maxi- inally facing. All walk at the same meet? 
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BOY! ARE WE TIRED OUT 
In fact we're about ready to retire, all three of us. My name is Russ Jacob- 

son and that’s me grinning at you from the left side of the picture. In the middle 

is my boss Jim Schilling and that’s big Al Clauer on the right. We’re the fellows 

that have been responsible for putting out The Wisconsin Engineer this year. 

Jim is the Editor-in-Chief, ’'m the Associate Editor-in-Chief and big Al is the 

Business Manager. Jim and I are EE’s and Al is a Met E. We're all Seniors 

graduating in June and now we need to find fellows that can take over our 

jobs in the future. We all joined the staff of The Wisconsin Engineer when we 

were Sophomores and after a couple of years of learning the ropes we were 

given our present jobs. I've found it’s been a splendid opportunity to learn 

something about the publishing business and more particularly technical pub- 

lications. We need men for both the editorial staff and business staff so if you're 

a Freshman, Sophomore, or Junior in Engineering and you think you’d like to 

find out more about the positions we have available why don’t you contact me. 

My name again is Russ Jacobson and you can call me at 3-7375. 

Remember there are plenty of rewards for working on your magazine. For 

one thing you get to see your name in print and everyone is human enough to 

like that even though we are engineers. Then of course there’s our free banquet 

every year and we all get citations and keys as awards for a job well done. 

But perhaps the biggest satisfaction comes in looking at the magazine and 

seeing the story we wrote or laid-out, or the picture we drew. So if you're really 

interested and not afraid of a couple of hours work every month give me a 

call—that number again is 3-7375. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 25 in a Kodak Series 

% vy 

Nuclear ceneer vessel for 6-4 yy | | / | ¢@ 4 

Shippingport, Pa. power plant yo y/ _ . i 

designed by Westinghouse : 7 / 7 _ _ ee 

Electric Co. under contract with é yy: y/ a _ : _— : b 
the A.E.C. for operation by (fe — | ] ye 

Duquesne Light Company. f q L . 3 J , n 

ei ae f % | . : B mh hh s 

| a A NY ' | ; . _ : 

_ : UN Pe Ree =, a es , 

‘h into h / Where atoms turn into horsepower 
Combustion Engineering designed and built this “couldn’t- 

Vi nO ~ be-done” reactor vessel for America’s first full-scale 
5 @00000@ . 2 rer stati . : ahae : 1@) ooo S8 ; nuclear power station. And photography shared the job of 

ye. oe 3 3 Z 
| (233 @ ksxo testing metals, revealing stresses and proving soundness. 
© fe 33 ot 

he hn ney ; . . 
© Contes unusual—even unique—__ tography saved time in the drafting 

ea problems faced Combustion rooms. It revealed where stresses 

Photograph showing patterns Gf Engineering in creating this nuclear and strains would be concentrated. 
stress concentration. It was taken reactor vessel. Nine feet in diameter It checked the molecular structure 
ofa Blustic model of eager ie with walls 8% in. thick, it is 235 tons of the steel, showed its chemical 
vessel loaded to simulate the strains . avn i 
areal reactor vessel would undergo. of steel that had to be flawless, make-up. And with gamma rays it 

seamed with welds that had to be __ probed for flaws in the metal, imper- 

. perfect. And the inner, ultrasmooth _ fections in the welds. 

ee ae |. surface was machined to dimension Any business, large or small, can 
ie ie  - with tolerances that ae with those use photography in many ways to 

Ne . in modem aircraft engines. save time and money. It can go to 
—— ‘ » As in all its construction, Combus- work in every department—design, 

: = aS . a ’ tion Engineering made use of _ research, production, personnel, 

a a photography all along the way. Pho- _ sales, and accounting. 
nee 7 > 

Pa Pg eee | er i PITT TTT eee e teen cence cess eens ences ence eee seseeeeees 
° re : "i —_a_ meal . CAREERS WITH KODAK : 

el Acces s oaeag a OGG Hal: : With photography and photographic processes becoming increasingly : 
volt b vate a, wn 1 it F th a : important in the business and industry of tomorrow, there are new . 
vor el a vol ore? , ‘ld h ae ba ~ and challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, engineer- : - 
a Sd a ad flay eke ORE : ing, electronics, design and production. i> C 
DIOVES, SOONG ANE TOMES: . If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, write i 

: for information about careers with Kodak. Address: Business k Mr 
+ and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, hey — —S—se 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y. SFrrrt—~—Csrs—SCiziC i‘CNdizizatdisC
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— = set 1 SCStstssCsCInterview with General Electric’s 
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wo . Hubert W. Gouldthorpe 
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lL ee : . 
| » =~ + Manager—Engineering Personnel | 
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Although many surveys show that salary Q. How much is your benefit program median. This is because we provide 

is not the prime factor contributing to job worth, as an addition to salary? opportunity for the competent man 

satisfaction, it is of great importance to A. A great deal. Company benefits to develop rapidly toward the bigger 
students weighing career opportunities. can be a surprisingly large part of job that fits his interests and makes 

Here, Mr. Gouldthorpe answers some employee compensation. We figure full use of his capabilities. As a 

questions frequently asked by college our total benefit program can be natural consequence, more men have 

engineering students. worth as much as 1/6 of your reached the higher salaried positions 

Q. Mr. Gouldth how d det salary, depending on the extent to faster, and they are there because of 
: th Ce ine bet eo you stfee which you participate in the many the high value of their contribution. 

ee in starting #3 anes yey, ois programs available at G.E. I hope this answers the question 
graduating engineers? ee you asked, but I want to emphasize 
A. Well, we try to evaluate the Q. Farticipation in the programs, then, again that the salary you will be 
man’s potential worth to General is voluntary? . . earning depends on the value of 
Electric. This depends on his quali- A. Oh, yes. The medical and life your contribution. The effect of such 
fications and our need for those insurance plan, pension plan, and considerations as years of service, 
qualifications. savings and stock bonus plan a all industry median salaries, etc., will be 

: : operated on a mutual contribution insignificant by comparison. It is 2 I 1 Q. How do you evaluate this potential? basis, and you’re not obligated to most important for you to pick a job 

A. We do it on the basis of demon- join any of them. But they are such that will lef you make the most of 
strated scholarship and extra-curric- good values that most of our people your capabilities. 

ular performance, work experience, do participate. They’re an excellent 
and personal qualities as appraised way to save and provide personal Q. Do you have one salary plan for 
by interviewers, faculty, and other and family protection. professional people in engineering and 
references. ‘ . a different one for those in managerial 

Of course, we’re not the only com- nN ce te been with fh edetiden work? 
pany looking for highly qualified “ vee TOK @ FEW end id 2 ahi A. No, we don’t make such a 
men. We’re alert to competition and vib S How al Sen des Gilerdlecicl " distinction between these two im- 
pay competitive salaries to get the ie to om TENOR GOSS INS eesision portant kinds of work. We have an 
promising engineers we need. i. We gor factional ‘eained integrated salary structure which 

Q. When could | expect my first raise 2 © TEVICW  Proressiona” Sea aries covers both kinds of jobs, all the way 
at General Electric? at least once a year. Under our up to the President’s. It assures pay 

. . philosophy of delegating such re- in accordance with actual individual 
A. Our primary training programs sponsibilities, the decision regarding contribution, whichever avenue a 

for engineers, the Engineering Pro- your raise will be made by one man man may choose to follow. 

gram, Manufacturing Program, and —the man you report to; subject to 
Technical Marketing Program, gen- the approval of only one other man * We have a limited number of copies of 
erally grant raises after you’ve been —his manager. the Engineers Joint Council report en- 
with the Company about a year. Q. At present, what salaries do engi- titled “Professional Income of , Engi- 

Q. Is it an automatic raise? neers with ten years’ experience make? ra 5 A you poule like : 
. . . copy, wri fo _Engineerin: erso 

A. It’s automatic only in the sense A. According to a 1956 Survey of Bldg: 36, 5th Flas Gircal Elecieic 

that your salary is reviewed at that the Engineers Joint Council*, engi- Com Sch i 
: : : : z pany, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 959-7 

time. Its amount, however, is not neers with 10 years in the electrical 
the same for everyone. This depends machinery manufacturing industry | 
first and foremost on how well you were earning a median salary of LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

have performed your assignments, $8100, with salaries ranging up to cussing: @ Advancement in Large 
but pay changes do reflect trends in and beyond $15,000. At General Companies @ Qualities We Look For 
over-all salary structure brought on Electric more than two thirds of our in Young Engineers e Personal De- 
by changes in the cost of living or 10-year, technical college graduates velopment. 
other factors. are earning above this industry
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